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Dear Mr. Greenewald:
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2013, requesting information under the Freedom oflnformation Act (FOIA) (enclosure 1).
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FOREWORD
The Franklin Institute bas for many years been deeply concemed with
missiles, Earth satelhtes and space travel. Its Laboratories for Research
and Development have been steadily engaged in vital tasks which helped
produce working mechanisms for rockets. In 1956 it sponsored a sym·
posium on ''Earth Satellites as Research Vchicles," whicl1, in published form,
is one of the two or three authoritative, pre-Sputnik books on the subject.
On a popular level, the staff'of the Planetarium has operated on the prem1se
that man would C\'entually trowel in space. \Ve have offered pl~netarium
demonstration~ which, by taking advantage of the planetarium illusion tech·
niques .. sen·ed to alter our sense of space aud time and permitted us to move
ahead into the future. Such demonstrations have included "trips'' to the
moon, to illars and to Saturn. Thus, the Institute has kept abreast of latest
dcvclorlments in the rocket and missile field.
With the advent of the eminently successful V·2 rocket, the mechanism
was available which could ultimately l:c used by man for the exploration of
space. Little by little, the necessary stcrls to achic' e thi~ goal were taken.
Finally, on the fourth day of October, 1957, the launching of the first Earth
satclhtc fired the imagination of an unprepared world. Those of us who
had been im·otn:d in soznc facet of this mh·enture were called upon to explain
the avalanche of fast·moving events occurring at that time. Science t1ction
had suddenly become scicJ:tific fact-and e\·cryone wanted to know some·
thing about rockets, s.1tdlites ami space travel.
Against this background, the Institute, seeking to serve engineers and
>dentists of the Philadelphia area, sponsored a series of ten <emi·tcchnical
lectures on astronautics, in the spring of this year. Ranking workers in the
s1~1cc tra\·el field were invited to the Institute to lecture on the1r specialties.
The Dolfi1Jger-~lc:O.Iahon Foundation made it financially possible for these
mustanding speakers to travel to Philadelphia from all parts of the U!lited
State~. The Institute wishes publicly to acknowledge its gratitud<•, both to
the men who took their valuable time to lecture, an<l to the Foundation, with·
out whose heir• the series could not have. bcl11 carril~l out.
The lecture course pron1! so successful that it was decidl1l to publish
the series as a JOURNAL ~lonograph, ii1 order that a \\ider audi~nce
might be r-.1ched. The present volume rct•rescnts essentially the verbatim
v
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n;marks of the lecturers-eondcns(d slightly and edited to make the matenal
suitable for written rather than oral presentation. It is our hope that Tm
Steps iuto Space will serve to ~larify the basic prmciples and problems of
space travel for those who seek to understand the events of the past year m
the astronautics field.
The Franklin Institute may have similar Astronautics Series in the
future, but in ·no ca~e will it be able to present a sequence of more timely
lectures. To all who helped make this possible-our sincerest thanks.

I. l\1.

LEVITT

October 15, 1958
Philadelphia, Pa.
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THE LONG HISTORY OF SPACE TRAVEL
BY

WILLY LEY•
JXTRODUCTJOS

It may sound a bit strange for somebody to talk about the history of
something which has just begun or is going to begin in the near future, depending on your interpretation of the term "space travel." Just the same
you c.,nnot do anything unles~ you think of it first and when you think of it
history so·tO·SP.cak begins.
I am reminded of the newspaper inten•iew which I gave roughly a week
ago, in which I casually said that of course the men are tired now of just
orL;:ing arouud the earth aud they would like to give their rocket a kick in
the perigee or at least send their planetary probe into interplanetary space.
Whereupon, the newspaperman looked at me aud said. "Who made up
all these new words ?"
I said, "These new words were made up by the astronomers quite a
number of years ago and especially those words which arc bandied arouud
in the daily press these days were, for the most part. coined by Johaune$
Kepler. who died in 1630. So these arc not precisely new words."
But this, of course, is the fulcrum of my lecture. The words arc not
new. The ideas arc not new. But you will have to make a distiuction (at
least I make one) between what I call the history and the prc·history. The
history ot S!XlCC travel in my book and to my mi:1d began at the time when
a scientist, preferably a modem scientist, sat down and said, "Now, if we
wanicd to fly into space, what would we have to do?'' To phrase it in very
modern language: What velocities would we need for which job? What
means ol propulsion would we need for such a job? What additio:•al side
issues crop up, for cxam)lle, things such as "can you receive a radio signal,"
or less important things such as "will the pilot become unconscious or uot ?''
'ihis is what I call the history.
rR~;.JUSTOR\"

The prc·history begins with the idea itself, and the idea (and, again, this
is a straight steal from the astronomers) of space travel naturally pres up·
posed thr idea of other bodies in space. As long as you don't know that
Hawaii _exists you cannot wish to go there. 1\s long as you consider the
lights in the sky to be just lights in the sky and nothing else, you cannot
wish to go there. Whether your.r)ltans for doing it would be effective or
not is still an entirely different problem, but not even the· wish conld come
• Spate llistori>n. Jacl.son Heights, N. Y.
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up or the concept co1ddn't start unk>:'s you kn~w :hat there is a place at
which yon cou!d conceh ably arrive.
This means, of course, that space travel actually bcgaonnore or less at
the moment wh111 the JY.<'ple who \\ere interested in what os now called
astronomy started the concept of other worlds in space.
Let me say something which does not really belong to the theme, but
which is important in tloe se11se that it is often overlooked. The oldest as·
tronomy was astronomy of position only. The oldest astro11omers were
not interested in what we now take for granted; in the·nature of the hea\·enly
bodies which they observed. They "ere interested in their location, in their
appearance, dosappea;.mce and reappearamx~in short, in their positions
It \yas only, let 1.s say, at· about th~ time of Christ {this fits pretty nicely
although there is no dorect connection) when the intelligent people, at least
of the :Mediterranean world, became com·mced for the first time that the
moon was actually a body. That was put on paper for the first time by
Plutarch who died in 120; and only ;dew decades later the first science fiction story was ·written; of course, it was a story about a llight to the moon
Flight in this case is to be taken literally.
I might add that the aerodynamics were awful. Not ouly was the atmostl1tere of the earth supposed to reach to the moon, bllt the hero of the
Greek poet took oue wi:1g of r.n eagle and one of a yulture and by means of
this kind of equipment he made a flight to the moon. And then the gods
took his wings away.
In any event, the man who wrote the story was a Greek by the name of
Lukian of Samos:lta, and, to thr best of "Ur knowledge, this was written in
160 A.D.
.
I just mentiont-d that we first needed the concept of other worlds before
we could get the concept of space tra,·el This is a statement wher~ you
have to be awfully careful about your semantics because all of you who at
one time or another studied philosophy will remember, it is hoped, that there
was for a long time a controversy 011 the so·called plurality of the worlds.
That was an·entirely different thing.
This plura:ity qf the worlds co11cept in philosoph)' ha<l nothing at all to
<lo with the fact whether the moon should be considerd a light in the sky
or a silver shield in the sky, as Pliny reported as an old belief, or whether
it was a solid bod)·· That was an entirely different thing ha,·ing to do \Vith
f>tokmaic ideas about the construction of the world. It is of no .other than
historical interest to us,now mod doesn't have to conccro.-tts in this lecture.
The reason I brought it tm is that that is not the same.
In the later Middle Ages this old philosophical fight was revived on
theol!)gkal grounds, this time meaning a world like, say, the moon. These
people always talked about the moon. You have to remember that this
was bciore the invention of the telescope and only. the moon is large·enough,
not counting the sun, to apJ~Car as a visible disk in the sky, while everything
else needs a telcsco(ie to look different from a pinpoint.
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Hut before tl•e philosophical theolo:,;ical discussion could go too far.
namely. ilt 1277, the Bishop of P;uis said, with authority by the Pope, that
it would be wroug to think that there can be only one inhabited wofld tor
theological reasons. So the stage no1V was set. The stage was set for the
astronomical discoveries which hinged partly on a better mathematical un·
derstandmg of wbat was going on, and partly 011 tbe invention of tbe instru·
ment which we now call the telescope.
THE r.ERIOD FROM 1M$ TO UH

The mathematical understanding of what went on was given by two
bcoks: by Copernicus' original work De Rr11olutiouibus Orbium Codsticrtm
(On the Revolutions of the Celestial Bodies) published in 1543 ;· and Johannes Kepler's Nova Astrotwmia (The New Astronom}') which bad tbe
very interesting subtitle of D,· .llotibus Stc/lae Martis (On the Motions of
Mars) (interesting to us because that is where Kepler got bis new astron·
omy), .which was pubbshed in 1609. Then Galileo Gali!ei's Sidcrius Nuucius appeared in 1610. on his telescopic discoveries And here you have
one of these very important psychological differences.
I bave often said (a few dow1 times at the very least since October 4
of last year) that Sputmk I mainly had the pur1>0se to 1lrove to everybody
that it could be doue. Of course, all astronomers, most mathematicians
and a good many engineers knew that before, but the ones who were 110t
astronomers and not mathematicians and not engineers had to be shown.
Back iu 1610 in the astronomical field we had the same story. The
Greek philosopher Anaxagoras bad suspected that there might be moun·
tains on the m~n. Plutarch in 100 A.D. lmd logically proved that there
should be, but Galileo·iu 1608 could say "I saw them." Ami that mnde the
difference.
The next book dealing with a trip to the moon came after Galilei. In
this whole. interval from Lukian of Samos.1ta in about 160 A.D. to the next
one in 1634 there is just one minor item. You all know about Ariosto's
famous poem Or/antlo Purioso which was finished in 1516 after some ten
years of writing it.' (I may add here as an aside that this book is also
very interesting for the history of technology in various aspects). The
Or/antlo Prtrioso contains one short story about a trip to the moon by some·
body else. Tbis is the only item between Lukian of Samosata in 160 and
the next one in 1634, Kepler's Somuiwu.
This wa~·uot only the time when the telescope was invented, but it was
also the time when the printing press had lx.-<!n invented, ami Lukian's book
bad been reprinted on the newly invented printing press. The reprints of
the original Greek l~litions were in 1496, 1503, 1522, 1526 and 1535. That
means five reprints of the original Greek iu forty years. For those people
who were not well educated there were l~1tin l-<litions. The Latin editions
•l'iul publitation \\as in 1516, but this \\as nol lht <Oillpl<tc work, ~~;hich appoar«< in
ISJZ.
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appeared in 1475, 1493, 1543 and' 1549. A little later Johannes Kepler
added one which was pubhshed in 1634,. Latin translation. There were
also two bilingual cdttions, Greek and Latin, in 1615 and 1619. Finally,
late in the game there was an English cditiolt in 1634.
Tttis started something. In the ·first place, Johannes Kepler, the man
who ,iscovered the Jaws of planetary motion, wrote a book which falls into
this general theme. Its title is Somuium (Sleep), meaning dream in this
case, and it is actually a kind of philosophy and geography o£ the moon. It
contains two things which were new. One· was that he gives the distance
to the moon roughly as it is now in·our textbooks-SO,()()() German miles,
which works out to close to 300,000 English miles. This is a little bit too
large, but it is the first printed estimate of the distance which is reasonably
close to the truth.
The second thing that is new in Kepler's book is that although the Earth
has an atmosphere and the moo11 has an atmosphere, these two atmospheres
do not touch. There is empty space in between. And he makes one more
remark which I find very clmrming, and that is the following. ( lnci·
dentally, it is factunlly ..wrong, but shows thinking in the right direction,)
He says that you must all have observed how a spider when it is chased
from its web drops down and pulls its l:gs to its body. This way, Kepler
said, a traveler in space between Earth and the moon will have his arms and
legs folded up against his body because the larger part attracts the smaller
parts.
This was f.-JIIowed (and I am skimping now a little bit in my list) by
a book by Dr. Francis Godwin of England first published in 163S-Thc Mall
i11 tile .IIoouc-o£ course, a man who goes there. This is done by the very
simple-not too sitnllle, but let us say uon·technical .method of imagining
a race of birds called ganzas which migrate to the moon every winter and
they take the traveler along.
The interesting point is that Dr. Godwin did not e\·en have to invent
the gan1as, or at least he saw something that was his model for it. The
extinct dodo was the model for Godwin's j,>anzas and, of course, there are
two small errors in the story. One is that tl.'e dodos couldn't fly at all, and
the second one is that the bird that was exhibited in Londot\ as a dodo at the
time, and prcsmnahly seen by Dr. Godwin, happened not to be a dodo b1t a
solitary.
But let ns 11~1 go into these complications of· history. Let us j::.,·point
out that Dr. Godwin's book was very successful. Between 1638 and 1768
it was published or printed twcnty·five times in four different languages:
English original, French edition, German edition and a.•LMin edition.
By that time, when it cmitc out last, the moon had slowly begun to fall
into disgrace. In about 1650, and this is the earliest date I have been
able to find, au Italian by the name of Giovanuia Battista Riccioli wrote a
book which was called ,1/magrstum Nor•um-straight astronomy. It is this
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book which contains I believe for- the first time (I wouldn't swear to it in
court) the statement that there ar~ no seas on the moon, there are probably
no lakes on the moon, no clouds have been seen on the moon and it prob·
ably has very·little, if any, air.
I made myself a small note here which might amuse you as it amused
1ne. Some time after Dr. Godwin, who had this traveler carried to the
moon by ganzas, as I told you, a "poet" by the name of Meston, an English·
man 1 wrote a poem which was a call to his muse; and 111 this poem 'he expected his muse to inspire him with poetic thoughts which "are soaring in
high Pindaric stanzas, above Goi•zales and his ganzas."
The next man in liteJ11rY history is a man who is often thought not to
be a real character, but he was one, namely, the Frenchman Cyrano de
Bergerac. His Voyage dans Ia Lunc was printed for the first time "sans
privilege," which means anybody could copy it, in 1650; then w1th privilege
it was printed six years later. This is the first book in which rockets are
used to carry the box in which the trnveltr sits.
This was imitated a little while later by an anonymous Frenchman who
makes things a little more modern sounding. His hero goes to the moon
by rocket and returns by parachute. The re·entry problem isn't quite that
simple, I am afraid, but I am just reporting now on what other people wrote
in the past.
.
Then, of course, we have one English story printed in 1728 by a man
whose name we don't J..now, but he put the pen name of Murtagh McDermott on the cover. Well, I wouldn't say he foresaw the stage or step principle, but his ship consists of ten hulls inside each other, in case <omething
goes wrong. And that something might go wrong is shown by the fact
that he is propelled to the moon by placing that ship on top of a mine shaft,
in which 7,000 kegs of gunpowder are going to be ignited.
You will see that by this time a number of ideas h~d already been
vaguely thrown at the public, but this ended in about 1750 and then there
was a long hiatus of roughly one century. This is speaking from the fiction
point of view, but (rom the point of view of history o£ science there is some
very early scientific thinking precisely in about this interval, all at about
the year 1820.
)'..\Kt.\• SCIY.XTU'IO

TJtiNKI~G

First comes a man, whose nationality I do not know, who wrote in v~ry
difficult professorial German, but whose t•ame sounds Dutch-it was Franz
\'On Paula Grnithuisen. Professor Gruithniscn, in the first place, thought
he had discovered a ruin on the moon. It is one of the cases where you
can see this ruin quite clearly with a small telescope if yon know what to
look for, but it doesn't show up ·in a big one I And I mean this seriously.
I have seen it myself in a ·l-in. telescope.
In the second place, ,Gruithuisen was convinced that the planet Venus
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was inhabited. He didn't say, as was left to our century to claim, by little
green men, but he did say that it was inhabited.
In the meantime, a man who is really one of the great ones in science,
a mathematician, Karl Friedrich Gauss, and the Viennese astronomer von
Littrow both were thinking about the idea of what you might do if you
wanted to communicate with the inhabitants of other planets. Both agreed
that they might have nothing in common except the laws of mathematics.
Two pillS two must be four on Mars too, no matter what you call the figures.
And so it.was Karl Friedrich Gauss who evolved the idea of producing
a giant mathematical symbol, the right angled triangle with the three squares
attached to it, Gauss, !coking for a sufficiently large blackboard to write
it on for the l\lartians to see, thought of the Siberian tundra. What h~
wanted to do was to plant the triangle with wheat or rye, a grain which
ripens yellow, surrounded by dark green pine forests with a thickness of
the line of about fifty. miles, which would make a nice contrast between pine
forest and wheat or rye fields
I sometimes wonder whether this might not come up as a proposal from
cast of the Iron Curtain one of these days. But the original inventor was
Karl l;ricdrich Gauss. Littrow in Vienna imJlroved on this to some extent
in saying thr.t this would be an unchanging symbol and he wanted changing
symbols which be wanted to produce by taking a desert (he said the Sahara,
but that was just a name used) in which he woui(l dig trenches forming
figures 6ft)' miles in diameter. The trenches would be filled with water,
of course, and then he would float kerosene on tOJl of the water and ignite
this to semi signals into space.
t:.\IU,\'

tJClt:~CE

l'ICTIOS

These were, I wish to point out, scientific ideas. They did not originate
in the circles of people who wrote stories. The story writers came to the
fore in 1865, a year in which four .zJOvels all about trips into space were
published. One of them is unimportant even though it was by Dumas, and
the other three managed to elihaust all possible ideas.
One of the three, which I would hke to discuss quickly, was Jnles
Vc:ne's famous story D,· /,, 1'crre a Ia Lrmc (From the Earth to the
Moon), in which, as you know, escape velocity is produced by a cannon
shot from a gigantic cannon in Florida imbedded in a solid stone mountain.
!might add here that Jules Verne moved, for the sakP. of the story, Stone
~lountain ncar Atlanta to Florida. lie knew it wasn't there, but he moved
it there for story purposes. I don't know whether the story which is now
being told in Atlanta existed then; I doubt it. (The story which they uow
tell in : ' nta is that Stone l\(oumain was one clay thr<'wn by Califomia at
Flori cia, Dut missed.) S(> Vcme did move it to Florida for story pur·
JlOSCS.

'l'hc cauuon shot was one idea. The second idea came from an anony·
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mous Englishman whose book h~s the very simple title History of a Voyagr
lo Ihe Moon. This anonymous Enghshman thought up the idea of finding
a substance which did not have any weight. He had an ingenious treat·
ment. This substance is weightless and carries things unless there is iron
beneath it, in which case it loses its power.
His ship consi~ts \'ery simply of a large room, let us say, built of oak·
wood, lined with sheet metal, ~nd it has two balls of this carrying substance
at both ends. And it has -two iron flippers, you might say, which can be
lifted to a position below it to destror the power. If you let them drop,
then the power is there again.
The thing that amuses me about this old English story· written in 1865
is that the man constructs his space ship as a hrdro1xmic system He grows
plants in it so that the travelers have oxygen to breathe. Again, I think
that this is the first time that this has ever been mentioned.
The third idea of th~t year (all in the same year, strangely enough.
1865) came from a Frenchman by the name of Achille Eyraud, and his
boo~ is very simply called Voyage a V ruus (Voyage to Venus). He uses
a reaction motor, a reaction motor which runs on solar energy .and uses
water as the rc~ction mass. He then ruins the whole story, and his fame
with it, h)" the idea of catching the reaction mass and feeding it b.lck into
the fuel tank. llut he did have the ide.1 of the reaction motor.
So you sec that the main ideas of friction which we now have in 2,2221/::
variations were all taken from early in the 19th century, if not earlier: the
weightless substance, which then became especial!)" famous through II. G.
Wells, written in 1899; the reactiou protmlsion, which is the staple now;
and the cannon shot, which has been·discontinued for literary purposes.
1 ha'c to mention two moro: things here. One is that 1877 was the
year when Mars came eSJiecially close. It was possible for Professor Asaph
Hall in Washington to discover the two small moons of Mars, and it was
possible for Giovanni Schiaparelli working in Italy to send ont the aston·
ishing news of the "canali" on l\lars, the lines which still nrc not explained.
This was in 187i, ami for this r<.':lson fictional interest then shifted from
the moon, that was known to be airless by then, to the Jllanet ~Iars.
The masteqlkcc, of course, was the thing that happened around 1902,
also in France, where a wry rich lady with enormous amounts of money
put down the necessary money for a prize of 100,000 francs in gol•l to be
paid to the man who started communication with another hea\ cnly body,
except the planet Mars. The 11lanet Mars scemetl to be too simple, but the
French astronomer Camille Flannnarion, whose book about ~Iars (La
l'ltmrtc M.rrs) was responsible for the prize in the first Jllacc, withdrew in
horror and said this is the "nne idee bizarre" to rule out the one Jllanet
which s<.-.:ms to be in a JIOsition to participate. Dnt you sec the enormous
optimism that was around then.
I will add one more thing (and this is not •tnitc fair now for a reason
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which I will explain in a moment). The best space travel story ever writ·
ten prior to, say, 1920 or thereabouts .was a German one written -and pub·
lished in 1897. This contains the complete theory of space travel by
reaction, contains theory of intersecting orbits -and things like that. But
when I say it isn't quite fair, it isn't quite fair because the man who wrote
this novel was a scientist himself. He was a professional mathematician.
DE\'ELOt•JIY.XT 0¥ SPACE TR.\VF.L THEOR\'

In 1897 this man, Professor Kurd Lasswitz, actually bridged the gap
between what I call the prehistory of which I have talked so far and the
history. which began in about his time because now science was ripe for
actually tackling the problem.
The first man who actually spoke about a space ship and meant it liter·
ally (a space ship that he would undertake to hitild if he were given the
money and the help) was an inventor by the name of Hermann Ganswindt.
I knew old Ganswindt who was in his late 70's at the time ancl he told me
that his ideas \\ent back to 1870. Whether this is true I ha,·e no way of
judging. I can't say that he told me a st,ory. He was an old man. Past
events tend to coalesce in retrospect. But I can say this much, that I went
through his documents and he could prove to me by printed programs that
in the spring of 1891 he had delivered a lecture in which he declared that
the new century would bring both aviation and space travel. As we now
know, Ganswiudt was right. However, Gauswiudt himself, although he
talked· a lot about it, talked in public ancl for publication, did not produce
what you might call a scientific paper.
The first scientific paper on space tra,·eJ;was produced by a Russian
by the name of Konstantin Eduardovitch Ziolkovsky. I know from others,
not from Ziolkovsky himself (although I had correspondence with him),
that he 'yrote his paper in 1898 and he sent it to a journal, now defunct,
which w~~ quite similar to our Scientific MoutlJly, which is defunct too
unforhmat.::;·. It is also a matter of record that the editor needed five years
before he made up his mind whether this should be published or not.
We know this because other scientists were asked what they thought of
the manuscriJlt and they app.1rently couldn't find anything wrong with it
and so it was published ia 1903. And it influenced nobody. Jt· made ab·
solutely no impression. Outside Russia nobody could read it, of course.
Inside Russia nobody p.1id any attention and the airplane still had to be
invented anyway.
You can say, then, that these two ·men-Ganswinclt :md Ziolkovskyare early forerunners. You can say that the next man in the scientific field
was the American, Professor Robert H. Goddard. Goddard, in 1914, took
out a patent in which the step principle is mentioned. The little I k1\o":
about patent law makes me· wonder how he could get the p.1tent because
the step principle had been p.1tcnted about three years earlier in Belgium.
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There must have been a legal technicality, but I am quite sure that Goddard
chd not know about the Belgian patent and ~odclard wrote his first book on
space travel in the latter part of the First Worlcl War. It was published
by the Smithsonian Institute with 1919 .on the title•page, but actually re·
leased in January, 1920.
It also didn't cause too much of a stir, and I may here say something
which I consider important because an issue is being made of-it on occasion
and by a few people. While there is no doubt about the priority of Dr.
Goddard in the Western world, I consider that Dr. Goddard's importance
lies in the field of rocket research and rocket engineering, not in the field
of space travel.
Dr. Gocldard mentioned space travel in only one aspect, an munanned
shot to •he moon. But all his life, and in all of his publications, he was
concerned with rocket research which, of course, is as closely rela(ed to space
travel as is the right hand to the left, but still it is not quite the same thing.
And personal interests do count and should be evaluated in retrospect.
At any rate, Professor Goddard had his first rocket motor for liquid
fuels running on November I, 1923 'and there was no earlier one. The first
flight of a liquid fuel rocket of Professor Goddard's design was on March
16, 1926, and, again, there was no earlier one. So his pos:tion is abso·
lutely secure.
Things then shifted over in the direction of Europe for a while. The
book which, if you discount Ziolkovsky, is the foundation of space travel
theory as distinct from rocket theory is Hermann Oberth 's Rocket into
llltcrp/aurtary Space. This, <!f course, is a translation of the original Ger•
man title. The book was published early in 1923.
This book covers, as you ean sec in retrospect much better than you
could sec then (although I read it then) an amazing variety of subjects.
It.is not only rocket motor computations. It is not only ascent computa·
tions. It contains questions of pilot resistance to acceler~tion. It contains
a discussion of a shot to the moon. It contains the first published plan for
a station in space. All this in 192:l!
As a matter of fact, in this book you can find a forecast of what hap·
pencd to the second Vauguard that failed. He has a discussion that lasts
for one aud a half pages (and mostly mathcmatic.1l) on the fact that if a
rocket is very tall and thin all the aerodynamic forces tend to break it during
the ascent.
It is highly interesting, however, that in 1923, when Professor Oberth
managed to speak abont a station in space, that he did not forecast the un·
manned artificial satellite. The reason is a strange one. He wrote the
book, or the actual writing, I would say, was from late 1917 to late 1921.
At this time, radio was not exactly under military secrecy, but only the
people working in radio knew anything about the subject.
For example, Obertli, in all scrioumcss, in his book ha> a lost expedi·
I
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lion ask tl!e space station by nwans of signals hy hand mirro_rs reflecting
sunlight. Well, maybe even radio men could not have figured out at that
time that on a three centimeter wave yon could call the space station and
would get your call through with the power contained 111 four flashlight
batteries But it is interesting that he doesn't mention radio at all, because
what: radio .there was was long wa\e stuff, needing enormous stations, and
whatever research may have been going on was not known to him; and
telemetering was not invented until three years later. .
There was one more important work, this one by a German (Professor
Oberth has to be considered an Austrian by birth, although he lived in Germany later), a Dr. Walter Hohmann, who in 1925 published a work which
goes into great detail of leaving the Earth, going to the moon, around the
moon to another planet, returning and re-entry. He has a long re-entry
discussion in this book published in 1925.
The interesting.point here is that it is all pure theory, pure in the purest
sense of the word. I asked Dr. Hohmann, who is no longer ahve (he died
during the war in a bombing raid), by letter before the war started whether
he had had any ideas on construction. He wrote that he had tried to think
of construction, but he could uot find :tuything that as an engineer he would
undertake to develop. But by just assuming thrust of the necessary order
he could as early as 1925 work out most of the things that we are uow on
the verge of doing.
This completes what you might call the history of the idea. By the cud
of 1925 the idea was complete. What has been contributed to the theory
since was either in engineering on how to calculate the exhaust uotzle of
a rocket motor, or it was refinement of certain things because obviously the
men who calculate the re-entry problem with a slide rule and somebody else
who has an IBM machine-well, the man with the IBM machine is likely
to be better off and to be able to offer a greater variety of possibilities. Hut
still I feel that by 1925 the story of the ide.1 was complete. What comes
after that is the story of building,
C0:'4STJnrCTtOS OF TUt: HOCKt:1'
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The story of building, which most of you have read somewhere, 1 have
no doubt, is something which can he shortly described in the following way.
I told you that Dr. Goddard made his first liquid fuel rocket take off the
ground in March, 1926. The first liquid fuel rockets in Enrol'c followed
in 1931. Six ye:trs later, there was a ncck·tO·neck race, which nobody
knew existed.
The German Anny, in 1936, got two liquid-fuel rockets to a height of
about 6500 it. each. Professor Goddard in this country had accomplished
7500 ft. in 1935. And in 1936, presu'mably somewlmt ahead of the Ger•
mans since they fired in the middle of December, the Russians got a liquidfuel rocket to a height of twelve miles.
·
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What t~cn happen~d was that Dr. Goddard ran out of mon~y. the Rus·
sian group that had got a rocket to twelve miles becatue politically suspect,
wh)le the German Army, being an anny, just kept working. They didn't
get much of a budget. One night Hitler dreamed that long·range missiles
couldn't work, so the ne:'<t day he withdrew all priorities from the long-range
mis~ile program. But armies can sometimes, if there is a good general
sitting in the right place, shuffle internal funds around in such a way that
they do things for which .they are not precisely authorized. At least it may
take some explaining afterwards why they thought they W!!re. authorized,
and some work has been done that way once in a while. In this Cl'se the
Germal) Army ended up with a V-2 rocket which was in one way or a~other
the prototype for all the rockets to come, the liquid fuel rockets. that is.
The next great event in my mind after th~ V-2 capable of going to a
hundred miles vertically was Project Bumper Shot No. 5, which was the
first two·stage shot of a liquid fuel rocket. It went to 250 miles, and this
height was not surpassed for quite a number of years to come becattse the
next job to be done, all scientists were agreed upon, was not t<l shoot higher
in,to space, but to put something into space to stay there, an artificial sate!·
lite.
As a matter of fact, aside from a Jupiter C shot which went higher than
250 mites, bnt in the process of traveling 3,000 miles horizontally, the first
shot higher than Project Bumper was oue that happened by mistake. I am
speaking about the famous case of the runaway X-17. The X-17 is a three·
stage rocket of which the first stage throws stages 2 and 3 into space so •hat
they can tum around and come down to simulate a re etttry, but dte)'
wouldu 't come down fast enough to simulate really so the second and third
stage fire upside down to push the measurement instruments in the nose of
the third stage into the dense atmosphere at the highest possible \'elocity.
Well, one of the X·l7's misbelmvcd and fired all three stages on the way
up. The trackers promptly lost it. 'fhat was something they didn't ex·
pect, but calculations indicate that it must have reached a height of I ,000
miles. This was early last year.
In the middle of last year Project Farside got a rocket up with a balloon
launch to a height of 3000 nt!les. The transmitter cut out at 2700, but it
is believed that it rose for another 300 miles after the transmitter stopped.
Then, of course, came the age of the satellites. The next events arc
easy to prophesy since we know what tcclmological capability there is: a
shot to the moon within a· year, a flight to a hundred miles or thereabouts
in the X-15, ami several years from now the first orbital flight by man.
All this is easy to prophesy. l ha\'c used this phrase before, but I think
it is most apt if you remember everything l have said tonight. It is easy
to prophesy the future because it is a future which began quite some time
ago.

1

THE Ro"CKET AND THE REACTION PRINCIPLE
BY

KURT STEHLING •
JXTRODUCTIO,_..

Everyone is talking about space flight these days; the papers are full
of it. This evening, then, why don't we go a little bit into the thing that
makes space flight possible-if it is ever going to be possible-namely, the
rocket.
The two terms "rockets" and "missiles'' are med interchangeably and
widely, but they dou't always mean the same thing. The traditional rocket
is perhaps nothing n10re than the old Fourth of July fire<:racker. with which
we have more fun than the big rockets at times; and a missile is a vehicle
that uses a rocket.
I want to talk about the rocket and how it works, and how a rocket en·
gine behaves. In the short time we have available, I will deal with the
rocket engine. That, after all, makes the vehicle go-sometime~. and not
always up, either!
Unfortunately, a jet propulsion course of some six months or a year
cannot be compressed into an hour, so I will have to gloss O\'er the subject
very skimpily and touch the highlights of propulsion- de\'clopments as we
have them today, including some of the subtleties of rocket engines.
TH~

KOCKl;T F.NOISE

The rocket is the thing that ma!>es the vehicle go. It is the power
plant. and when the power plant doesn't work well, the rocket doesn't work
well, eilhcr. The same is tme in an aiqJlane or a motor car. If the power
plant stops, drastic thin~:s happen; so it is necessary to have a power plant
which tlCrforms well.
The thing that distinguishes the SJ~1ce \'Chicle from other vehicles is its
unique power plant, the rocket engine. which is an application of jet pro·
pulsion. All jet propulsion can be lumped together in a \'cry large hotly of
jet propulsion engines. The turbo jet. the ram jet, the ram rocket, the
hybrid engines aud the rocket itself and dc\'iccs that use the momentum
principle of the jet which is exhausted through an orifice in the rear of some
combuster or other device which generates high velocity J~;~rticles of gases.
Figure I is a drawing of a very elementary propulsion system which
would apply, I dare say, to any space vehicle or any-rocket vehicle. I shall
pick out little points in this figure and try to explain whtl the functions arc
ami what they mean.
• Hr>d, Van~t~J><d Roc~ct Divi•ion, Naval Rc..arc:h J.aboratory, WashinRt<»~ D. C.
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A rocket missile these· days is, <!f course, to be written with a capital
"R" for Rocket ar.d a small "m" for missile, because the rocket missile•is
largely tanks and engines, Only ·a very-small fraction of a rocket missile
today (and of a space ship in the future) is devoted to payload or guidance
and control and any ancillary devices that. have to do with the rocket func·
tion.
The engine, which I call the rocket. thrust chamber, the pumps, tanks,
etc., makes up perhaps 60 or 70 per cent of the total vehicle w~ight. Any
power plant that I know of requires some fuel, so we must have a place to
store the fuel to run the power plant. It doesn't matter whether the power
plant is '! nuclear power Jllant or a chemical power plant or an ion power
plant-something must be done to a working fluid so t:1at it in turn may
produce work. Then, on one end of the fuel (propellant) tank, is the
rocket thn1st chamber.
People have recognized for a long time that the rocket power plant is the
first step towards space flight. The early rocket societies in the 1920's and
1930's realized that a rocket engine has the unique ability to operate in a
vacuum-although some people still don't realize it!

F1c. I,

The early rocket societies also recognized that SJ~1ce llight can only be
achieved with a device such as the rocket eugine which is independent of
atmosphere, because there is a point beyond which there is no atmo~phcrc.
Therefore, if yon want to get beyond the atmos11here, yon can't usc an
ordinary gas cugine, which needs atmosphere to fnnctiou; yon must use
somethiug that carries its own oxygen for its combnsion process.
Varions scientists Ions ago recoguiz<"<l this. Dr. Robert H. Goddard
in this country wrote some very good treatises on rocket engines an(l for
many years, practically lmSu(IJ>Ortcd, he developed a lot of the elements of
the rocket propulsion system ami worked o'ut the theory o£ some of the
rocket combustion processes. 'fhc Europeans, notably the Germans, did
a lot of work, too. Professor IIermann Obcrth worked out a scheme of
propulsion even before Goddard, although Goddard did a lot o£ practical
work.
The rocket propulsion system (shown in Fig. I) is the critical device
that separates the space ship men from the ordinary Earth·brcathinc boys.
The riickct chamber with its propellant tanks pem1its space flight to occur,
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because the rocket engme can transcend beyond the atmosphere ami, in
fact, it works better out of the atmosphere than in the atmosphere. (In
our own Vanguard project we found that the performance of the rocket
engine in vacuum was better than we had anticipated.)
LJQUIU ROCKJo:'l' I'UY.r.s

lt is necessary to get the propellants or fuels iuto the rocket chamber,
This is done by means of two tanks connected to the rocket chamber.
Before I go on to more clements, I want to stop a moment to analyze
some of the components. First, we ha\·e a combustor, a device which permits the rapid buming of some combustible. The combustibles are dassi·
lied as fuels and oxidizers. .Most people just call the whole thing "fuel."
The fuel, however, is only one half of the propellant, or a portion of it; the
other portion is the oxidizer, or oxygen. The two tanks connected to the
rocket chamber carry iuel aud an oxidizer, respectivtly, ami there are many
fuels and many oxidizers.

l/ydrocarbo11s
One type of fuel is the hydrocarbon. Kerosene and gas!Jiine arc the
two nmjor ones, and there arc also jet fuels which arc relat<'<l to the ones
abm c. These arc ordinary common garden variety of hydrocarbons which
the early rocket societies used, which Dr. Goddard used in his work, and
which perform very well.
The reason for using them is largely logistic. The ~lilitary in this
country arc still the largest buyers of missiles and they don't want to be
bothered by carrying exotic propellant combinations all over the world if
they have to fire missiles from some God·f<>rs:tkcn spot such as the South
Pacific or Siberia. They want propellants which are easily available ami
reasonably cheap, for firing a missile is an expensh·c business. 'l'hc:<c farge
rocket engines u;e propellants at the tremendous rate of se\·craf thousand
dollars a second.
Alcoilo/
~!ethyl alcohol i$ another fuel, but it is reasonably p.1ssc at this time,
for \'Cry few rockets these days use alcohol.

Ami11rs
'l'he amines are interesting propellants l>e~:ausc they have little or no
carbon in their molecule;, When a fuel lm$ little or no carbon in it, it lx:·
comes a more efficient fucllx.-eausc the exhaust which comes out of the rocket
engine has a lighter moleeidar weight and also the carbon docs not cat "I'
useless energy in the rocket engine.
One of these interesting amiues is ordinary ammonia. It is fairly cheap,
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a little hard to store. but readily a\'ailable. Another one is !1ydrazine. which
is a derivative of ammonia. Then there arc so-clll~d substill)tes of hydra·
zines, one of which, called dimazine, is used in our second stage in the Van·
guard. It is a•very energetic liquid, very nice material to use, and it give!
more energy than the hydrocarbons. We are using amines because the)
give more energy per pound of propellant weight.
OXID1ZRHS

In the ·oxidizer class, the normal oxidizer is air, but chlorine or fluorine
can be used. The favorite these days for rocket systems 1s oxygen in liquid
fom1. One reason for its wide use is that it is easy to liquefy oxygenperhaps I shouldn't say easy to liquefy oxygen, but it is easy to obtain
liquid oxygen by building a big liquefaction apparatus consisting of huge
machines that pump day and night producing liquid oxygen, and break
down just before you want to use them I
Liquid gases have their limitations. of course. Liquid gases arc dif·
ficult things to use. They are hard to J>Ump and hard to store because they
arc so cold the valves freeze. They tend to react with .materials-sub·
stances brought into contact with liquid oxygen will be set on fire.
l.:iquid fluorine is a marvelously energetic material, but diflicult to
handle.
Of the three main classes of oxidizers, chlorine is out for \'arious rca·
sons; lluorine is an e.~citing possibility for the oxidizer in the rocket engine;
but oxygen is much more widely used.
Another interesting oxidizer tlmt the Germans first tried is 90 per cent
hydrogen peroxide-not the bleachil1g variety I Another nice one is concentrated nitric acid. These two substances alone arc rather nasty liquids.
Anything in the rocket business is nasty, but particularly the substances
one must handle, such as the liquid propellants. Nitric acicl has one ad\'an·
tage that the liquid gases do not. It can be stored for a long time (in
stainless steel drums for mouths and years).
1'JU~

KOCKKT CJI,\lUtF.R

The rocket chamber pennits propulsion to occur in \'acuum, which in
turn makes s1~1ce flight possible. I know this is the end product we all
look for, but without such a device as the rocket c;mmbcr, we cannot achic\'c
sp.1cc flight in any reasonable way. It is the only practical way which will
propel you in a vacuum.

Comlmslion
Now, how docs it do this? Let us assume that we have sprayed the two
liquids into the cha!nber and 'thcy have begun to burn. There are two ways
in which they begin to bum: they can be ignited with a sparkplug (as was
clone in the X-I aircraft which used alcohol and oxygen); or, fluorine and
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ammonia, which ignite on contact, may be used There is ·no problem of
ignition-as soon as the liquids are sprayed into the chamber, they wtll
burn.
Hydrogen peroxide, which is hypergolic (sel£-tgnitmg), may be us~d;
and peroxide may be used with alcohol or gasoline.
Combustion, then, lMs been.produced in the rocket chamber. Let me
review the cycle once more. There is a little slug of propellant (fuel) in
one of the pipes shown in Fig. 1 and another slug of propellant (oxidizer)
in the other piperboth travelling into the chamber by devious means which
I will describe later. The two propellants become mi>..ed, just as the carburetor in your car mixes air and gasoline, and upon mixing, they ignite,
either from an extemal stimulus or in a ·rather crude way (as was done in
our first stage engine) from an ignit~r placed .in the chamber and set off.
This creates a great ''spritzel" of fire in the elmmber and away goes the
rocket.
For most rocket engines, such as the Vanguard. the combustton process
must be ignited only once. Once it begins to bt!rn, it contmues to burnyou hope! The combus'tion in a rocket chamber is really ordinary burning, sinular to a Bunsen burner. rn fact. if a microphone is placed next to
a rough burning Bunsen burner and amplified a few thousand times or a
few million times, it s~nnds just like a rocket engine-worse than many!

Thrust
There is a regular chemical reaction with the particles that arc burnedthey travel down the chamber because they have :10 place else to go. This
burning immediately increa~es the chamber pressure from atmospheric to
500 psi., which is an average chamber pressure. Most rockets today work
at 500 psi., although some can work at 300, 200 and even less, and some
at higher.
The burning particles come to the end of the chamber whiclt may, in the
case of a 50,000-!b. thrust chamber, be any length, depending ou the pressure.of operation. If the pressure is very high, the chamber size shrinks.
If it is very low, the chamber size e~pands.
The gases move along at high temperature in the thrust chamber (a
50,000·1b. thrust chamber is 2 ft. in diameter), nnd they begin to accelerate
because all the propellants nrc coming in but they are all burniug away at a
given rate. The material, then, in order to get out of the chamber. must
accelerate. It can't go at a steady speed. Indeed, it begins to accelerate
more rapidly when it reaches the constriction of the throat.
The gases now expand to the outside into what we c.1ll the nozzle. The
nozzle has an interesting functioh. The gases are generated in the chamber
and try to get out of it; on getting out, they impart momentum to the cham·
ber. We have, then, a variation of momentum with tinte, or a variation of
mass flow with time, which produces a rate of change of momentum which
in turn produces thrust.
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The thrust that is produced in the rocket is nothing but the product of
mass times acceleration. The mass is in the chamber and the acceleration
is produced by the change of velocity and, later, the change in acceleration
of particles going through the nozzle, which results in a net force or thrust.
This is the thrust of the rocket engine.
On exhaustion of the chamber, thrust is produced at the throat, or en·
trance to the nozzle, where there is a very violent change in velocity, with
a later change in acceleratio11 in the nozzle, which is also called a supersonic
diffuser.
The gases which tra,·el at sonic speed, Mach 1, arc accelerated to a
higher Mach number depending on the initial pressure ratio in the chamber
which may be as high as :Mach 5 or 6. or even higher. This acceleration
to supersonic speed. produces the thrust. A portion of the thrust is pro·
duce<l in the chamber; a good deal more is prodnced in the throat; and there
is a certain amplification factor produced by the nozzle. The nozzle may
produce roughly 40 per cent of the thrust. with the other 60 per cent pro·
dnced before the gases reach the nozzle. This is entirely a function of the
size of the nozzle and the pressure ratio across the throat.
Tlir No::/c
The gases expand until they reach a pressure which is determined by
the length of the nozzle and the initial pressure ratio in the chaml>-:r. In
vacuum. these gases want to expand to infinity and reach zero pressnre.
So, to get all possible work out of these gases, which impinge on the walls
as they atcelerate, in total vacuum the nC~zzlc wouhl have to be of idinite
length-quite an engineering feat! But. because of the rnte of change of
entropy of the gases in coming out and the fact that the particl~ arc dis·
crete sizes and have certain energies, for all practical pmposes all the energy
of the expanding gases at the nozzle would be used if the nozzle were 20 or
30 times the length nf the rocket chamber. This, of course, i~ not feasible.
There arc limitations to the nozzle. The difficulty in designing a very
efficient noule is that as the nozzle becomes too long its weight increases
ami the rocket is far more sensitive to weight than it is to the efficiency of
chemical conversion, also known as specific impulse. A 1.0 to 20 per cent
~hangc in the themical efficiency of the rocket engine produces a relatively
insignificant change in velocity or altitude, but a tremendous change can be
made by simply hacking half the nolzlc off. The designer, therefore, has
to ~om promise. lie says to him~clf: "I am converting ~hcmical energy
into a thrnst in the nozzle. I am doing it at a certain rate. Is it more
advantag~"Ous to usc a lightweight chamber and oul)· con\'ert a [IOrtion of it
and save that weight to put in something else, or not usc it at all?"
Usualh· the answer is in favor of a shorter nozzle. Another considera·
tion in no~71c design is that rocket engines have a steering f1mction on the
Luge rocket vehicles. The engine may be gimballed, as it is in Vanguard
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or the other'btg rockets, and if it has t9 steer back and forth, up or dowu,
a large nozile flopping up and down puts a great strain on the rocket cham·
:f>er. Big nozzles, then, are to be avoided if at all possible, where weight is
important.
The propellant has come down into the rocket chamber to produce tins
effect of high pressure combustiiJII and e.'haustion through a filter where
the gas moves at sonic speed, provided this internal pressure is some definite
fraction above the external pressure.
Tilt! F L'Jo!LIXG PROCJ!:Sfl

Pressurr Mctltotl
Let us go back and sec how the propellant reached the rocket chamber.
The simplest thing is to force the propellant by pressure. This can be done
by including a pressure tank filled with helium, which seems e:<pensi\'C and
wasteful. but it is done. Believe it or not, in a large rocket it is often useful
to substitute helium for nitrogen. You wouldn't think gases<weigh much.
but wheu you haYc a large sphere 6 feet in diameter at 5000 psi. the differ·
encc between nitrogen and helium may mean quite a few pounds. Also.
helium is not easily absorbed into the liquids under pressure.
By releasing helium gas, the fuel tank in the vertical rocket can be pres·
surizcd. The pressurized helium acts like a piston ·on one end. (In fact.
tanks have beeu designed with pistons in them, to take the place of helium
or gases.) The lifluid is thus forced into the rocket chamber, but the force
of the push has to be higher than the internal pressure, otherwise the pro·
pellants won't enter the chamber.
The pressure required for forcing the liquids into the rocket chamb~r
is so high that the tanks begin to look like battleships, with big heaYy walls.
So, it is necessary to fiml some ot' er stratagem for putting the liquids into
the rocket chamber. Pressure can be used to feed the propellants into very
small rockets such as the Aerobee IIi, a high altitude rocket used by the
Naval Research Laboratory.
If there is not too much prtssurc drop in the lines, there wtll be a Row
of liquid into the rocket chamber. This Row is self.compcnsating. self·
controlk~l. because the throat acts as a !ittle orifice. The sonic flow in the
chamber will allow only so much•gas to flow at a given time. If you try to
llllt too much propellant in the chamber, the chamber pressure builds up too
rapidly and the rocket chamber tries to go b.1ck to an equilibrium. The
rocket chamber has to be designed for a certain given amount of propellant
Row 111:r time, with a certain area relationship in the thro.1t.
It is not possible to open up the throat or do much with the nozzle with·
out changing the critical balan.cc in the chamber, that is, the l~1lance of the
internal pressure to the outside pressure.
The throat is just like a little vai\'C which can be OJ>~:ncd by band. If
you sd it at one point you must le:l\'c it that way, since if you tinker with
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the throat, the whole thermodynamic relationship changes. When that
happens, the ratt of injection of the propellants has to be changed, also.
With the pressure ti'iethod of injection, in big rockets, the tank walls be·
come so heavy thai the rocket will never get off the ground. Tank walls
are so thin in some of these big rockets that they will collapse in on them·
selves. Some of these giant -intercontinental rockets, for -instance, are like
pressurized blimps.
Pumping Method

How, then, do we get the propellant from the tanks into the chamber?
We usc a very, very old device, namely, a pump. There arc all kinds of
pumps which can be used, keeping. in amnd that a driving device must be
used which is independent of the atmosphere. This is done in some rockets
by settiug up a system with hydrogen per. "!ide inside of it.
Hydrogen peroxide has the nice property of uot having to "burn" with
anything. It is able to decompose without .haviug the benefit of reactton
with one of the hydrocarbons or the amines. This is done-in all the big
rockets-by feediug the hydrogen peroxide out of a little tank into a de•
composer, with a tiny rocket chamber having a small screen of silver coated
with some chemical (or a mesh filled with ~alcium permanganate),
The peroxide tank is pressurized from the helium sphere mentioned
previously. This introdu~cs a secondary combustion process, for the peroxide will decompose when it hits the screen and fonn super·heated steam with
a little free oxygen in it. at \'ery high pre>sure. The gases arc choked down
again to gi\'e a high velocity jet of gas, which impinges on the blades of a
gas turbine on a shaft and turns them like a little windmill. It is all enclosed. The gas turbine in tum is hooked up to two centrifugal pumps. for
each propcll~nt has to be pumped, of course.
In short, a separate external process pressurizes or drives a gas turbine
(just as is used in a jet engitic) at very high speed up to 30,000 or 40,000
rpm. The gas turbine then turns the pumps to pump the propellants.
'J.'hat is the major scheme as used in rockets today. It is a sour~~ of
much pain and agony, since it is very hard to design gocd propellant pumps
and good gas turbines. In fact, it is harder to do than to design the cham·
ber. Using basic principles, one can design .a rocket chamber in half an
hour. The fun begins when you try to design the injector at the eml of
the rocket chamber and the pump. The pump design is difficult and the
injector design is empirical, which is disconcerting in ;~ scientific worlcl.
Now, we'\'e gotten the fuel into th~ chamber through the pump, instead
of using pressure. The pump ha~ introduced an artificial drh·ing force
which will r:tise the energy levd of the liquids to the requisite level to pump
it into the chamber so it can burn ami be all atomized into a fine mist. The
oxidizer has been pumped in, also. The two (lUmJlS have probably been
geared together and driven by a common gas turbine.
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The oxidi1er or the other liquid .·cau be used itt au interestiug way.
Before it :s pumped into ·the rocket chamber, it can be pushe<l through the
nozz!e of the chamber, fed bac~ along the walls of the chamber and back into
the rocket engine. This cools the engine.
All ordinary rocket engines with liquid propellants need to be cooled,
for an uucooled rocket engine is useless-w1th one exception which I will
describe later. I waut to gtvc you some idea of why cooling is necessary.
The usual combustion temperature at 500 psi. is between 5000 and
6000° F. for an ordinary propellant combiuation such as kerosene and liquid
oxygen. For fluorine and ammonia it is not much higher, oddly enough.
but we obtoin higher efficiencies by having less to accelerate. In the perox·
ide decomposer the temperature may be about 1200° F., if it is that high,
so it is much les:; efficient.
A chamber with a 5000° J,>aS environment inside and O[x:rating at a high
pressure poses severe problems of heat transfer. The heat must be liberated.
A lot goes out through the nozzle, but there is still heat fiow into the walls.
;\lost rocket chambers today are made of some material such as stainless
steel or mild steel, Stainless steel is the favorite because it is so resistant
to chemical erosion. which occurs in a high degree because oxygen at high
temperature, for instance, acts as a very fine cutting torch.
The chamber wall is fairly strong. say an eighth of an inch thick. On
one side there is a sooo• F. temperature; Oil the other side. there is the or·
dinary atmospheric temperature, say, 70° F. In fact, in vacuum, there is
no temperatme. Heat can't C\Cil get awl_ly, for the only way to liberate
heat in vacuum is to radiate it, and that is·a very poor way to transfer heat.
The wall, then, must be ke]lt cool. One of the big steps forward in the
last twenty years in rocket design was a method of regeneratively cooling
the chamber-regeneratively meaning here that one of the working liquids is
used as its own coolant, so to speak. It goes along the walls and is re·
injected.
What limits will the heat llow cause here besides any coolant we may
introduce? Suppose we didn't have this coolant, what would happen?
Three or four seconds after the rocket engine started, several things would
occur, the major one being disintegration of the chamber. llut before that,
the walls would begin to erode away.
One reasott for this is that in a liquid rocket engine, the atntOS[lhere
usually has a surplus of oxygen which erodes the walls. When the walls
reach a temperature near their melting points. the metal actually burns off.
The metal can be protected with a ceramic layer on the inside. This is one
ex,eption to the need for cooling-a rocket chamber with a very thick
ccr.unic coating. The ceramic gradually erodes, but if the tiring is for
thirty seconds or so, the chamber can sun·h·e.
Without· a ceramic lining, we must do something to protect the wall •
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The inside of the wall already has a certain self-protection in the form of a
stagnant film of gas, a boundary layer, which is a-very severe attenuator of.
the heat flow. It is a quiescent layer of gas which does not have much
turbulence in it and which se' ercly limits the convective heat transfer that
occurs inside the chamber.
This gas film is a natural protector and even if we. put a cooling ja~ket
around the Otttside, just as a car engine has, this gas film must still be there.
If in a rocket chamber the gas film is destroyed by oscillation or turbulences,
in many cases the chanilier' will burn out whether it is cooled or 1101. This,
unfortunately, occur:. fairly frequently.
The wall, then, must be designed so that it is always cool enough to
tnaintain a boundary layer of cool quiescent gas along the wall.
Rocket walls must not be too thick, becmtse the• thinner the wall, the
better it is from the heat transfer picture. The designer always makes the
rocket wall as thin as possible, consistent with the internal pressure and
the strnctural strength of the rocket chamber.
Regenerative cooling allows the wall to be keJll cool enough so it doesn't
burn or doesn't evaporate. This is the thing that allows the rocket engine
to be a practical reality. Without it we wouldn't have anything unless we
used enormously thick walls. tremendous ceramic .hells or, as I will tell
you later, solid rockets.
One of the most commonly used oxidi?.crs, nitric acid. is an excellent
coolant. In Vanguard in the first stage 11 c used the fuel (kerosene) as a
coolant. because liquid oxygen can't be used; in the second stage we used
the nitric acid (the oxidi1er) for the coolant, because the second-stage fuel
is not too good a coolant, and, more important than that, we don't have
enough of it. It is not only necessary that the coolant flow through at a
certain velocity (it must ha1e a high \'Clocity), but it is also necessary to
have a good quantity of it in order to carry away the heat. So regenerative
cooling of a rocJ..ct chamber is a prime and necessary element of the rocket
.;tgiue complex.
lSJY.OTJON
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The ne:\1 step is injection. The injector is a small clement of the rocket
engine with little holes in a face plate (sec Fig. 2). The liquid comes up
behind it aud it looks just like a shower spray. In fact, son:e injectors are
called shower-heads. The liquid is sprayed out and is mixed in fine drop·
lets. There is a vast body of theory on how we shoul<l mix it and what
the atomization rates should be, but II!> one has yet worked out a good theory
for the rocket designer. The fact is that there is nothing really scientific
about injector design. We inject tiny droplets of liquid; they all mix,
making a tremendous turbulence of gas vapor which creates a great fire.
This represents a low order combustion process. All these tiny vaporized
droplets of propellant try to meet, mix together and burn. They must be
atomized to some extent, othemise it taJ..es too long for the combustion
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process to be completed. The more combmtion occurring ncar the injector
head, the more efficiently we usc the \'ohnne of the chamber.

fUEL

SMAlliMPINGINI> STR£AMS
Or l.tGUIO ATOMI1.t TO
FORMA fiN( SPRAY

Fto, 2.

There are several types of injectors. One type has two holes wi•h a
liquid spraying out each one. The two sprays · impinge forming a little
flame; this process can be repeated all over the face of the injector. Auother type is a swirl nonle which mal..es a grc.'t big vaporized spray, very
much like a home oil bunter nozzle.
.
Cooling of a rocket chamber is most important ami without it we could
not exist with rocket engine,; however, the injector is the heart of the sys·
tem. The rest of the components can vary considerably-for example, the
nozzle can be cut off or twisted around. In fact, any variation beyond the
injector doesn't bother the chamber at all. Once the gas flows sonically
through the throat, what happens beyond the injector has no effect on the
inside. The sonic flow is a complete and definite cutoff from the outside
world for the inside chamber.
801.10 ROCKl."TS

Although I have said a good deal about liquid rockets, don't let me give
you the impression that liquid rockets are the raison d'ctrc of space flight.
There <arc other things. I mentioned liquids because they are the more
complicated, ami .because they still have considerably greater applic.,tion
than the others. Most of the big rockets which arc fired from the various
missile ranges arc liquitl rockets. We have yet to learn how to c.'st ami
mold and squeeze out the propellants for large solid rockets.
Generally, the rocket engipc in the liquid rocket compris~s the chamber
and the pumps and the \'alvcs that go with it, and there may be hundreds
and hundreds of valves. On the other hand, the solid rocket is disgusting
in its simplicity. It is nothing but a solitl charge. To make it, an ordinary
metal or F1bcrgla$ case is filled through a spigot at one end with S<lmc solid
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propellant material which could be several things.
energetic as liquids, but they can be.

Solid~
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arc not usually as

'types of Solid Propdlauts

There arc two main divisions of solid propellants. One of them, fairly
wieldy ustd today, is the so·called double-base propellant 1vhich is the tradi·
tiona! propellant made of explosh·e nitrocellulose or nitroglycerine tempered
with additives to decrease the buming rate. Nitroglycerine would make
a nice mono· propellant (a propellant which burns all by itself without add·
iug oxygen), but it bunts so fast that it makes a nice bomb, too. You could
not spray nitroglycerine into a rocket chamber and expect the thing· to stay
put, because the explosion wave would travel up the pipes and into the tank
Another type of solid propellant are the synthetic rubber propellants,
usually called composite propellants. They are made of synthetic rubbers
with some oxidizing material such as ammonium nitrate or perchlorate
mixed with them. These two combinations arc widely used. I think the
emphasis p•·escntly is on the composites.

Specific Impulse
The spedfic impulse of these propellants, that is. the rate of usage, is
not as high as that of liquids. "Specific impulse" is a very treacherous
term to use. by the way, even though it is used widely. We define specific
impulse as the thrust of the rocket divide<! by the propellant weight that is
burned times the gravitational constant.
. .
Thrust
Spectfic tmpulsc • lb/scc propellant X g
This is an important iactor and docs tell you tlmt for a given amount of
thrust and for a given propellant burning rx:r second, you get a certain
amount of thrust, or vice versa.
Another term that has been used widely in rocket practice is "exhaust
\clocity." Exhaust velocity is the vclocit)' of the gas coming out of the
rocket : the higher that is, the more eflicient the rocket \'chicle is and the
higher the ultimate velocity of the rocket \'chicle will be.
If the exhaust \'clocity is dh·idcd by the gt:ll'itntional constant. the
ans\\er is the same thing as impulse. The SJX:cific impulse definition is
somewhat anomalous because it depends on thrust, and thrust is a hard thing
to measure in a rocket engine. Of all measurements to make, thrust is the
most difficult lx:causc the whole large rocket ~nginc and all its parts must
be made to push against a spring scale or hydraulic or electric indicator of
some kind. We can set the unit on a big J>ivoting test staml; but all the
pipes that go with it :111<! all the vah·es have to move with it. also. If they
don't move with it, yota ba\·e to account for the flexure in the lines. The
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whole complex thing has to be calibrated. and so it is very difficult to meas·
ure thrust.
Thrust is also a fuitction of the size of the nozzle. The bigger the nozzle
and the higher the altitude of the rocket in vacuum, the more thrust is developed for a given pound of propellants bunted. So thrust is a \'ariablc
thing in a rocket engine.
Our Vauguard rocket eugiue starts at 28,000 pounds at sea level and
probably goes to about 29,000, although our nozzle isn't really long enough
to make full usc of that thrust capability. Our second stage engine has an
8000-lb. thrust in vacuum, but only about 5000·1b. thrust at se.1 le\·el be·
cause the nozzle is not being used fully. When the gases of our second
stage engine are burned nt sea level, the gases begiu to separate and break
away from the wall. They e.-<patid to atmospheric pressure, 15 psi., so the
big nozzle does no good at all at sea level. We call tlus an over-expanded
nozzle when the nozzle is a bigger size than can be used fully by the gases.
Combustio11 Efjicicii(Y

A more interesting figure is the so-called combustion efficiency or char·
actcristic exhaust vclocitv. It is a function of the throat area of the rocket
engine and the weight of propellant. It is a more complicated relationship.
Combustion efficiency is :i more fundamental parameter whtch describes
how we burn the propellants. This is more of an applic.1tion factor. such
as horsepower on an ordinary motor car instead of gh·ing the pressure·
volume relationships of the piston or the displacement of the engine or.
better yet, the entropy of the gasoline or even the tombustion temperature in
the cylinders.
Drsign of Solid l'roprllant Rockets

The solid rockets arc masterpieces of simplicity by their 1·cry nature.
Suppose we take a large shell and we pour iu a liquid which becomes a
solid. What the designer usually docs is to cast the solid propellant so that
it burns evenly ou the inside. Ilc does this by using a trick the Chinese
used two thousand )cars ago-he puts a star pattern on the inside of some
kind. Then he puts an igniter down the center of the rocket, a long igniter
which ignites and sprays out flame at the "start." The propellant then
burns oittwards, with a pressure rise up to some tenninal value which may
be 1000 psi. The pressure then stays at this level until dcc.1y at the end,
when all the solid propellants burn out. Without this leveling off of the
Jlressurc curve, the rocket engine would pulse at a tremendous rate and tear
itself to pieces. It is not cffident to have a high thrust. It is better to taper
out the thrust.
You catt design a solid tharge with special layers to actually taper the
thrust outwards. The pressure and thrust curves would be similar. The
thrust follows the pressure very closely. The thrust, in fact, is very de·
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pendent on the chamber pressure. So, you can program this curve by the
proper design of the charges. It is not always eas)" to succeed in this. The
sohd charge, once it is designed, is a very reliable device. It will usually
ignite within an ignition period of only a few nnlliseconds. The pressure
then rises, stays up and then comes down.
The solid propellant reaction is a complicated reaction. It is an oxida·
tion between comphcated molecules, with -the burning adjusted so that the
exhaust gases are not rich in oxygen at all-they are a reducing flame wh1ch
is a lot easier on the throat.
LIQUID VERSUS SOLID I"ROrt:LL.\:STS

Because the solid propellant ehminates all the valves and pumps required
for a liquid rocket engine, this weight reduction is useful in medmm·size
rocket vehicles. Very small rockets can use either liquids or solids, al·
though when they are only a few feet high they are usually best made of
solids. Then comes an intennediate range where liquids arc good. Then
comes another iutennediate range where solids arc better. The bigger
rockets, such as IRB~I and ICB~I, use the liquid propellants.
The difficulty with the solid charge is that for a very large rocket the
grain begins to flex and bend. It is \'cry hard to pour and, once it has been
poured, it has to be put in an oven aJI(I baked. There is nothing quite so
precise as baking a solid rocket! At any rate. the solids have to be baked
or cooked or cured under very precise conditions of temperatme, lmmidlty,
etc. This i~ very difficult to do for \'ery large rockets because as the solid
mass gradually cools down aud releases a lot of heat, it may de,·elop cracks.
At present. therefore. it is very difficult to make a big solid, but the tech·
niqt:es are being learned.
I mentioned that the chamber pressure in a solid may be 1000 psi., which
is higher than most liquids have. It doesn't have to be that; indeed, in
\"acnnm the chamlx:r pressure can be anything you want as long as you have
sonic flow through the throat and the proper pressure ratio relationship.
But at sea level, the chamber pressure should be high for a gh·eu thrust.
Also, a solid needs a certain high chamber pressure for maintaining its burn·
ing rate. If the chamber pressure is too low, the fire may lx: unstable and
may die out. There is a critical pressure region which is \cry important.
Presently, efforts arc being made to reduce the chamber pressure in solid
rockets ami also reduce the c.~sc weight, bec.~use all the pressure ami the
heat of the fire must be contained in the case. Although the solid propellant
is self·healing (as the fire burns, the solid propellant material insulates
itsel!), there is a limit to this. It gradually breaks down ami fissures may
be established. When fire reaches the walls it burns through, in which case
it is necessary to insulate; this raises the weight of the rocket.
If the chamber t>ressure is a thousand pounds, it is seen that even though
the propellant contributes something to the strength (not much), the case
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must. take that whole IOOO·psi. pressure. But with modern techniques, it
is now possible to improve the mass ratio to the point where one can get
mass ratios of 0.9 for solid rockets, which is the weight of the propellant
divided by the weight of the whole vehicle. This mass ratio is a very im·
portant factor.
Tl1e best mass ratio that I know of for a large hquid rocket gives about
0.85. This factor is of extreme Importance. It tells yon how much of the
1ocket is available for energy usage. The ideal mass ratio is I. A little
reflection will show yon that if you have that in the case of a hquid, you
have just a big "popsicle" of propellant because there would be uo skinnothing-no structure weight. It would all be propellant. This is the
ideal rocket, but it still is not possible. If we had a lOCket of 0.97 mass
ratio (97 per cent of the propellant weight available for energy). )OU could
reach the moon in one stage with any given payload. This, then. is a very
powerful factor in the ballistic equation.
.
I don't want to go into ballistics here, but I just want to tell you that a
solid rocket will have about 097 mass ratio (or it can be produced), while
with liquid propellants it is almost impossible to better the mass ratio of 0 85
with the propellants we now have.
Since bnruing in the solid rockets progresses outwards, it is self-healing
and no cooling is required. The throat is the hottest part of the rocket and
is ver)' critical in either a liquid or solid rocket, because the gases impinge
on it. el\ehange momentum with the walls and give up energy, so we have
total temperatures of rather high levels.
Thus. the solid rocket now has 1110\'ed in on the liquid field because of
the simplicity. We can also change the exhaust gases so they don't oxidize
the \\ails. We can have a rcduci11g gas. \Vc can usc molybdenum metal
throats which are easily oxidized, but not at all reduwl. We can usc car·
bon and we could build solid rockets which will burn from a lower lc\·cl
of nothing at all to up to a burning time of 60 or 70 seconds, which was
unheard of before; this means that now we ba,•e an uncooled rocket engine
or-rocket chad1ber which can last for 70 seconds.
That contradicts a bit wltat I said before-which was that one couldn't
ha,·e uncoolcd chambers. In a solid, because the solid material helps to in·
sulate, this can be done. The solid propellant now :tcts ns an insulator while
the li<1uid docs not have that advantage. although in some cases li<ruids can
be sprayed along the inside of the chamber thus forming a liquid film along
the wall; but that is a (lOOt I)' understood technique and not widely used.
The question now is: Where do \\C go with the solids? Do they have
any meaning in this picture? What is the point in discussing them? I
~1y they do have meaning, indeed. As you know, our third stage Vanguard is a solid rocket. The reason it is used is that it is easy to ignite in
vacuum; it has a closure in the front so that air stays trapped on the inside;
it is ignited, the fire comes out and once the tire is started the solid will keep
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on burning. A liquid can be ignited this wa)", too, but a solid is a more
reliable device.
The E"plorer II, the Army satellite, did )lOt ig11ite its fourth stage,
which was a solid rocket. Usually when the electrical stgnal gets into a
solid rocket ami starts igniting. the solids will burn regardless of what is
outsi<k-vactnml or no. It is a reliable device, since there arc no valves
to start and stop it.
A~tother interesting problem is what can be done to program the thrust
of a rocket engine. In a solid. one can do very little. for once it bnrns, it
stays at a constallt thrust.
In a liquid rocket engine, if one wants to vary the thrust. several things
must be done. It is possible to cltange :he throat and adjust the thrust that
way. by adjusting the chamber pressure. One way to do that is to put a
httle egg-like body into the throat and lllO\"C it in ami out. In this way the
throat area changes without physically changing the throat itself. This can
and has been done in a liquid rocket. It is an easy thing to talk about. but
almost impossible to do because the "egg" bnrns ttJ> quickly.
One can change the flow rate in a liqnid rocket. The tronblc is that
as one changes the chamber pressure in a liquid rocket. the stability of the
chamber changes and becomes violently unstable ami docs not want to bum
auy more. The fire goes out, or at least ouc wishes it had gone out!
So, little can be done to change the thrust. llowever. a liquid engine
can at least be shut off by shutting any one of the valves; this is impossible
in a >Olid rocket. for once it is lit, it burns to the end.
It is possible to stick a pipe with a vah e in the ~ide of the chamber of ~
solicl rocJ..ct and as the solid burns, one can suddenly open this valve or blow
a hole in the side of the chamber. :\11 the gas will vent out the side and the
chamber pressure will drop below a critical value ami the fire will go out
that way. This is possible. But to program the thrust level of a liquid
or solid rocket engine, or even to stop a solid when one mmts to stO(> it is
very difficult indeed ancl, again, very little med. (The British have some
throttling liquicl rocket engines mcd in rocket aircraft.)
Today we can say that lic1uid rockets arc mostly ttscd for ,·cry large
intercontinental missiles, certain high altitude rockets such as Vanguard.
and rocket aircraft. The solid. despite its simplicity, lacks controllability
and you would not want to usc a solid rocket in a rocket aircraft such as
the X-15 or the former X·2, because when the (>ilot pushes his button. he is
nway whether or not he wants to IK.~a \"ery tmcertain situation for him.
Therdore, lic1uid tlropcllants arc used; they may be a little more dangerous
and harder to build, but at any ~ate. the pilot can control this lic(nid rocket
-he can shut it off or \'ary the thrust tQ some extent by having a munbcr of
chambers or adjusting the injl'1:tor llow within small limits.
The solid rocket has come along c1nite rapidly since the war. It is oc·
cupying prrsently about 30 per cent of the JlrOJlulsion spectrum it1 terms of
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total energy used, and in the ncar future may occupy as much as 50 per
cent. There has been a lot of talk in the newspapers about anti-ballistic
missiles: these could be bmlt using solid propellant engines because a solid
rocket can be stored any place and it is only necessary to push a button to
fire it. There is some truth in this talk, although it would have to be stored
at •'Crtain temperatures and certain environmental conditions because the
solids are temperamental this way.
SU>fllo\R\'

I want to reiterate what have been the major accomplishments in the
propulsion principle in the last few years-the main things that have
changed the propulsion picture from the e.'Cciting times of the early rock·
ctcers such as Goddard.
The first big step fonyard in rocket engines was the controlled burning
of liquids through the usc of valves. The second step was the discovery of
new liquid propellants such as liquid oxygen and amine;. The third great
break-through was lightweight chambers, manifest in •.:,·crnl ways: one is
the ceramic chamber; another is the self-cooled or regencratively cooled
chamber; another is the usc of light alloys of aluminum and even magnesium.
Other advances include: the usc of pumps (centrifugal pumps h:we made
an enormous difference) ; a better understanding of notzle theory to give
us altitude performance as we want it; new ilijcctor design; the use of throttling in rocket engines (still little used, but coming along); the use of solid
propellants; and the usc of thrust \'ector control which allows one to usc the
rocket engine itself by gimb.111ing the chamber and using it for a steering
device (this cannot be done easily in a solid rocket).
There is also a new understanding of the new fundamentals of rocket
engines. Some work has bet:n done; hundreds of theses have been written ;
and millions of doll<trs have been spent in an attempt to understand such
things as combustion process, temperature reactions, etc.
:Mainly, the use and umlcrstauding of the nozzle theory, the usc of pumps
and good cooling processes aud an understanding of the heat transfer proc·
css have lx:en big steps forward, as has l~cn the evaluation of the propellants.
The><: have bet:n the major advances which will prol~1bly lead 11s to space
llight.

·.

ROCKET FUELS-LIQUID AND SOLID
BY

H. W. RITCHEY'

It is interesting and stimulating to talk about man in space-what hap·
pens to him in the absence of gravity and ltow he dodges the meteors; but
behind it all we still have that old problem of how to get him up there.
I happen to be one of the fortunate or unfortunate people faced with the
problem of making rockets that work, ami my lecture tonight is probably
the most unglamorous one of the series; the subect is rocket fuels. It repre·
sents the real spade and shovel work of the space travel field.
!\laking rockets to get a man into space by conventional methods is not
an easy task. but I hope to point out. however, how easy it might be by
the exercise of human ingenuity, itl\"olving new and unconventional methods
for accomplishing the task.
In talking of rocket fuels, I have some spadework to do first to set the
record straight. When you drh c up to a filling station and s:1y "fill up
my tank with gasoline" you probably think you arc getting fuel;· however,
you are only getting about a tenth of the total fuel you burn-the free portion is air. A rocket is not iortunate enough to have free air available.
\\JI.\T

l'Ul:r~

Jt'

I would like to start off by defining what we mean by fuel in the field
of rocketry. When you drh e up to a gasolme station, you fill your tank
with hydroc.1rbons. The first line of Table I shows that the heat of com·
lmstion of an ordinary parafiin hydrocarlx>n is something over 18,000 Btu's
1~r pound oi fuel.
T,\llW 1.-Iltal of Combustio11,
Paraffin ll)·clrocarbon (Gasoline) .... ,., ............. ... .... 18,600 lltu/lh
Paraffin llyclroc.1rlx>n 0:~-ygen •••••..•.•••••••.•.••••••.. 4,200 lltn/lb
I p.1rt llyclrocarbon + J.43 parts 0\)'gcn- 4.43 pouts Combustion products

+

This is the way we measure the energy content of the fuel that you Jlllt
in your gasoline tank. What yon buy when yon buy a snper·gradc fuel
(and this is \'cry important ami we will draw on it C\cn more in talking
about rocketry) is mll c:~.tra lltu's J><:r pound; instead, you arc buying some·
thing that can be burn~~~ in your engine to give you more energy ontpnt-in
other words, the realization of more of those lltu's as you drive down the
highway.
a Vice l'rtJidmt, Thiol.ol 01tmica1 Corporation, llunts\Jtlt, A.b.
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How about the other componeut of this fuel? In a 10ckct engine we
arc not talking only about the hydrocarbon component, which 1s called th<·
1e<lucing component of the fuel or the reductant. In rocketry, au oxidtzing
component must be added to the reductant. If this had to be done m ordinary automobile fuel. the heating value per pound of total mixture \\Ould
be reduced to about 4200 l!tu's per pound, or thereabouts In other words.
the energy content per pound goes down tcuifically when the mixture includes both the reducing component and the oxidizing component. This is
an extremely important factor in the field of rocketry because, after all. we
are fiying in outer space where there is no oxygen and we must carry both
of these components along with us.
How does the ratio of these two components compare weight-wise for the
paraffin hydrocarbon? Oue part by weight of paraffin hydrocarbon and
3.43 1mts of weight of oxygen are uecessary to gi\·e the most efficient combustion mixture, and. of course, this results in about 4.5 parts by wc1ght of
combustion products. In other \\ords, you would have to ha\e a gasoline
tank four or lh·e times larger than the one )Ou ha\e now to get an cquiva·
lent amount of mileage if you had to buy both componen!~.
In talking of a rocket fuel. then, I must cover both of these components
and the term "fuel'' cowrs both the reducing component or reductant, ami
the oxidizing component or OJ.idizer.
I want you to remember this figure of 4200 Btu's per pound whdc we
consider the problem of providing energy to get us into space. What kind
of energy conversions arc we talking about? What do we need to gc! out•
side the Earth·~ gravitational field?
For the sake of aiding )Our imagination. Fig. I is a drawing of what I
call the Earth's gravitational hill. The central circle is supposed to rcprc·
sent the Earth. and starting up from this Earth there is a hill that looks
iikc the bell vf a trumpet. For every radius of the Earth that we travel up
the hill, the hill becomes half as steep. The hill extends 011 out for an
indefinite distance, for all practical J>Urposes, getting less and less steep as
it goes, but it Ue\·cr stops completely, at least not until we run into a much
steeper hill belonging to the scm or so111e other astral body.
Although this hill never stops, we can calculate what would happen 1f
somebody started a marble rolling at the top of the hill and that marble
was allowed to roll down the hill until it struck the Earth's ourfacc. That
marble would have a certain amount of energy. That amount of energy
is represented by its velocity and that velocity, without the effect of friction
or any other adverse or confusing cffl-cts, is about 37,000 feet per second.
This represents the energy that a body woulcl have rolling from au infinite
distance or from far. far away, down this hill :iucl striking the surface ..Jf the
Earth.
We can imagine sendiug that marble b.1ck up to where it origina:'Jy was.
Surroundiug the Earth's surface and surrounding us, of course, there is a
relatively thin la)·er of very, ,·cry thin anatcrial that we !mow as the atmos-
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phere. It acts like sorghum molasses to the type of vehicle we are speaking
of now, when it hits at that svecd. And, except for that sorghum molasses.
if we started this body rolling hck up the hill. at 37,000 feet per second,
it would roll completely back up the hill and end up eventually where it
originally started.
This i~ what we mean by escape velocity: it is a measure of the energy
content of a body that can leave the Earth's surface and go on out against
the Earth's gravitational hill coasting up aud up and up forever ami ever
until it is eventually lost in outer space.

1'1r, I. The

~~"II•'• ~'"' itotional hill.

It is true that if we crawl uJI this hill a little at a time we never have
to achieve quilc lhis 37,000 feet 1>er second, but that doesn't help any in
reducing lhc total energy nccdccl for escape. Therefore, to get this body
l~1ck up into s1~1cc, we have to 1111t into it the same amount of energy it hacl
when it came down, which i~ reJircscnted by the \'clocity of 37,000 feet I>Cf
second. E:>.11ressing this kinetic energy in terms of heat, lhis comes o11t
to alxmt 27,500 Btu's I>Cr pouml of object, which is about six times the
euerg)' contaiul~l in the mixture of 11araffin hydrocarbon or gasoline ami
oxygen li>ll'll in Table 1.
In olher words, if we coul<l convert all the heat energy in a ponncl of
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gasoline into mechanical e.:ergy (which, of course; can't be done because
according to the second Jaw of thermodynamics only about a third of the
heat energy can be converted) and if we had a sky hook up there in space
'-vith a cable over it and a winch, that one pound of gasoline we burn on
the Earth's surface has the energy content to lift about a sixth of a pound
of mass out into outer space outside the Earth's gravitational field.
This is the problem we have facing us.
PKOPUJ.810S l"KIXCJri.l·:

The hard core of this sihmtion is the question of what is iyvolved in
burning this fuel in order to get an object up into outer space. ;1'he hill in
Fig. 1 is strictly a fictitious one because there is no surface, slippery or
otherwise, that we can usc to get traction. Whatever object we use must
be able to J>ropel itself by something other than frictional contact with the
surface; and this, of course, is where the rocket engine comes in. It must
carry its own fuel, both the oxidizing and reducing components, and it must
not be drh·en •by wheels, by cables or chain> or pulleys. It must be driven
by some special force which is dtfferent from those we nonnally encounter
in everyday life.
rPRESSURE SHELl

rNOZZlE THROAT
NOZZlE EXPI>NOONG
CONE

Frc. 2. Diagram cf n rod.ct (ttgine rombu,tion chamber.

We ha,·c to rely on the third law of l'\ewton in order to propel an object
into outer space. If it 1\eren't for this law, we could count on six pounds
of fuel to carry a pound of payload to e~capc vclocit)' or outside the Earth's
gravitational field; but things arc not quite that simple!
Figure 2 is an outline of a rocket engine combustion chamber. Inside,
gas i~ acting under pressure and pressing out against all the walls. You can
imagine for just a moment a plug in the noz1.lc throat, separating the com·
bustion chamber from tltc nozzle expansion cone. With such a plug, all
the pressure forces iu the chamber would he equal in every direction against
the walls, and this object would go nowhere at all.
The moment we take rhc plug out of that hole, the situation changes.
Most of the remaining unbalanc<~l forces of pressure arc acting on the for•
w:ml cntl of the c.>mbustion chamber. The gas on the inside, which is
pressing against the forward end of the combustion chamber of the rocket,
is not quite all expamll~l when the tllug is talen out. Also, some additional
forces arc reacting on the nozzle expansion cone.
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Since the gas in the rocket presses on the rocket itself, this is the meaus
by which it propels itself in· outer space, There is only one catch-there

has to be a hole or there are no unbalanced pressure forces; and, because we
have that hole, the gas gets out of the rocket aud keeps on escaping until
the pressure goes down to zero, when it quits pushing against itself. That
is where the trouble comes in.
Wc can calculate how rnuch stress acts on the rocket as follows:
p ....

f.

Psin8dA = Cli1

(1)

which says that the thrust force, F, is equal to the integral of all the pressure
forces, P, around all the surfaces with apprOJ>riate correction lor direction.
( 8 is the angle between surface increment and horizontal axis.) F is also
equal to the velocity at which the jet comes out of the nozzle times the mass
rate of llow in slugs per second or pounds per second divided by 32 2. In
other words, the thrust force is equal to effective exhaust velocity, C. times
the mass rate of flow of gas through the nozzle opening, tit.
Our problem, then, is to keep the rocket chamber full of gas just as long
as we possibly can.
LIQUilJ fUEL 1/0CI(ET
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There are two ways of attacking the problem of keeping fuel in the
chamber: (I) nsiug solid propellants ami (2) using liquid propellants. The
tot> diagram of Fig. 3 shows a liquid propellant rocket, with its tanks of
reductant and oxidant. The fuel is pUIIIJ~:d into the combustion chamber
where it burns under pressure and the pressure forces act against the rom·
bustior. chamber and the gas escapes out through the noule. As long as
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we don't run out of fuel and as long as the pumps and other apparatus work
according-to design and calculation, we will have a thrust force and the
rocket will continue to accelerate out into outer space.
One advantage of this type of rocket is that the fuel can be packaged in
low pressure tanks, since the tanks only ha\"e to stand the hydrostatic pressure of the fuel itself. The pumps develop the pressure to get the fuel into
the combustion chamber. The system, however, is complicated because of
the pumps and vahes and mechanical drh·es used to drive them. It is a
hard system to start and, if you have read the newspapers to date, you might
conclude that it is notably unreliable.
The solid propellant system ( sho" n in the lower diagram of Fig. 3)
involves a charge, which ordinarily bums from the inside towards the out•
l?oCK£T t.r A H£A r
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FJG. 4. The roclct as a htat tn~::int.

side, generating hot gas which escapes out through the noz7.le. The solid
propellant is already in the combustion chamber, prepackaged. so there is
no trouble with lltunps and injecting mechanisms. It is a very simple de·
\'icc ready to go on au instant's notice, but it has one disadvantage-the
entire fuel charge must he 1~1ckagcd within the combustion cha1nber which
involves the addition of certain inert weight components. That is a \'cry
great disadvantage for certain s1~1cc applications, or at least theoretically it
is a very great disadvantage.
Figure -1 IKlints out that a rocket is a heat engine, and, like all other
heat engines, it con \'Crt~ the energy of a chemical combu~tion process by the
c:l.1~1nsion of hot gas into mechanical energy in one form or another. In
the piston engine (shown on the left) this pressure force presses down
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against the piston producing rotation of the shaft ami power is taken out
as shaft energy. 1 h~ artist has tmt this in very simple terms-he says that
in a rocket the gas e>-pands and pushes itself, and the work equals mass
times acceleration times distaucc. Mass times acccleratiou is equal to force,
and it can be force on the piston or it can be force on the gas clement itself
coming out of the gas jet.
To compare a rocket cugine with an ordinary internal combustion en·
giuc, \\e find that power is taken out as shaft power in the ordinary engiue,
while in the rocket. the power comes out as kiuetic cncrg)' of tlow of the
exhaust jet. Like all other engines, the fuel efficiency of the rocket engine
depends upon its c.'pansion ratio. 11te same equations arc used to deter·
min• the c>-pansion ratio in the internal combustion engine ami in the
rocket engine.
1!50.\l'Jo:. \'Y.J.OCITl.'

If we look at what ts required to make a good rocket engiue for space

travel. we get back once more to the Earth's gravitational hill. To scud a
missile iuto outer space, enough stages of rocket must be stacked one on top
of another to add up to something O\er 37,000 feet per secoml total \'elocity
dct>arting from the Earth's surface.
llo"· much velocity do we get from a stage of rocket propulsion? With·
out the effect of a gravitational field an<l without the effect of the Earth's
atmOSJ>here, the aunos(>heric drag, this is a very easy thing to calculate.
using the following equation:
I' • ., R I ,. lo~.

(·I(•)
:rr; ,

(2)

where
g • gravitational constant 32.2 ft./sec.•
I,. • propellant specific impulse, lb .• sec.flb.
M 1 ., initinl mass ol missile
.lf, .. mnss olmissilc at burnout.
Equation 2 say> that the velocity obtaine<l from burning of a stage of
rocketry, in feet per sccontl, is equal to acceleration of gravity times the
prot>dlant's specific impnlse, which is related to the Btu content iu a rather
5\.-condary way, time$ the log to the b.1sc c of the ratio of the initial mass of
the object divided hy the mass after the fuel is lmrned out. This equation
applies to all moving objects dc,·cloping their force by the reaction type of
propnl>ion force, where it is necessary to squirt matter in a backwanls
direction.
There arc only two ways o{ increasing the velocity, 1'. One of th,m is
to increase the specific impulse of the propellant, .u~<lthe other is to increase
the ratio .ll,j.\1:, which is the initial mass of the object dh-idcd by the mass
of the bbj~'<:t after the fuel is bunted. I slmll discuss increasing the specific
imt>ulse later, lx:causc it is related primarily to fnel encrg)'·
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lrzcrcasirzg tltc Ratio Mx/M:
In regard to the setond n·ethO<f ot ·.•tcreasing the velocity, there is only
one way to increase the ratio 'Mx/Mo, and that is to make·more of the object
fuel; and the more of the rocket you make fuel, the more increment of
velocity you get by the buming of that particular rocket stage. It is just
too bad we can't make a rocket all fuel (there wouldn't be any place for
anyone to ride), for this would make the problem of escape a lot easier.
The problem of increasing the ratio Mx/M: is related to a lot of other
things including how much inert .:omponents you have to use in the engine
itself and how much payload you are going to carry in the rocket missile
system For instance: How light can you make those tanks that have to
contain the fuel? How light can you make the pumps? How light can
you make the nozzle? How high a ratio of fuel to inert components mass
can you get in this rocket system?
This becomes a very important J>Oint because in order to get high energy,
we must not only handle materials that are extrcznely corrosive, with flame
temperatures that are above the melting point of any known materials, but
we must contaiu those nk1tcrials (which have a lot of very nasty properties
in addition to being extremely corrosil·e) under pressure in some kind of
physical vehicle to develop proper flow in the rocket system.
In Eq. 2, the velocity of a rocket was seen to be linear with specific
impulse; in other words, a I per tent improvement in specific impulse gives
I per cent improvement in velocity.
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The set of curves in Fig. 5 shows the percentage increase in velocity
obtained by increasing tho "ratio of fuel mass to engine mass. for varying
engine-to-load ratios Referring to the top curve in F1g. 5, you notice that
a 1 per cent improvement in the mass ratio between fuel and inert com·
ponents will give a 3 per cent improvement in velocity, where the I per cent
improvement in specific impulse only gives I per cent improvement in ve·
locity. So really we have almost as much to gain by improving the inert
components of this rocket as we do by improving the fuel energy. On the
other hand, the fuel energy can be improved at least to some extent beyond
limits, but it is obvious that it would be quite difficult to moke a rocket that
is 100 per cent fuel because tanks and valves, etc .• must be included in order
to make the engine work.
Just to give you some idea of the meaning of this 1aho between useful
contents and inert components (comprising the packaging), I should hke
to mention some things that you encounter in everyday life and give you
their M,/M: ratios.
A can of beer is 81.4 per cent payload and the rest of it is inert com·
ponents, the can itself. If we made rockets that poor we would never get
any place; even when that rocket may have to carry pumps aad valves and
sustain pressures of 1000 psi. or better, \\C wouldn't think of making a
rocket that was only 81 per cent useful coutents and the remainder a
p.1ckaging device.
The egg is a little better. with 89.6 per cent by weight of useful contents
and the rest shell. We arc getting up in the rocl..et range, but I think we
still ought to do better than that if we arc going to make a good rocket.
A candy bar's ratio is 95.6, which is really good. I am not going to
tell you how well we are doing because that is classified information, but
I will say tl:at there are a lot of rockets fiying today that aren't anywhere
ncar as good as the candy bar.
A loaf of bread is better yet-it is 97.7. But don't forget that we have
to sustain 11rcssure and to sustain heat above the melting point of any known
structural materials in order to make this rocket work, ar:d being able to
achieve something close to the I~1ckaging efficiency of a loaf of bread looks
like a very d1fficnlt proposition.

brcr(asing S puific lmpulu
Let us get back to the specific impulse idea now. Remember, a rocket
is a heat engine and those of von who ha~c studied thermodynamics know
that you can convert heat or combustion into energy in the proper kind o£
engine. The energy obtainc<i is txprcsscd by

I,. •!, • ~2(11,g

g

II,).

This says that the specific impulse is equal to the effectil'e exhaust
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divided by the acceleration of gravity In terms of the energy contained
i11the fuel's components themselves, this is equal to the square root of 2 times
the heat (enthalpy) in the combustion chamber, l/,, minus the heat at the
end of the nozzle e:-.pansion cone, H,
The heat in the combustion chamber minus the heat contained in the
matenals at the eud of the e:-.pauslon cone represcuts the amount of combustion enthalpy that is converted into flow work in the rocket. I \1 aut to
make this point especially emphatic at this time, because later we are going
to talk about atomic-powered rockets. If a working fluid that c.~pauds out
through the nozzle is used, it doesn't make any difference where this enthalpy
comes from, whether it is coming from the heat of an atomic pile or from
the heat of a match, or whether it is formed by a chemical combustion
process.
Equation 3 is based on the first and second laws of thermodynamics.
The calculations are not e.~tremcly difficult, and if you arc interested 111 how
the calculations arc made, refer to m1y standard book on thermodynamics.
The same equation holds for steam turbines. In fact, the same prmciple
holds for the intcmal combustion engine in your c.1r.
For the rocket engine, we usc the following equation:

r~(P·)..::\If

!,, "' 9.8 'J

p;

I -

r--=r rr:

'J :;-:::-i'J rf.•

(4}

where P, is pressure at the end of the ex1•1usion cone. /', is the pressure in
the combustion cl•ambel', y is the specific heat ratio, 7', is combustion chamber
temperature, and ,1[• is the mol~cular weight of the combustion products.
The expansion ratio ( P,;P,) in Eq. 4 depends upon how the fuel is used
-how far the combustion products arc expanded, what the chamber pressure
is, what the outside pressure is, what the specific heat ratio is, and whether
the nozzle is optimum. These latter factors :uc controlled by the rocket
designer and arc not inherent in the fuel itself. The specific heat ratio, on
the other hand, is inherent in the fuel, but the perfonnaucc of the fuel is uot
too scnsith·c to it.
The really importaut factor itt Eq. 4 is the ratio VY".;M. whicl• docs
not depend upon how the fuel obtaitts its heat or where the enthalpy comes
from. These facts arc as immutable as Newton's laws and the laws of
thcrltiOdyuamics.
For convcnicnc. i ,, tl.is rocket licld the factors that arc pertiuent to the
fuel characteristics tl1cmsclves (for example, the combustion chamber temperature mul the molecular weight of the combustiott products) arc designated C• in Eq. 5, which is a slightly different c<JUation for specilic impulse.

c•c,cD
.. ---g-.

1
C*, fuel energy, is usually

m~asured

(5)

in feet per second; Cr represents the
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noule thrust coefficient which varies with the c.'pansion ratio; Cv is the
discharge coefficient which is a correction factor; and g is the gra\'itational
constant.
Let us examine Eq S. Suppose we want to calculate the performance
of a rocket fuel. c,. can be estimated from P<JP. in Eq. 4; C* can be estimated if \IC know T,j,ll,. The gamma· doesn't make too much difference
because we can probably guess that. Tim' if we know all of the products
that are formed in combustion (which change with temperature) and if we
know the temperature, then we can calculate the two terms C.. aud Cr. This
involves using a very. very complex set of equations that depend upon the
knowledge of the high temperature thermochemistry of some extremely hot
gases; obtaining expet imental information on these gases is an extremely
difficult matter. The constants themselves arc known only with limited
accuracy ami in order to unr:l\·cl what goes on in a complc.x mixture of
these combustion products, it is sometimes necessary to sol\'e fourteen or
more simultaneous equations, many of which are of high order and require
a tremendous amount of effort to decipher. Because of this. there is only a
limited amount of accuracy in calculating these two terms,
The accuracy of Eq. 5 depends also upon knowing how these things
beha\'e in the expansion process, in which there is a temperature drop in
the nozzle. the \'Ciocity of the flow is iOOO to 10,000 feet per second, and the
nozzle is o~oly a few feet long. In this temperature drop we have to convert
some of these dtemical components to achieve eqmlibrhun-at least we hope
to achie\'e it to some degree as the material goes down the nozzle and cools.
There arc three ways in which molecules impart energy: (I) in the
translational state, the molecules bounce back and forth 1 (2) in the rota·
tional state. the molecules spin; and ( 3) in the \'ibrational state, the mole·
cutes vibrate in and out between their \'arious components. If these equa·
tions arc to hold in absolute degree, then all of these three states must achie\·e
l'quilibrimn to a known degree during the fraction of a nulisccond that the
gas is traveling down the nozzle of the rocket. For this reaS<m, the cor·
rection Cn is included iu the equation.

Bffe(l of No::lr Arta Ratio
Figmc 6 shows how CJ•, the thrust coefficient of the nor.zle, \'aries with
the ex1~1nsion ratio. Values of Cr (when y 1.25) arc plotted against
nozzle area ratio, which is the ratio of the area of the expansion cone to that
of the noule throat. For e.sample, with a nozzle area ratio of 4, an optimum
exp.1nsion ratio of about 25 to I is obtained;· in other words, the chamber
pressure is ?5 times the outside pressure. Ami at that particular l"lint. Cr
in Ec1. 5 is about 1.45.
What hap11ens if we take that s.1me rocket and fly it to high altitude?
The pressure on the inside of the rocket is kC(lt the s.1mc, the same nozzle
is tised, but, as we go to high altitude, the outside pressure diminishes.
By following the line for the noule area of 4 up to P,j I'• = oo, we find that
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c,. is about- 1.63.

:).,, as we follow this nozzle up out of the Earth's at·
mosphere and eventually get into hard vacuum where the outside pressure
is zero and the expansion ratio is infinite, there is a more efficient use of
the fuel as we fty higher, evidenced by the increase in Cr.
The graph is not carried above a nozzle area ratio of about 25 because
the curve begins to· flatten off as the altitude increases. Since the nozzle
gets bigger with higher altitude, evctt!ually the increase in fuel impulse will
not be enough to carry the extra weight of the nozzle. That is the reason
it is not practical to make a nozzle with an e>.pansion area ratio above about
25 to I.
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Fuel Energy
Let us consider the f;~ctor C*, fuel energy, to see what it is and·itow far
we can go to improve specific impulse through changing fuel en~rgy. Rc·
member that the combustion process develops the enthalpy which, by use in
an engine, is converted into flow energy to derive thrust force, which in turn
determines the efficiency of a fuel in terms of specific impulse.
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H·C·C-HH50•0 ... 20•C•0+3H·O.:H+368 Kcal.
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Ftc. 7. C<>rnbustion and bond energy,
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Figure 7 shows a simple combustion reaction im·olving hydrocarbons
where-ethane is mixed with oxygen, giving the standard combustion products. carbon d1oxide and water. When burned. each mole of this mixture
of the reductant and oxidizing parts of the fuel gives 368 kilo·calories of
energy.

Where does this energy come from? The valence bonds (Fig. 7) arc
really forll)ed by forces involving electrons in the outer shell of the atoms.
These electrons arrange themselves betweeu the carbon and the h) drogen,
between the carbon and the carbon, and between the oxygen and the oxygen.
In carrying out this reaction, energy must be furnished from some source
to split up these bonds into their components, so they can form new bondsoxygen to carbon, and hydrogen to oxygen. The energy resulting from
the fommtion of these bonds furnishes enough energy to break the original
bonds. with 368 kilo·calories per mole left over.
This is an e.:-.:tremely important point, for it would be much better if
these original bonds did not have to be split, for then we would have freeradical propellants These, of course, would be quite unstable because they
would be always ready to react with something. It would be e:-:tremely
difficult to keep them in that form-as difficult perhaps as the problem facing
the old philosophers who were searching for the universal solvent that would
dissolve anything, includmg the vessel to put it in! This is almost the
problem we are faced with in the free-radical chemistry of fuels.
TAIII.I>

c-H
c-c

o-o

C-l\
l\-11
F-F

N-<>
H-H

I

I

80
137
117
129
85
36
ISO
103

II.

c-o
H-0

N-l\

H-F

C-1'

256
103
225
13-l
106

In Table II, Column 2 gives the number of kilo·calories needed to break
the bonds of the common fuel materials shown in Column I. Column 3
lists the common combustion products and Column 4 gives the kilo·calories
per mole obtained from the formation of these bonds.
By breaking up the bonds of the original fuel to form new bonds, energy
is released in a combustion mechanism. In other words, one configuration
of atoms locked in certain molecules is changed to a more stable, lower
energy configuration of atoms locked in molecules; the difference in these two
energy levels is the encrg)' that we have to work with in our rocket fuel
mixture.
I h:l\'e called the items in Column I standard fuel components, but this
is not quite true because hydrogen is an excellent candidate for a f~cc·radical
fuel. In other words, if hydrogen, in a monatomic form, were allowed to
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react to form diatomic hydrogen, 103 kilo·cafories of energy would be ob·
tained for each mole of hydrogen formed. It would have a molecular weight
of 2 and would fonn a very high flame ·tempcrature. From the standpoint
of specific impulse, hydrogen is the highest specific impulse candidate that
we ha\·e today as far as all the chemical fuels are concerned. By chemical
fuels I mean those things that · involve certain molecular rearrangements to
a lower energy form as has been represented by Fig. 7 and Table II.
As far as these rearrangements arc concerned, carbon has an atomic
weight of 12 and it has four electron bonds that can be rearranged to ·form
carbon dioxide. Hydrogen, with an atomic weight of I, has only one such
bond. Sulfur, on the other hand, has an atomic \\eight of 32 and has only
two or four bonds that can be rearranged to form II:S or so.. Since the
number of bonds per unit weight is not as farge with sulfur as it is with
these other materials, it is presumably a poor fuel candidate.
60
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In Fig. 8 the heat of combustion in Btu's per pound for \'arions clements
is plotted against atomic weight. This graph illustrates the fact that the
number of bonds or electron configurations rearranged docs not increase as
the weight goes up and, therefore, we find that for a rocket fuel, the light
dements arc the materials which will ha\'C high cncrg)" content per pound.
The tlotll11 fine in Fig. 8 rcprc~cnts Btu's per (lOtmtl of total fnclmb.tnrc,
counting the oxidant anti the reductant together anti using oxygen as the
oxidant. Notice that on this cnnc hydrogen isn't as good as some of the
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other light metallic elements, $uch as beryllium and boron. A glance at the
peaks of both curves in Fig 8 will eXJ>Iain why most o( the jet fuels are taken
from the lighter clement~. in the rauge of atomic weight from 0 to l.Z. These
lighter elements, including their hydrides and other compounds in their low
molecular weight fonn, are the backbone of our high energy rocket fuel
systems.
TABLE IIl.-Ralionaliud Spuific Impulse of Rocktl Fuels.
Spec1fic lmput<c
Furl Component

Reducing

Polysulfide rubber
Paraffin
Paraffin
Gasoline
Gasoline
Gasoline
Hydrazine

H,

Hydrazine

Q,idtling

NH,CIO,
~H,CIO,

NH,NO,
H,O,
HNO,

o,
o,
o,
F,

H,

!o',

Baotlu
"liEF"

NH,CIO,
F,

at 1000 p<i
and S<a l.e><l

235
250
210
240

250
270
285
350
330
370

Spuific lmpulu of Ro(k<'l P1tt'ls

Table Ill contains guesses as to the impulse that might be obtai net! .from
various fuel mixtures. The original calculations were based on "' rozen
flow" equilihrimn-that is, no rearrangement of molecules in the i:ozzle.
The calculated values were then corrected b)' cJ.pcricnce and intui:ior, Some
are quite accurate and some of the cl\otic mixtures may be 10 JY.r cent in
error, perhaps on the optimistic side.
Although the table shows that the U$c of polysulfitlc rubbers as•n reducing
and binder component with ammonium perchlorate as the oxidant gh·es a
peak SJ><:citk impulse of only <~bout 235 po1md seconds p:r pouml (which is
low), my com1~1ny has used this combiuation in solid J>ropcllants for years,
with reliable results. The reason why the polysulfidc rubbers arc not
particularly good as the reductant compoucnts of fuels is that they ha\'e a
sulfnr col\tcnt of about 3i J><:r cent, which, as I mcntiouctl previously, is not
good. llowe\'er, other properties of these materials Jll!rmit making rockets
that OJX!rate fairly reliably-a point that usually is of more practical im·
portance than imJ>ulse.
The 1~1rntlin hydrocarbons with ammonium Jll!rchlorate should develop
about 250 pound seconds per J>Ound. The paraffin hydrocarbons with am·
monium nitmtc (another common solid oxidizer) do not make a very powerful combination bt."Cause it takes a lot of its own oxygen to bnrn itself.
The rest of the table gives figures 011 gasoline ami hydrogen JK:roxidc,
240; gasoline am! nitric add, 250; gasoline and oxygen, 2i0; hydrazinc mul
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O"-ygen, 285; hydrogen and oxygen, 350. (This 350 figure looks good
compared to the others, but think of the trouble invoh·ed in kcepmg hydrogen
in a condensed form! Besides, the density of hydrogen is quite low, which
adversely affects the mass ratio of the rocket engine system.)
Note that oxygen does not have to be used as the oxidant-there are
certain materials ad\·antageously burned by lluorine Table III gi,·es some
figures for lluorine as the oxidizer: with hydrazine. 330; and with hydrogen,
370. Of the so·called stable molecular fuels, this probably represents just
about th~ peak I did not include ozone, although it is a po,sible oxidizer
if it could be stabilized. Hydrogen and ozone should give a higher specific
impulse than hydrogen and fluorine.
As an example of fuels based on materials other than the carbon or
nitrogen hydride fuels. I have included the so·called high energy zip fuel
which is essentially a boron hydride compound. These materials do have
the potential of getting well above the specific impulses listed in Table III.
The question mark indicates that I don't know what the specific unpulse of
these fuels is. The calculated high temperature equilibrium constant of the
combustion products, free energy of formation and other important values
are so uncertain that it is difficult to calculate the specific impulse accurately.
Considering the several choices of stable chenncal fuels listed in Table III.
it looks as though, based on the specifications of a IOOO·psi. chamber pres·
sure, sea level e:~ternal pressure, ami an optimum nozzle, there is an outstdc
absolute upper limit somewhere on the order of 400 pound seconds per pound,
while somewhere around 300 is probably the upper practical limit for the
materials now used in existing rockets.
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"Combustion" Chamber
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Ftc. 10. Sthomatic of true nuclear roclct
~t:Cr.1 :.\K

KOCKY.1'8

There is much talk about getting into space with au ~tomie·t>owcred
rocket. Figure 9 is a sehcumtic drawing of such a rocket. Since "" have
to push against something, "'" have to !.ave a working fluid; therefore. we
carry along a tank of working fluid, which could be water or liquid hydrogen
or almost anything )Oil want to carry. This fluid is piped around to an
atomic pile containing the fuel clements to heat 1111 the working fluid which
squirts out through the exhaust.
This looks good on p.1fll!r, but if we do get an atomic rocket that works
like this, will we get out through Sf~1cc? Remember that the specific impulse
e<tnatious ( E!(s. J, 4 ami 5) arc dctll!ndeut upon the way the working fluid
i~ used in the expansion process, and what we get in terms of specific impulse
is still a function-a S!(Uarc root. actually-of the combustion chamber
temtx:raturc divid~d by the molecular weight.
llow arc we going to make this material work better, let us S.1)', than a
hydrogen·oxygen mixture? Ate we going to get more out of it than we
do out of the hydrogen-oxygen mixture in the Atla• or the Thor? ;\lay
we assume that when the working fluid has p.uscd through the fuel elements
in the atomic pile it will be honer than the exhaust from a molcculat •flOWered
rocket? We must remember thar our present dtcmically fuclc~' rockets
arc already working at flame temperatures ai:<Jve the melting point o€ known
structur.-1 materials. What, then, arc we going to usc as structural ma·
terials for the uudeu fuel clements? These elements are hotter on the
insi.lc than the working tluicl is ou the outside because of the terrific feat
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transfer rate (on the order of 20 lltu's per square inc!, per second) needed
to dc,·efop enough thrust to lift the rocket's own weight.
Until someone solves this problem, the atomic-powered rocket will not
utilize working tluid any more efficiently than the chemical rocket.
Frankly, this type of atomic-powered rocl:et is not awreciably better
(in fact, it might e\ en be "01 se) than the best we can do with chemical
fuels. Granted that it would ha\'C the energy. the working tluid has to be
carried along and what we get out of this system is strictly a function of
the (atio oi the working fluid mass to total rocket weight That means we
haw to get enough extra energy to pay for the extra weight of the atomic
pile in order to make our rocket more efficient-than a cltemical rocket.
There is another way of utilizing nuclear energy in a rocket. Figure 10
is a drawing representing an idea of mine, which of course is impractical
in light of today's knowk-dgc. In this system, "neutronium'' is a condensed

1'1c. II. l'idd propubiou.

form of neutrons. A phuonimn wire feeds up through some rolls into the
combustion chamber. Each time liquid neutrons drip onto the plutonium
wire. we ha,·e fission, which gencr.tes au extremely high temperature. A
\'cry high velocity wo1 king tluid ex1•1mls out through the exhaust jet. This
is a true nuclear rocket in which we can really get something out of our fuel
and we can travel out through SJ•1cc, as I will show you iu a minute.
There are only a few little problem~ here. One of them is getting the
comlcnscd neutrons nnd the other. of course, is the materials in the construction of'chc comb:1stion chamber. The temperatures generated by this
kind of reaction arc about ten million dt·grccs· Centigrade, ami we have Co
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have a combustion chamber that won't melt down. But let us uot worry
about that. because science can do anything. according to popular belief.
J!lt:t.n rROI"UUliOS'

There might be another way of doing it if we can get around this re·
quirement for an e>.haust jet by the use of fields. We might be able to do
this in a much more simple and direct way by breaking the laws of Newton,
or at least bending them to our will. to the point where we don't have to
squirt a working fluid backwards to make a force.
To show you that it could be done. in Fig. II 1 have drawn a picture
of the Earth and its magnetic field, with a flying saucer. This flying saucer
has a coil of ware around the outside of it aud it sends a terrifically high
current through that coil of wire and generates a current sheet. Some of
!he Earth's vertical components in the magnetic field arc trapped by that
current sheet, creating a force that tends to lift the saucer away from the
Earth.
You can imagine such a thing, but the execution of it becomes extremely
difficult. 1 mention this merely to illustrate that it is possible to generate
:dor.ce without squirting an exhaust jet backwards.
GKA' IT\"

,
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The idea of a gra,·it)' nullifier is au intriguing one. and in Ill}' ow11
opinion this is the thing we arc really waiting for 111 order to take a<h·antagc
of the tremendous energy available from unclear sources. If yon look at
what we already know today, we ~ee mass-in other words, gravitational
fields in· the form of electrons, protons and neutrons which annihilate each
other to gi\'c off particles that arc essentially bursts of clectrcmagnetie
radiation. It looks as though we arc on the verge of tmderstaudiug clec·
tricity, electric fields, magnetic fields and electromagnetic fields well enough
to begin to connect these with what little we know about the other type of
field, and this is the gra\'itational field surrounding mass or matter. There
arc indications that, within the not too distant future. we will begin to
understand fields well enough to learn how to apply the forces of cketricity
and i•1agnctism in such a manner that we can develop a propulsion force that
will counter the Earth's gravitational field. If we can do that. then we can
put to work in a true way the power of the atom or the nucleus in the form
of a propulsion dc\'icc, ami SJ>acc travel will really become not on!~· a thing of
lH»sibility, but a matter of cou\'eniencc ami pleasure.
In Fig. 12 I ha\'e rcprcsentl'<l two things that arc important in rocket
propulsion-the specific impulse· of the propellant ami the thrnst•to·wcight
ratio. In the solid t>ropcllaut rockets the specific impulse of around 250
is the best we can do, and we can do a little better with liquid rockets. In
our solid rockets we can develop thrust·to·wcight ratios of between 6 to I
aaul 100 to I. This is a range in whish we can work. With the liquid
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rockets, the gooJ ones, we are doing well to get a thrust that is equal to 1.2
times the weight. Somewhere around 1.2 times the weight to 10 tunes the
weight represents the liquid rocket range.
This is nothing to be ashamed of, we will note as we go on up to these
dtfferent propulsion systems. Free-radical fuels I haven't said too much
about. I don't know what kind of thrust-to-weight ratio we can get, be·
cause we have never made a rocket with them. Theoretically we can calculate a specific impulse of around 1500, if we could stabilize atomic hydro·
gen. This certainly would be an excellent propellant and it would be
classified strictly as a free-radical fuel. By the way, the hydrogen arc·
welding system works actually on free-radical hydrogen, whtch is stabilized
in the jet that comes from the weld ins .torch.
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THRUST/WEIGHT
SPECIFIC IMPULSE
RATIO
(IN POWERS OF TEN)

Ftc. 12. CompariM..t of ,.-·era! types of rocl.cts for thrust•IO·Might ratio
and specific impulse.

The nuclear; rocket u<· •1g the chemical .working fluid we illustrated a
while ago can produce enough thrust to take it ofT the ground against its
own weight, if we arc smart enough designers. However, I would guess
that we arc prob:lbly far from that stage at the present tin)~. What we c.1n
achieve in the way of specific impulse is doubtful. It is quite doubtful, in
my own mind at least, whether we will be able to do as well as we would
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with the free-radical hydrogen. So the specific impulse of somewhere in
the 400 or 500 range might represent a very excellent achievement with the
chemical working. fluid put through a nuclear reactor as the heat source.
The ion jet is n!Jt a tme rocket, because we get energy from another
source. We can get specific impulses up in the 10,000 range or better by
a very high acceleration of these particles in an electrical field and keq1ing
them isolated by electrical and r.tagnetic fields so we do not have to handle
the extremely high temperatures that accompany the very high velocity.
By the way, you can't have high velocity without temperature because
temperature and particle vdocity are essentially the same thing.
Now, the true nuclear rocket with the plutonium wire and the beaker
full of liquefied neutrons is the one where we might get a specific impulse
up in the millions of pound seconds per pound, and what it could do in the
way of thrust•to·weight ratio is extremely problematical because the imag·
inary design shown in Fig. 10 has not yet been tested.
There is some very e.xcellent work being done at the present time in the
field of magneto·hydrodynamics, where it is possible that we will eventually
learn enough to confine a fusion reaction within a magnetic "container"
and actually achieve extremely high temperatures and e:--tremely high \'e·
locities, giving specific impulses in the million range.
TADLE

Stage load ratio
IV,fiY,
M,f.ll:
I,, equivalent
value at 1000 psi
Take-off mass
to payload mass
No. stages

IV.-Es(apr l'rlority .llissile.
1/4
0.92
3.8
250

1/4
0.92
3.8
290 '

1/200
0.99
290

IXI0 1

625

125

200

1.00125

66

4
¥.!110,\l't: \'ta.OClT\'

We have considered many types of propulsion systems and their inherent
capabilities. Now let 11s apply these to space travel in the form of au escape·
velocity vehicle. Table IV is a calculation of escape velocities of various
vehicles to give yon some feeling for what we might encounter in going out
into space. These arc calculated on a stagc·load ratio of I to 4. In other
words, the rocket that is burning and propelling the stage weighs four times
as much as everything it carries on top of it.
The propellaut mass ratio-the weight of propcllaut divided by total
engine weight-is 0.92 for the first two columns. The I to 4 load ratio
and the 0.92 f:,ctor can be combined to show that the mass ratio in the missile
itself is 3.8-in other words, initial mass divitlcd by the final mass in each
stage after the fuel is burned is 3.8.
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This turns out to be a rather favorable number. By differentiating and
carrying out a few other mathematical tricks I could show you that this mass
ratio of 3 8 represents close to optimum so far as the conversion of fuel
energy into kinetic energy of motion of the inert components of the rocket.
When velocity is calculated for a propellant specific impulse of 250.
making appropriate corrections for the subsequent stages at high altitude in
accordance with the c~ chart of Fig. 6, we lind that it takes 625 pounds of
take-off mass per pound of payload to achieve escape velocity. This gives
an ideal velocity of about 39,000 or 40,000 feet per second because we must
make certain allowances for drag losses and what we call g losses. It takes
four stages to achie\·e this velocity.
This is probably better than we are demonstrating today. The Van·
guard, which is supposed to be a very good rocket, does not achieve escape
velocity-it only achieves satellite velocity (about 70 per cent of escape
,·elocity). And the ratio of take-off weight to payload is about 1000 to I.
With a specific impulse of 290 we can do better. We can actually
eliminate a stage and this ratio between take-off mass and payload comes
down to 125 to I to get to escape veloc:ty.
I mentioned a while ago that if we coultl make the rocket consist of a
high percentage of fuel, as we have in the third column where the engine is
99 per cent fuel, and M•/M: becomes 66, \\e could achieve escape 'elocity
with a one·stage missile. That is quite a difficult job and I will leave to
you the choice of structural materials. Yoti might notice that we are past
the optimum ratio of 3.8 and you notice that the pounds of take-off weight
to the p<'Und of payload is actually higher with this one·Mage rocket than
with the thrce·stage vehicle.
How about atomic fuel? If we can make the true atomic-powered rocket
work, with a specific impul~e of about a million or better, we get into a very
favorable situation. It only takes Jl/.1 pounds of fuel for a thousand pounds
of take·off mass, 2Y.: pounds per ton, which would permit travel out in
space in comfort and splendor. And if the landing field on the moon is
fogged in when we get there, we can come back to an alternate landing field
at I.aGnardia! Under these conditions, space travel becomes an extremely
simple matter. All we have to h,we is a gravity nullifier or a structural
material that will contain materials at temperatures in the 10,000,000 degree
range.
In the meantime, we can get vehicles into space with chemical rockets.
The larger loads will require larger rockets in the ratios previously dis·
cussed, ami the rockets will have to generate a thrust high enough to lift
these heavy loads at take-off.
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S>\TELLITE INSTRUMENTATION-RESULTS FOR THE IGY
BY

S. FRED SINGER 1

It is a real pleasure to be here tonight to participate in this astronautics
sertes and to discuss the many aspects of satellite instrumentation, particnlarly the scientific aspects. It is a subject which interests me very much.
It was really Newton who mvented satellites, so that all of us today are
Johnny-come-latelies. What Newton did two hundred years ago was to
establish the fundamental physical laws which govern all satellites, whether
they arc natural satellites or man-made ones. What we are reallr doing
today is practicing experimental celestial mechanics for the first time, by
making up satellites to suit our own fancy instead of relying on satellites,
such as the moon, which have been provided for us.
It took three hundred ) cars to develop the necessary teclmologics to put
these satellites into operation. I am thinking particularly of two develop·
ments: (I ) the rockets which arc tire only de,·iecs known to produce the
high velocities necessary for launchi11,; the satellites; and (2) the electronic
instrumentation necessary for operating the satellites.
Newton, in formulating his third law, rtally laid tt.c groundwork for
rockets. although I am. perha!JS, giving Newton more credit than he himself would take. However, I don't think Newton could have foreseen dec·
Ironic instrumentation. In this field we have definitely advanced over
him. In fact. I don't think Newton or anyone else a few years ago could
have conceived of all the scientific applications which satellites will provide
and arc providing for us already.
Basically, of conrs_c, the scientific value of the satellite derives from the
fact that it OJlerates above the atmost•here for long periods of time. unlike
high altitude rockets which merely go up and come down again. Having
workl~l with high altitude rockets, including the V·2, the Aero bee and.
more r<i:ently, our own small rockets Terrapin and Oriole, I feel very pos•
smive about rockets. I would like to defeml them against ~atellites by
1·aying that rockets ami satellites complcmem each other. While satellites
study the events which take place outside the Earth's atmosphere, particu·
Jarly the incoming extra-terrestrial racliations, rocJ..ets study the structure
of the atmOSJlhere itself, which \'aries with altitude.
Tonight I shall discuss three main topics: (I) what can be learned from
the hehavior of uninstrumcntccl satellites; (2) what can be measured in a
simple S;-11cllitc carrying a minimum of instrument~ · (represented by the
1 Dtpartmrnl
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Sputnik. series, the Explorer series and the Vanguard series); and (3) what
iustnuneuts were used in the satellites that have been launched, and how the
Sputnik instrumentations compare with those of our satellites.
USIXS'I'RUllt! ~T~D

8ATJ!LJ.lTF.S

Farst of all, what can be done without instrumentation? E,·en though
a satellite doesn't carry any instrumentation, its orbit is of interest. From
simple observations of the satellite orbit, and in particular from the way
the orbit changes with time, very many important things can be deduced.
Let me start, then, by discussing very briefly sonte aspects of satellite
orbits
Ftgure I illustrates the fact that tlte orbits of the satellites arc completely
within our control. We can decide in a more or less democratic way (de·
pending on what committee you sit on) how our satellite is going to go;
whether it will go in an equatorial orbit which stays completely in the equa·
torial plane of the Earth; whether it wall go in a polar orbit which I feel is
probably the most useful one from the scientific point of view, but which has
not yet been achieved; or whether it will go in an inclined orbit, that is, an
orbit inclined to the equatorial plane of the Earth.

-

CLINEO
ORBIT

~N

ORBIT
Ftc. I. Pouible satellite orbit"

The factors which dictate the choice of the orbit arc Ycry many, and I
don't want to go into them in too much detail e.'lcept to say. as you may
haYc guessed, that ultimately they are all guided by our pocketbooks. It
costs a lot more to produce any orbit except an inclined orbit.
At least for onr satellites which arc launched into orbit from Florida,
the angle of inclination of the orbit i~ fixed by the location of tbe range sta·
tions which the satellites must pass over. Considering the cost of the
launching station and equipment in Florida, it would have lx.'j!n perhaps
unwise for us to have insisted on a polar orbit, even though we are con·
vinccd that it is more useful scientifically. The Russians, by reason o£
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geography, have used an orbit which is much more steeply inclined to the
equator than ours-theirs is ab<>ut 65 degrees as compared to our 40 degrees.
Figure 2 is a trace of the projection of our satellite onto the Earth. Rc·
member. that the orbit remains fixed in space, while the Earth turns under·
neath it. The orbit can be thought of as a ring, if you like, which stays
fixed in space with the Earth turning on its a.-.:is underneath that ring. As
shown in the figures, !he U. S. satellite CO\ers the range of latitudes from
ab<>ut plus 40 to minus 40 degrees. The Russian satellite covers the range
from plus 65 to minus 65 degrees, which means that it can be seen over a
wider region of the Earth and, ill'furn. the satellite itself can observe a larger
region of the Earth underneath it.
Were the satellite in a polar orbit, we would indeed be able to cover all
of the Earth, and this has very important applications. An obvious one, of
course, is weather research, with all of the Earth under observation.

F1c. 2. Tra<e of an indintd·o1bit .atcllite ov<r the Earth's surface.

I

In order to have an equatorial orbit, the satellite must be launched at the
equator. An equatorial orbit has certain advantages, perhaps for communi·
cation satellites. but for scientific satellites by and large we would prefer
an orbit which is very much inclined to the equator, preferably 90 degrees.
I mcntionc<l that the orbit stays fixc<l in space, tlmt is, the ring (if you
can think of the orbit as a ring) will remain fixed in space while the Earth
turns underneath it; and as the Earth moves around the suu, it carries this
ring along with it.
Now, in fact, the ring docs not stay fixed in space and the reason is quite
simple. Think of the satellite running along this riug and think of tlte ring,
therefore, as rotating alx>ut its axis. It acts in essence as a gyro wheel and
as such, :•,would keep its orientation in space fore\'er, if it weren't for the
fact that the equatorial bulge of the Earth produces a Yery small torque on this
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gyro. (The Earth is not a perfect SJ>here. The t-quator bulges out somewhat because of the rapid spin of the Earth, and tlus smal! bulge actmg at
the equator produces a torque which tends to pull the rang towards the equator.)
When a torque is applied to a gyro, it precesses. The same thing happens in a satellite o~bit-the orbital plane of the satellite precesses. \Vc can
measure the rate of precession of the plane quite pa ~cascly by watching the
satellite orbit, and from this we can inuuediately deduce the amount of bulging of the Earth's equator. Therefore, we can get very important mformation about the exact shape of the Earth. Again, I want to point out
that this can be done without any instrumentation whatever on the satellite
Up to now I have talked about the orbital plane. Let us for a moment
consider the actual shape of the orbit within the orbital plane. According
to the pl,anetary laws of Kepler and Newton's explanation of them. the normal orbit of any satellite is an ellipse A circle, of course, is a very special
case of an ellipse and hardly ever occurs. The moon's orbit about the
Earth is very nearly circular;· the eccentricity is quite slight. But to be
quite correct, all orbits we· know of arc ellipses, and the artificial satellite
is no exception.
All of the artificial satellites to date l..t,·c been launched into elliptic orbits; however, the orbit of the satellite doesn't remain fixed with time. At
the beginning. the satellite moves in an ellipse, from a point of closest approach which we call the perigee, to the point of furthest approach which
11 e call the apogee. This elliptical orbit would exist for all time if it weren't
for the Earth's atmosphere, which decreases in density with altitude until
finally it blends imperceptibly into the interplanetary gas. There b no real
vacuum in the solar system-there is always a small density of gas apJ>arently persisting.
At the normal sort of perigee we arc talking about, perhaps a couple of
hundr~'<.l miles or perhaps only a hmulrcd miles up, the density is very. very
small. In fact, the density is less than the density in the best vacuum we
can obtain here in our laboratories, but it isn't good enough because the
satellite goes through the perigee many, many times and at 1·cry high speed.
Even the few molecules and atoms which arc present will take some of the
energy from the satellite just due to collisions. So, aerodynamic drag (aero·
dynamic friction) has a small but steady effect on the satellite. This frie·
tion, however, takes energy from the satellite ouly at the pcrigcc, because
during the rest of the orbit, the "1tcllitc is traveling at such high altitudes
(with correspondingly decreased density) that there is not enough atmosl>hcrc to cause friction.
The result of this energy loss is quite simple to evaluate. If one as·
sumes that all of the loss takes place right at the perigee, it can immediately
be shown by the simple law of conscn·ation of angular momentum that the
apogee has to move in (sec Fig. 3). While the perigee ~tays rclath·cly
fixed, the apogee will mo1'c in steadily, until finaliy the orbit begins to ap·
l
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proach that of a circle;- and then, of course, the energy loss takes place
throughout the orbit and the satellite will eventually spiral in towards the
Earth's surface, probably melting or disintegrating along the way as it hits
the denser layers of the atmosphere.
What can we learn by obsen·ing this progressive change in the orbit of
the satellite and the shape of the orbit of the satellite? Quite a lot. Primarily we learn about the atmospheric density of the perigee and, strange
as it may sound, we have really no good ideas of what the atmospheric
density might be at 200 miles up. There have been some measurements
from rockets, but they are suspect. There have been some calculations, but
they can't be accepted finally until they are tested experimentally.
The satellite, then, is the only good method we know of for measuring
density. We are already getting this from the Sputniks-in fact, we are
getting the densities before the Russians because we have somewhat better
observing and reducing setups. There ha\'e been already two publications
which show that the densities arc rather higher than we imagined them to be.

PtRIGtt

APOGEE

F1c. 3. Dc<r<a$e ol c<eentricity ol elhpti<at orbit due to drag at

P<ri~ee.

One word of caution (this is ~ 'cry special point) : we arc not one
hundred per cent sure that we arc really measuring the ;itmospheric density
because there may be other effects which ha\'e not yet been e\'aluated com·
plctely. Ii the satellite acquires an electric charge in its travel around the
Earth, then other forces may enter in, \1 hich will falsify some of these read·
ings. One of the questions being debated \'cry hotly right now is whether
the satellite docs acquire a charge, h&w much of a charge, and what inRu·
cncc this charge will have on th<: drag.
Let me explain the reason for this: because the atmosphere is composed
11rincil'ally of ions, that is, atoms which ha\'c lost their electrons and arc,
therefore, charged, -.Jectrical interactions may take place between ions and
the charged satellite.
You have now seen two \'cry important applications for a satellite which
carries no instrumentation, but I forgot to men~!owonc thing-you 'must be
able to sec the satellite! At least, you must"b.o: able to establish its orbit
somehow, and by.far the most con\'cnient method is to sec it optically.
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This is not very easy, as many of you 111ay have found out. since the
physical conditions ha\'e to be just right. Clear weather is by no means
the Ol)ly requisite. Let me illustrate for you. since this is of some sc1entific
importance, the physical conditions which ha\'e to be satisfied before you
can see the satellite.
Since the satellite can be seen ouly by virtue of reflected sunlight, it
cannot be obsernd when it is in the Earth's shadow. Figure 4 shows the
sun ou the left. with the satellite on the edge of the region of the Earth's
shadow. As soon as the satellite hits the Earth's shadow it becomes dark.
Iu Fig. 4, the satellite is shown at the place where the probabthty for
seeing it is highest. There are two reasons why this is so. In the first
place, the phase of the satellite is good, since the whole disk is illuminated.
If the satellite were on the other side of the obser~•er, he would be looking
at the unilhnninatcd back side of the satellite and so, at best, he would see

//
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//
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FIG, 4. O~tic:ol vi•ibility of sotdlitt.

only a crescent-if he could resol\'e it. (Ou the other hand, if the satellite
\\ere just a little to the left of where it is 1h Fig. 4, you might just be able
to sec it better because e\·cn though the phase is worse, it is a little closer
to the obscr\'er. This matter lms beeu worked out ;u some detail and has
1-:cn published.)
A second condition which mu~t he fulfilled is that the satellite must be
bright against a dark background. It doesn't help to ha\'c the satellite
illuminmcd if it is still daylight. You c.1nnot sec the stars in the daytime
no matter bow bard you try, unless you usc elaborate opticall'quipment, and
the same holds true for tl;c satellite.
Under the conditions shown in Fig. 4, the atmosphere aho\'c the observer
is in the E.1rth's shadow. In other words, for the obscr\'cr the stm has al·
ready set (or bas not yet risen) mul he is in darkness and so is tbe atntos·
phcrc abo\·e him. Therefore, when he looks up, the sky. will awear to lx:
dark, and under those condition< the satellite will be visible.
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This explains. incidentally. why there are only certain regions on the
Earth where the satellite can be seen at any particular time. It has to be
at about local twilight, just after sunset or just before sunnse.
U:S~S
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To discuss comprchensh·ely what can be measured in a simple satellite,
we should really kuow a little about extra·terrestrial radiations. some of
which can be measured by satellites and others by different methods.
"Radiation" is a very general word. As you know, there are two types
of radiation coming from outer space: (I) electromagnetic waves having
no mass (essentially a form or variation of light or radio waves); and (2)
corpuscular radiations (particulate matter), ha\·ing a mass.

Elrrtromaguctic 11'11t1rs
Let us look first of all at electromagnetic wa\·es. Figure 5 is a graph of
electromagnetic wa\·es as we know them, ranging all the way from the very
long waves which arc hundreds of meters long. down to waves of the order
of a few centimeters, millimeters, microns. ami finally waves which arc only
a few Angstroms in wave length. In other words. we arc going from long
radio wa1·cs to short radio waves to extremely short radio waves (the Sl>·
called microwa\·cs or millimeter waves) to the infra·rcd radiation through
the visible radiation to tlie ultraviolet mul iuto X·rays. This covers the
whole spectrum of clectromaguctic waves.
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Heavenly·bodies, such as the sun and any other radiant body in space,
send out all of these waves However, here at sea level we generally observe only the visible radiation. There is a reason for this. The atmosphere is transparent (transparency is shown in white m Fig. 5) only m the
visible part of the spectrum. There are a few transparency bands in the
infra-red, and then there is a region of transparency again in the radao
region called the radio window, the word "window" implying transparency.
This means· that all of our knowledge of the universe is derived from
the fact that the atmosphere is t~a!l ~parent If the atmosphere were not
transparent in the visible, we wou:d noi be able to see the sun, the stars or
the moon, and we would never know of their existence in all likelihood.
We would.have to hypothesize them as we hypothesize the inside of atoms
now.

I
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But thanks to a very fortunate coincidence, the atmosphere is transparent
in the visible region, qtlite a narrow region, as you notice, called the optical
window; but our eyes also happen to be sensitive in the visable region. It
would do us no good if our eyes were sensitive only in the ultraviolet, because then we would still be in darkness. However, it so happens that the
atmosphere is transparent in the visible ami our eyes are sensitive in the
visible region, and this is the region in which the sun puts out most of its
radaant energy. This fortunate combination of circumstances makes it
possible for us actually to see and to use the sun as a uscfuJ·source of light.
And, as I mentioned previously, all of our knowledge of the universe up until
recently had been derived through visual obsen·ations.
In the last decade, a new science has arisen because of our advances in
radio technology, and we can now observe the universe t , the radio region,
through the radio window. Large radio telescopes are being constructed
all over the world. A tremendous radio telescop~ has been constructed in
England recently, and the United States is now constructing its largest radio
telescope in West Virginia. Some of the most difficult engineering problems associated with this U. S. telescope are being solved right here at The
Franklin Institute.
If one considers how much has been learned about the uniwrse from
radio observations, it becomes apparent how much more we could learn if
we could only observe freely in these other regions of the spectrum which
arc now completely inaccessible to us. For example. we cannot see any of
the infra-red radiation being produced in space and coming towards the
Earth becmase molecules in the Earth's atmosphere absorb the radiation before it can reach us. This infra-red region can be partially e:~plore!l by
going up in balloons to a height above most of the 11:0, CO: and mo;t of
the oxygen, too.
Long radio waves, on the other hand, present a real problem. We can't
see them because when they come towards the E.·uth they arc rellcctcd back
into space by the ionos1)here, which exists at an altitude of about a hundred
miles. The ionosphere, incidentally, acts as a rellccting layer in both direc-
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lions, so that long radio waves cannot escape from the Earth because they
are bounced back by this layer.
Perhaps the most interesting region for us to o_bserve would be the ultraviolet region. Already we have had some very tantalizing glimpses at the
sun, which is our nearest and therefore our most important star. By using
rockets equipped with specially designed detectors, we have learned quite a
lot about the sun, in the uitraviolet.
\Ve have found out, for example, that during certain periods when the
sun gets very excited, its output of ultraviolet increases by as much as
a factor of 10,000. So, contrary to our usual impression of the sun as being
quite a normal and fixed star (fixed in the sense of having a constant output), we find that in the ultraviolet rrgion the sun is an extremely variable
star, perhaps something ·like the flare stars in the visible region.
If we could only observe the sun in the ultraviolet continuously, we
would discover much more about the processes which take place in the solar
atmosphere, and we would learn more about solar physics and the way stars
operate. Incidentally, we \VOuld also be able to interpret much better how
this ultraviolet radiation from the sun affects us by affecting the Earth's
atmosphere.
The ultraviolet radiation is all absorbed in the upper atmosphere and
thereby produce> the ionosphere. which is extremely vital to us for long
distance radio communication. Changes arc taking place in the ionosphere
almost continuously, and these become 1·ery llronounced when the sun acts
up. Thereforr, we would like to be up there to look at the sui1 so we can
correlate what we see coming from the sun directly with what we observe
indirectly as happening in the ionosphere.

Corpuscttlar Radiation
Let us turn now to corpuscular radiation, which is c<Jmposcd' uf particulate matter. In Fig. 6, corJluscular radiation is plotted as a function of
energy, expressed in units of the electron I'Oit, Corrmscnlar radiation
ranges from I electron 1·olt . (just about thermal enercy) to a billion billion
electroa \·olts .(possessed only by the extremely high energy cosmic rays).
Cosmic r.1)'s, which col'er the energy range from about a billion electron
rolls on nJl, arc the most energetic phenomenon we know of in nature. Primary cosmic ray> are hydrogen atoms, with some helium aud hcal'ier atoms.
They arc really nuclei that bal'e lost their ek-etrons, mol'ing with nearly the
speed of light. These p.1rticlcs slam down into the atmosphere and Jlf<XIncc
nuclear disintegrations whose end effects we can finally observe at sea lc1·el.
As you prob.1bly know, the work of the llartol Research Fonndation
during many y<-:~rs now 1:1s lx:cn conccrnl•l with studies of the cosmic r~dia
tion, both of the secondary radiation and pionl'<!r e:qJ<:riments with the primary radiation using b.1lloons which get iairly close to the tor• or the atmosphtrc from the point of view of cosmic rays.
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Rockets or satellites are really needed cnly to study low energy cosmic
rays, which cannot J><.nctrate below the 100,000-ft. altitude (typical balloon
altitude). We don't even know·\\hcther these low energy cosmic rays actually exist. Perhaps they exist only at certain times. Perhaps they are
produced by the sun and exist only when the sun p~oduces flares.
Particles of e\·en lower energies, of the order of a million electron volts,
are auroral particles which cause the aurora borealis, the northern lights
and the southeru lights. These auroral particles are probably protons
which come from the sun with low energies and which arc then somehow
accelerated in the vicinity of the Earth (by a mechanism which we don't as
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yet understand) until they have energy enough to sbm into the atmo~phere
and produce the beautiful di~plays which many of you. I am sure. lmve seen.
In going to c\·cnlower energies 11c ha\c gas clouds, corpuscular streams
which an· shot out from the sun, again when the >till becomes very ~·~<.citt~l.
~(any of you may haw seen the protuberances in pictures of the solar rorona.
When the sun i> quite acthe, particularly during the high spot of the sun·
s1~11 cycle, these gas clouds arc shot off very often. As· they awro.1ch the
Harth, they don't cvm hit the atmosphere because they arc stopped many
thou:;.1mls of miles out by the Barch's magnetic licld. When they hit the
E.1rth's rna~;netic lidd, they produce <Jttite \'ioleut changes whkh we call
1113!,'ttetic storms.
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.\leasurtiii<'IIIS of Cosmtc Phcuomm11 by St~ttllilcs
Perhaps it would help if I described a typical series of C\'Cnts which follows a large solar llarc. so you can see how comple.x the situation really is,
how many different phenomena take place, and what we interplanetary
physicists are up against. what we have to e..xplain and how the satellites can
help us explain all these facts.
Figure 7 is a sChematic drawing of a typical series of events following
a solar flare It looks complicated in the drawing, but it is much more
complicated in practice.
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The process starts with a big solar flare on the snu. These flares on the
sun can be seen through au II J\lpha ~lonochromcter, au instrument which
filter$ out all of the radiation except the type which is emitted during flares.
During the visual flare there is intense emission of ultraviolet :uul X·rays
from the su•1 which innuediately gives a fade-out of rmlio sit,'nals in the
ionosphere.
The Earth's magnetic field reacts very slightly to the flare because the
ultraviolet radiation from the sun is absorlx:d in the ionosphere, affecting
ionospheric conductivity allCI ionOSJlheric currents. Every time there is a
change in the ionospheric current. there is a corresponding change in the
mal,'llctic field. so that the Earth's magnetic fidd is sli:;htly dcpres5<!d, n so·
called crochet.
1\bout a day later thiugs begin to happen. Suddenly the mnguetic field
strcnt:th nt · ·.~a level
tl\'er the world on both sides or the globe. day $ide
and night side, rises by a large amount, stays 1111 for SC\'eral hours, then de·
creases by a large amount, an1l then stays low for several days. This is a
reonlt of the impact or the solar gas, but it is a very contro,·ersial $uhjcct-
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the problem of just how the gas impacts on the Earth's field and how it produces the inc1 ease and decrease is a problem which is not yet conclus•vcly
solved.
At the same time most of the aurora begins to appear, probably because
the gas shot out from the sun also contams these very high-speed particles
which can penetrate deep into the atmosphere and produce the aurora.
Immediately following the flare, perhaps several minutes later, the in·
tensity of cosmic rays suddenly rises, sometimes by as mnch as some few
thonsand per cent, indicating very strong production of cosmic rays right at
or near the sun. This increase lasts for several hours aud then the cosmic
ray intensity retums to normal. However, when the magnetic field de·
creases, the cosmic ray intensity suddenly decreases by 10 or 20 per cent,
and stays low for several days
Although these events are very complicated to describe and to explain,
an undcrstauding of them is v1tal. If we want to understand what really
goes on in iuterplanctary space, we need to understand the magnetic conditions which exist out there. We arc handicapped by not having sufficiently
t:"OOd data, but we think that the satellite w,ill be able to give us adequate
data to shed more light on these phenomena.
How do we measure these many phenomena that I have described?
Many instruments can be crammed into a satellite, since some of the instru·
ments arc quite small. weighing only ounces or a fraction of an ounce in
some cases.
Figure 8 is a schematic diagram of a satellite which I designed a few
years ago. It has a feature that satellites really ought to have-some means
for keeping their orientation in space. For example, if the sun is being
studied, the solar dcte~tor should be pointed at the sun all the time; if the
l~rth is to be watched, the detector should be pointed towards the Earth.
It docs uo good to ha\'e the detector pointing in other directions.
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8. Dilgram of gyros<:opic stabiliution Khtmc, $OI.u pG\\ er supply and
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In order to do this, I adopted a principle of providmg a-spin axis and
spinning the satellite about the axis. The spin axts points at the sun before
take-off and, according to the gyroscopic principle, the axis will stay fixed
m space and keep pointing to the sun for an appreciable period of time, long
enough to make possrble long periods of obs~rvations
Another instrument which every satellite ought to have is a tclemctering
transmitter, or some means of conveying the data back to the Earth. This
requires a power supply to power the trausmitter and the iustrumcntation.
The power supply may be regular batteries, but they are relatively heavy.
A more sophisticated approach is to use solar batteries to supplement the
interual power supply. These solar batteries are attached to the side of the
satellite which faces the sun.
Obviously it would be very tmeconomical to cover all of the Earth with
receivers. Therefore, the data gathered by the satelhte are stored in the
telemetering system on a tape recorder; then, when the satellite passes over
:: receiver, the transmitter is turned on by means of a radar beacon and the
satellite spews forth all of the accumulated infonnation.
Although these refinements are not in satellites now, I feel that c\·en·
tually these features will be incorporated. The solar baHerits have just
been tried on the first Vanguard test satellite, and I think telemetering stor·
age is close at hand. So far no one has tried attitude control by spin, but
it is probably the simplest method for maintaining the orientation of the
satellite.
brslrzmzcnls 111 Usc in Salcl/ilrs

Now let us talk about the scientific instruments. How do you measure
cosmic rays? The best and simplest method certainly is to usc a Geiger
counter, which is a gas-filled cylinder with a thin anode wire. These Geiger
counters. particularly if, they are thin-walled ones, will count cosmic rays
and also auroral particles. Specialized types of Geiger counters can also
be used to count gamma rays ami the heavy component of the primary cos·
mic rays.
I [ow do you measure the sun? The most direct. way is with a photon
counter, a special type of Geiger counter which can be used both in the ultra·
violet and for the X·ray regions. Doth counters have windows whidt face
the sun (sec Fig. 8).
The impacts of micromctcors can be measured by means of micrometcor·
ite detectors. One such detector might be a microphone which simply
counts the imp.1cts; there arc other more sophisticated types of detectors
which I will discuss later.
t\ more difficult task is that of measuring the Earth's maguctic field at
high altitudes above the ionosphere. The best instrument which we have
de\·clop<.'(l up to now is a so-called protorl Jlreecssion magnetometer, wh\ch
r won't describe here since it is described adequately in the literature.
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Let us now consider more direct measurements in the satelhte. I tlunk
micrometers are of some interest. A simple method has been devised to
measure the impacts of micrometeors on the satellite, and it may ha\·e some
practical importance for space flight.
Every time a meteor hits the satclhte it blasts out a small crater. 111 the
same way that a meteorite impacting on the Earth produces a crater. The
physical processes are ,·ery similar, except that \1 hen little dust particles
smaller than grains of sand hit the satellite the craters. of course. are \cry.
very small. Ne,·ertheless, the skin of the satellite wJII become eroded and
eventually it will be worn completely through, le.wing a hole m the $3telhte.
In order to measure how rapidly this skin abras1on takes place. we have
devised the following experiment. We coat the outside of the skin w1th
some radioacth·e material and then inside. within the satelhte and at some
separation from the skin, we have a specially designed Geiger counter with
a scahug circmt. It is quite ob,·ious that as the skin disappears the radio-
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activity disappears with it ami at the same time. therefore. the counting ,rate
of this monitor counter decreases. By telcmctering to ground this counting
rate. the amount of skin still remaining can l>e itnmediatci)' determined.
Translated into practice. the in<trnment is extremely simple, Figure 9
shows a miniaturized version which has h-en prepared for a satellite ex·
pcriment. It shows the special counter which is smaller than a quarter. a
pre·amplificr. a scaling circuit ami a high voltage supply. This high volt·
age snpJIIy is ~mallcr than my thumbnail and supplies 700 volts to the Geiger
counter.
,\1(/(oro/ogira/ AppliratiOIIS
Perhaps one of the most intriguing things to measure, ancl certainly one
of the most important from an economic JIOint of view, is the so·called albedo
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of the Earth. By measuring this albedo, which is the amount of sunlight
reflected from the Earth (mainly by clouds), we hope eventually to track
storms and predict the weather. After all, our national income isn't gomg
to be mitch affected by the intensity of cosmic rays and by what we can learu
about micrometeorites. But the weather affects all of us and the satellite,
in my opinion, is an invaluable tool for studying meteorology.
Figure 10, prepared by Dr. Harry Wexler of the U S. Weather Bureau,
is his conception of \yhat would be seen through a television camera looking
down on the North American continent from an altitude of 4000 miles.
The white fluffy areas represent clouds whiclt are very good reflectors of
solar radiation or visible radtation. They have an albedo (reflecting abilIty) of from about 70 per cent up to about 100 per cent. The Earth's
surface is darker, since it h~s an average albedo of only IS per cent, while
the oceans, with an average albedo of only 4 per cent, appear to be quite
black.
The satellite television camera can pick up theJ:e cloud patterns very
easily, and the meteorologist can immediately recognize the type of weather
pattern which they represent. For example, Fig. 10 shows a three-member
C)clonic system extending from Hudson Bay towards Texas, with a well·
defined front. Part o{ another cyclonic system is visible up near Alaska,
with its other members extending over the Pacific. Notice the immense
fog bank off Southern California and Newfoundland.
Detailed weather features arc apparent. For example, there is a very
small hurricane just forming in the West Indies. Hurricanes are very
difficult to spot because the cloud patterns associated with them are not very
prominent; but if you know that there isn't an island where a white blob
shows, you suspect a hurricane, particularly in the hurricane season.
Little cumulus• clouds show throughout the United States; also spe·
cia! types of lenticular clouds due to moist air being raised when it comes
over the Rockies. AbJ shown arc cloucl patterns associated with the trade
winds ( so·called cloud streets) and cloud patterns associated with the equa·
torial convergence zone.
This type of display of the Earth and cloud patterns certainly permits
a meteorologist to make much more accurate short·rangc predictions over
several days; more than that, by stuclying the circulation of the atmosphere
in this way, the meteorologist can learn how to make very reliable long·
range t•redictions for such thing$ as dry winters, wet summers and hot
spells, over particular regions of the world.
This information, of course, is of tremendous economic importance am!
that is why I think that this particular application of the s.1tellitc is going
to affect our way of life more than any other aspect of this s1~1ce·Right busi·
ness, except possibly for man to travel to the planets. It is a means whereby
the spacc·Right business can pay its own way right now. The economic
advantages of this type of knowledge arc just tremendous. I think no one
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right now could estimate how much can be added to our national income
by more accurate weather prediction. It probably runs into the billions.
P!f.ESE:ST bJ\TY.l.LITY. JNSTRV)l£:STATJOS

I want to spend the last part of this lecture discussing present satellites
and instrumentation. To date (March 18, 1958), (our satellites have been
launched: Sputnik I and II, Explorer l atid, just recently, the first Vanguard
test satellite, colloquially called "the grapefruit.''
Let us discuss the Russian satellites first. We were all very impressed
by their great size and heavy weight, but the main question is what they
really do as compared to our satellites They are certainly indicative of a
very high degree of development of large rockets. and they are quite rehable,
too But instrumentally-and this is what l am mainly concerned withthey indtcate that the science of miniaturization of instruments hasn't advanced very much, at least in a comparative way,
Most of the weight in Sputnik l consisted of batteries; some 120 pounds
must have been batteries in order to operate the transmitter for the required
pertcxl of time. The trausmitter itself was a vacuum·tube transmitter, not
a transistor. As a result, it dissipated a lot of power inteinaliy both in the
filament ~nd in the plate, and t)lis caused problems, bccau~e the power gcn·
erated heat had to be removed somehow.
But how do yon remo,·e heat in a vactnnn? Yon can't do it very easily.
Therefore, a forced circulation system for nitrogen (kind o( air-conditioning
system) had to be installed into their satellite. This required that the whole
satelhte be pressurized, which in turn meant that the skin had to be quite
thick to withstand the atmospheric pressure of the internal air, or nitrogen.
You see how one difficulty leads to another and why it was necessary,
therefore, to put a lot of weight into what we consider to be non-essentials.
By going to transistors right away. we avoided these problems successfully.
Let us talk about other aspects. The solar.batteries are certainly a great
advance and l feel that both we and the Russians will probably go to them.
However, if the instrumentation isn't transistori1.ed, not much will be gaiued
from using solar batteries because the power consumption would be so high
that solar batteries would only add a little to the available power. On the
other hand, if the instruments are transistorized, the solar batteries can
supply all the power.
From a scientific point of view, in all cases both the Sputniks and our
satellites ha' e tri~d to measure internal and skin temperatures, in order to
check up ou the accuracy of the design. The temperature of the satellite
depends primarily on the radia!ion properties of the skin, because the only
exchange of heat energy is by means of the skin-radiation absorbed by the
skin ami radiation emitted from the skin.
In addition, other scientific experiments ha,·c been condu:ted1 the most
unique of which certainly is the experiment conducted on the dog. We
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cannot hope to match that mlttl we have more payload, but 111 regard to ex·
periments connected with physical radiations. we are in a very good posi·
tion in comparison with the Russians.
It was onl)' on Sputnik II where, for example, they measured cosmtc
rays. Wc are measuring cosmic rays on Explorer I. Figure 11 shows a
cosmic ray instrumentation actually built for the Farsidc vehicle which was
successfully tired last fall. It is very similar to the instrumentation which
has been flo'' n in Explorer I and it comp,·ises a specially designed Geiger
counter, a potted section containing a scaler to scale the counts from the
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Geiger counter :mel feed them into the tclcmetering system, am\ finally, a
high ,·oltagc supply to ot><:ratc the Geiger conntcr. All of this weighs per·
haps a couple of ounces and consumes only 18 milliwatts of power.
Figure 12 shows a Geiger counter scaler assembly built for a slightly
different aptllicatiou, but it illustrates another tyt><: of miniaturi7atiou, in·
eluding potting. Potting can be duue successfully in transistorized circuits
ll<.-cause the heat developed is \'cry small. The shorter instrumeut shown
in Fig. 12 is a little trmmniucr built for a rocket a1>plication. In fact, this
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whole assembly fits togtthcr inside a narrow pencil which forms one of our
small research rockets, the Oriole. This small transmitter transmits an
adequate amount of power for communication over distances of se,·eral
hundred miles.
A few more words now about the types of measurement~ which will be
made on future satellites. Of course. I can SJleal: only about the American
satellites. The next Exl'lorer will probably contain a more elaborate cos·

Fu·.. 12. ~liniaturind in,trumtnb lor the 6rioJe roc"'ti.
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mic ray experiment. The nc:-.1 Sputnik, by :nmonncemcnt, will also con•
tain a more elaborate cosmic ray c:-.11Crimcnt. In fact, I think the Ru~sian~
arc doing very well in their cosmic ray ext~erimcnts.
The first real Vanguard sphere will contain a solar radiation cX11eriment
to measure ultraviolet radiation and J~erhat>s X-rays from the sun. The
Russian Sputnik II ha< already tlown a solar radiation ext~erimcnt wmc·
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what different from ours, but quite interesting. We would very much like
to know what results,. if any, were obtained from it. It is a more difficult
type of experiment than the cosmic ray experiment. They used a photo·
multiplier. In front of the photo-cathode they placed a rotating filter wheel
which carried a number of filter sections, and as it rotated, it allowed dif·
ferent parts of!the solar radiation to enter into the photo-multiplier tube.
For the ~1ture Vanguards, several types of experiments have been
planned, including one to fly a magnetometer to measure the magnetic fields
at high altitudes. The fourth Vanguard satellite is to carry the first in·
strumentation to try to measure the Earth's albedo (the hght reflected from
the cloud systems) with a . simple photo-cell. At very low altitudes, fairly
adequate resolution can be obtained, giving a kind of fuzzy, out-of-focus
picture of tl:e cloud pattem.
What are some of the future experiments? I don't want to go too far,
but I think one of the import:mt experiments, certainly one of the interest·
ing ones that we are working on right now, is the charge of the satellite.
We would like to know what electric charge, if any, the satellite acquires,
whether it is positive or negative, ami how the charge changes as it moves
about the f:.arth. This is a very difficult assignment and much thought is
going into the design work for this type of measuring instrument. We have
a proposal which we hope will work, but we will try it in the laboratory
before putting it into the satellite.
Finally, you may wonder where further information can be obtained on
this whole subject. There arg many popular books on satellites, but at the
present time, aside from the few listed below, there arc no really serious
detailed books on satellite scientific problems and instrumentation.
I hope that the proceedings of this astronautics series will serve as a
meaus of 1~utting on record some of our present thoughts. It would be
interesting to see ho"' they stand np against future dc\'elopmcnts.
J&t!t'¥-Kt:!\CY. UOOK8

EAuu SAUWtts AS Rts£Ateu Vtmnts, a sympo.~iun~ liS p>geJ, di>gran,, 6~ X 9~
in. i'hiladdphia, The l'ran\hn lnnilute, 1956. Pritt, $2.50 (paper). (F.dilor's Note:
This. un!ortul\:&tcJy, b out of print.)
Sctt~llriC UsES or F.Aietll SAnunu, r<hlrd by James A. Van Allen. 316 pagt'S, dia·
grams, M& X 10 ilL Ann ,Atbor, Unhrrsity of lfichigan Prt'Ss, 1956. l'rice, $10.00.
S. 1', S1~cu, "G..Ip11¥sir:ll Rtmr<h 1\ilh Artificial F.. rth !iaiEJhtrs." A ch>pter in ".M·
,.. nets in <k'Ophysi~t," Vol. Ill, Cdllrd II. E. L:>ndsborg, ~ 1>3ges, 6% X9Y. i1~ New
York, Aeadnnic Pnu, Inc, 19~ Price', $8.80.
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Ladies and Gentlemen, I am overwhelmed by such a large audience.
think it is probably correct to infer that yon are here because·of the Sput·
niks; and, frankly, I am here for the same reason.
I was hesitant to accept the invitation to lecture. I have felt it was my
duty to turn down all invitations religiously and not play favoritts with any·
body, but I changed my mind on one occasion and I changed it again for
the same reason this eve1iing. I gave a lecture to the Graduate Physics
Seminar in our University because I feel it is important that somehow some
young people (and I think we arc missing a bet if we don't also include
some who are not so young any more) must be willing to face up to the
challenge.
It may wdl be that you all came here to be entertaiucd this evening, but
that is not why I came. I came for a serious purLlOSe because I think this
is a serious business, The thing that needs to be emphasized most of all
so far as, I am concerned is that the Americans have taken the term "com·
placency" too complacently. What \\c need to emphasize all through our
school systems is that it is necessary to bring hard work to bear upon all of
our educational system and this in gencml will improve science.
This is not a new idea to astronomers because astronomers hav,:bC..n
engaged in prodigious tasks of one kind or another, at least thosc!ristrono·
tners in history who have stood out; and I shall give you a few instances
before the evening i~ over. There remain important tasks to be tackled in
addition to those that arc created by the artificial s.1tcllites.
We arc most fortunate to be able to live in this age when these things
arc being done, and I think I can highlight this for the young people if I
recall what my mother told me when I was about eight years ol<l. She
said, "It's too bad you were !lOrn too late. All the wonderful improvements
have just been made and you missed them all."
In Cincinnati, where we lm\'c more hills than you have .l~tr~; they no
longer had cable cars. The cars ran 1111 the hills under ·the power of their
own electric motors, ~nd my mother when she was young had ridden in the
horse cars on the streets of Cincinnati. We had ra<lios. There were air·
planes in the sky. So she thought that e\'crything ha1l been done and it
was too had for me. \Vell, she is ~~~ old lady now ami she doesn't under·
• Staff Htad o! the Vanguo11l Computer Center, Wa1hinsto•~ D. C.: and Dirc<tor, Uni·
cf CiJ'I(iunati Ob$crvatory, Cmcinnati, Ohio.
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stand.all the things we have in cltdronics, and so on ; and there JS still more
:o come We make a sad m•stake if we don't challenge our young people
to the best of their ability.
WUAT CY.Ll.STJ.\L
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The subject of Celestial ~!echanics deals with the fundamentals of the
various aspects of the operation of satelhtes In a manner of speaking,
there is no sharp bomtdary to Celestial ;\lechanics. There •s a sharp
boundary to the problems that have been tackled in the past. but this is just
because everybody was so compartmentalized in his own work. When
1\e ha\e a project such as these missile projects, people have to work together
on teams and people have to bring different compctences to these teams. So
the sharp boundaries in technology are not going to remain so sharp as they
were.
I would like to emphasize that there are vartous aspects of Celestial Mechanics. even though I won't be able to talk about all of them. First of all,
I would like to emphasiZe that in order to deal with tlus field one has to
depend npou the use of the law of gravitatiOn and other physical laws. This
is one aspect of the field of Celestial Mechanics.
Another aspect of this field is that one must be prepared t? deal wtth
mathematical analysis. You ne,·cr eau J..now too much mathtmatics for
working in this field, :uul I wish I knew a lot more than I do.
Another aspect. in order to be fruitful, is some concept of what is in,·olved iu the usc of obsen·ation. A great many people eventually find
themselves out on some distant limb where they don't like to be simply be·
cause you have to be more than a th~oretical physicist. Observations arc
an important part of what you have to deal with in thi~ field.
There arc two other items which arc somewhat less specific, but I think
both of them are important. It is uccessary to have some kind of a prac·
tical bent even though the astronomer, dealing with the planets and the
comets ancl the satellites of the solar system ami the double· stars of the 1mi·
verse, is someone you might think impractical; IIOilethcless. there is the
lltccssity for a practical couceptior• .if what the problem is about and for
arrivi11g at some rc.tsonablc answer.
Finally, there is a requirement for a kind of intellectual curiosity or
drive. and! say this because there is a tremendous amount of drudgery that
goes on iu order to obtain the solutiou to problems in the field of Celestial
~lcchauics. lu one sense I am glad I wasu't born any earlier because now
we have electronic computing machines and this is a trcm.c11dous lift to the
whole field of Ccle~tial 1\!echatiics. I shall ha\c some examples of this as
we go along.
Ut!!\t:K.\1~
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Before I get into the particular aspects of the subject, I would like to
gh·e you some perspective of the whole field of Celestial ~lechanics and the
I
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problems in this field. These arc really not confined solely to what has been
considered the field of ~clestial ~lechanics iu the past. They bridge over
into the field of Astrophysics.
First, there is the problem of stellar structure which consists m studying
and trying to formulate and give 1casonably definite solutions to what the
nature of the interior of stars is: and this, of course, is tied in very closely
with the whole subject of Astrophysics.
In acldition to studying the interiors of stars, •the study of stellar and
planetary atmospheres constitutes a field of problems in Celestial Mechanics.
Classically or historically the principal problem in Celestial ~Icchanics
as such has been the problem of dealing ,\·ith the motions of the planc·ts, ami
this problem goes all the way back to ancient mythology and astrology.
People had various systems in which they tried to reconstruct what the
nature of the universe was insoiar as the motions of the planets around the
s1m arc concerned:
Another asll<.'Ct of Ctlestial ~lechanics very closely related to the motions
of the planets is the ~notion$ of the comets, :mel if the occasion arises I usc
thi; as an e:-.amplc of how l>ractical astronomy is because it is literally true
that in ancient times people almost became insane in their comluct just at
the appearance of a comet. After it became known what the nature of the
orbits of comets reallr is, this "hole foolishne~ was dispelled. In a manner
of SJ>eaking, then, there arc certain pmctical aspects to astronomy and to
Celestial Mechanics.
Alfl•:her dosrlr allied field is the subject of the motions of the satellites
:tromHI the planets .mel. of course, in astronomr the outstanding ~rstem of
"-1tellites around the J>lanets is the system around the J>lanet Jupiter.
The next planet ha\'ing a large mnnlx:r of moons ami ba\'ing :111 entirely
different set of circumstances astociatccl with the moons is the planet Saturn.
Our own moon arom11l the Earth offers many problems entirely different
from the moons of other l>lanets.
Finally, we come to the artificial satellites of the last fonr or five months,
whkh is, I amnne, the suhject in which ~on most intcrcste<l ancl the one
which I shall dwell upon the longest.
Kta•J,t:H'Ji \HIIIK OS
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Now let me go l~1ck to the historical 11roblcm of the motions of the
11lancts ami clcscril.c to yon, if yo11 arc not already fmniliar with it, a prob·
!em in Celestial :\lechanics which was solvcc! many centuries ago by KcJ>fer
lx!forc there were any tclescotx:s-bdorc optics bad cnr ll<.-cn dcvciOJl<.~l to
such a state and lx:forc there was anything c:-.ce)lt gt'Ometry for ma:hematics.
The Emth goes around the Still, which Kepler lx:lic\'ed 'to 1x! sm.tc kind
of a nearly circular orbit, ami out in the sJ..r one can ~'C the J•lanct ~Iars.
But one is not able to tell when ~Iars comes to 20th and Chestnut or to
the stoplight at 18th Strt'Ct and ~larkct or any other place in the sky•
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There is no intersection, no crossroad, no way of marking a pomt there for
the person who sits on the Earth and looks out at the dark sky at night a:~d
sees the planet Mars, as people have done for thousands of years.
But what Kepler realized was that if the planet l\Iars was on the opposite
side of the Earth from the sun, as shown in Fig. I at E, and M,, then at a
later date they would be at E, and M, and the relative rate at which the
Earth overtakes Mars is represented by the angle E.SM,. The rate of the
Earth's motion is shown by E,SE,; and the rate of 11ars' motion is shown
byM,SM,. Thus:
~ E,SE,

I
I
I
= ~ M,S.\f, + ~ M,SE,, orE"'
P+ S,

=

where E I year, S =the observed period of 11ars from opposition to op·
position, and P is the actual period of 11ars in its orbit, which cannot be
directly observed. Since S 2.135 years,

=

SE
P .. S-E .. 1.881 years.

~--·

M,

F•c:.l.

Kepler took obsen·ations, one of which was made at some date when the
Earth was E, in Fig. 2 and another one was made after the Earth had gone
all the way around 1.88 times to E,. lie simp!)' chose his observations,
1~1ircd them in >nch a way that they came at this intcn·al of time a(l.1rt; and
then of necessity :.Iars was at the same place, .1/, in its own orbit even if
Kepler didn't know exactly where thi~ place was in sp.1ce. Then, you sec,
if Mars is in the direction B,.l! at one time ami B,M at the secoml time, they
intersect at ,1/ and he has been able to locate the position of :.tars in s~1cc
only by assuming the explanation given above for finding 1'.
Let me point out one other thing. This is one pair of observations.
Let us choose another Jl.1ir of obscn·ations at E,, E,, and .II, again sc~1·
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rated by this period. Always the Earth goes around 1.88 times and in this
way Kepler created a number of points 011 the orbit of Mars By plotting
these points (as many as he could get by combining the observatiOns that
were at his disposal) he discovered that the path in space which lllars fol·
lows in going around the sun was uot a circle as the Greeks would have in·
sisted it must be-for the sake of harmoay and purity aad beaut)·, and so on,
but it was actually an ellipse.
There is a'n important point here to bear in mind: if, under the same
circumstances, Kepler had successfully been studying the planet Venns, it
just so happens that the orbit of Venus is almost exactly circular and he

M2

•

• M

I'Jc.2.

would have come to the couclusion that the Greeks were right. llut it just
so happens that he stltllit~l the planet :\Iars where the dedation from the
circle is nearly 10 per cent, m•.t will• ;he methods that he used it was pos·
sible to discern this very distinctly, ami so he demonstrated that the orbit
of ~Iars is not a circle. l'urthcr than that, using the gcometf)" at his dis·
posal he was able to establish that its 1~1th is an ellipse, with the snn at the
·focus of the ellipse. Furthermore, having this clue to the whole process
ami apttlying it to the other t•lanets, he discovered that the period of any
t:lanet is proportional to the 3/2 power of the distaucc of that planet from
the sun, wlh '• means if you arc going to count periods in years ami if you
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arc going to count the distance from the sm1 to the E.1rth as the unit of
distance. then the period of the Earth i~ one year because '''" is I, but if
you have an orbit \1 luch is four tunes as great as the Earth, then the period
will be eight times as long as a ye.1r.
You can c.~tend Kepler's third law to any object which j$ rc,·oh·ing freely
around the central body. You can also extend this law to the period of a
satellite going around the Earth as compared to the period of the moon
which goes around the Earth. The period of the moon is 2i.3 days-the
period in which it takes the moon to go once around in its orlnt through
360 degrees. The length of the month is 29.53 days. but that is because
that is a little bit longer than once around for the moon.
On this basis ) ou will find that if you want the period of the artificial
sattllite to be one day or 24 hours, then taking into account the distance of
the moon in miles. if you wish. or whatever units you care to usc. the distance of this satellite would then be something hke 26,000 miles. This same
Jaw c.1n be applied.
Kepler discovere<l three laws and this is one of the tirst trimn11hs in
Celestial i:\lcchauics because these laws arc rc.1smmbly close to the truth.
lie <hscovercd that the orbit of a planet around the sun is an ellipse. lie
disco,·en-d that the radius vector swl<;:ps over equal areas in equal mten·al<
of time. In other words. when the planet is clo>c to the sun it move~ more
rapidly along its orbit. ami when it is far a"ay it mo\es more slowly.
Then he discovered this third Jaw. that the pet ..:. arc proportional to
the .l; !. power of the mean distance.
:\t:\\TO' 'S \\OHI\. H~ l 10TIOX .\""U (at,\\ IT\'

All of Kepler's work "as done before Newton·~ time. ~cwton. of"
course, is recognized as ha,·mg made the outstanding contnbution in history
to the ticld of Celestial ~lechanics. and what Newton did was to pnt all of
the information \\hich was already in Kepler's laws into the form of cal·
cnlus. Newton invented the calculus under the ~timulus of the challenge
of the \cry 11roblem which I have described to )OU which w:ts soh'cd in a
descriptive sort of way, m agreement with the known observations. This
is the beginning of the mathematical attack upon Celestial ~lcchanics ami
is embodied in :-Iewton's Jaw oi gra,·itation an<l Newton's three laws of mo·
tion which he fonuulatl'<l as al'ioms. II you adopt these as being twe, then
the other things that you deduce can be deri\'ed mathematically in Sl'<(nencc.
There arc many prominent mathematicians who ha\c worJ..ed in the field
of Celestial ~lechanics since the time of Newton, such as Poincare, all trying
to usc the best mathematical analy~is and ingenuity which they conl<l bring
to bear to (lUI into UJK'ration the laws which -~ewton ha<l set forth m order
that they may he ttSl'<lto portray by a mathematical model as accurat~ly as
~~~ssible the actual state of affairs in the solar system.
I want to emphasize that the law of gravitation enable~ us to pro\'idc a
mathematical model which we hope to bring as closely as possible in cou·
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fonuity with the actual stat~ of affairs, and the actual state of affairs is not
governed by the law of gravitation. It is the other way around. You are
fortunate if the law of gravitation is able to describe the actual state of
affairs.
Incidentally. in passmg I may say that it was the astronomers who discovered that fact il: advance of Einstein's theory. It was impossible. by
u>ing the mathematical model that results from the law of gravitation to
de$cribe the motion of the J>erihelion oU,Icrcury. This "'as known to the
astronomers about three quarters of a century before Einstein's theory was
first pronounced. I am not sure thnt Einstein knew about this and it
doesn't make much difference. because he was a theoretical physicist and he
had an approach to reality which was uot the door the astronomers used.
What the astronomers tried to do, lacking Einstein's insight aud perhaps
Ius m~thematical ability. was to cx1>erimcnt with the assumption that the
law of gravity should be I over the dtstancc not squared, but they were
going to put about six or sc,•en zeros and a one behind the decimal 1•oint
(2.0000001) and see if that would work, hoping that it \\ould sen·c the
Jlttrposc for ~lcrcury ;~nd not have much of an infiucncc for Jupiter and the
rest of the planets. It turned out that that wasn't so aud it didn't work.
lmt this was an cx1>erimcnt iu Celestial ~lechauics, iu ~bout 1880.
11.\l,f,}:\.' 1 ~
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Another important person in histor) i$ Edmund ll~llcy. a contcmporar)'
of Newton. lie w;~~ a genius and if he had not been outshone by Ncwt011
he woul<l ha\e been one of the most remarkable characters in histon·. lie
w~s the one who first propounded the idea of hadng actuarial tal;les ior
insumnce. lie was the first to pro,·e definitely that the stars arc moving.
that they arc not all standing still: and. among other things. folltlwing in the
lead that Newton had pointl~l with his law of gravity, Halley worked out
the orbits of twenty·four comets which bad llrcviously been obscned in the
history of astronomy. lie says. in his own words. that ''by a prodigious
mnount of labor'' he arri\'Cd at these solutions. At the pres••nt time it would
take less than a minute, a few milli·Sl'COnds maybe on a high·(Klwercd clcc·
Ironic computer, to do what ll~llcy did by, in his own words. "a prodigious
amount of labor."
llallcy was able to pro\·c that the ntotion> of the comets were in .tccord.
if yon take a snfiiciently general view, with Kepler's t•ronounccment about
the orbit~ of the planets being ellipses. The orbits of the mmets, according
to !Ialley, "ere parabolas: ami he discovered one comet which seem<11 to be
on the same Jl.1rabola at intervals of >e\'enty·lhe years. lie said: This is
not really a parabola. We c:m't Sl'C the whole of it well enough from where
we arc. It is a \cry elongated ellipse.
I will gii'C yon some idea how elongated it is. li \\e ima~;inc the dis·
lance from the l~arth to the sun to be represelllc4 by I inch, so that the E.1rth
~;ocs around the sun on a circle of 2 inches in diam~tcr. then !Ialley's comet
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comes within ¥.! inch on one side and it goes out about a yard on the other
side, where it was in the year 1948. It has now started on the way back
and it will be closest to the Earth again in about 1986.
The only portion of this whole orbit that could be observed is in the
neighborhood of the Earth; all of the rest was invisible. On the strength
of the work which he had done, the demonstrations he had made and the
fact that there were three comets that came along tlus track at inten·als of
seventy-six years, Halley said that this comet will come back again. I forget his exact words, but he said in effect, "Let it be remembered that it was
predicted by an Englishman.'' I am sorry that he didn't say "Let it be
remembered that it was predicted by a Celestial Mechanic."
The point is that this is another illustration of the fact thM under New·
ton's laws of motion and under the formulation of the law of gravity, the
motions of all of the bodies around a central massive body will be some kind
of a conic section. The simplest case of a conic section is a circle. If you
cut the cone at any diagonal angle you get au elhpse, and the more diagonally
you cut the more elongated the ellipse is;· if you cut it at a certain critical
place you get a parabola; and if you cut it by going over still a little bit
farther you get hyperbolas.
All of these cases C.'<ist. For example, if a meteor from outer sp.1cc
were to come past the earth aud the sun, come by the solar system, it would
be on a hyperbolic orbit. We do have examples of all of these cases.
!\',\1'UH.\L 8,\TY.I.J,lTt,!J

Now let us turn to the ]11piter system of satellites. I don't wam to say
that I predict this, but I am repeating what other people say. They say
that we may have a great many satellites of the Earth, and the~· get carried
away with the idea. They don't know quite where to stop, whether they
should stop at six or ten or twelve or a hundred. So we may ha1·c a great
mauy satellites in the not too ,Jistant future. At the present time it is
known that the planet Jupiter has twch·e satellites which have been obsen·ed
from the Earth.
Four of these satellites were discovered by Galileo-three of them the
night that he first looked at the planet in his first telescope. There arc
actually four of them that arc easy to sec. :\lost of you have probably seen
them in the telescope already. They constitute a rather rapidly moving
group. The 1~riod of the innermost oue is I o/a days: the period of the
outermost of these four is 16 days, which is about half of a month of our
moon. They lie practically in the plane of Jupiter's equator and they go
around practically in circular orbits.
'fhere is one little odd 1~111 in the coli~'Ction of these twelve moons of
Jupiter. It was the first one to be discover~'<l with a modern telescope.
This fifth satellite of Jupiter is cxm~lingly close to the Jllanct and it goes
around in less than 12 hours. In this sense it is very similar to the arti·
ficial satellites except that it is practically in the plane of the equator whereas
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our artificial s.~tellites are highly inclined. at least the ones we have had up
to ·now.
The next satellite discoveries-the sixth and seventh-that w•·~ made
for the planet Jupiter came m rather rapid succession in 1904 and 1905.
Ultimately in 1938 another (the tenth) satellite was discovered, which is
like the si:--th and seventh. in that these are on. orbits that are very large
compared to the first four. They take about 260 days to go around the
planet Jupiter once. They are about seven million miles from the planet
and they are all tilted up at about 30 degrees. They immediately presented
a problem, namely, to be able to represent the mohon of these planets which
in 1904 and 1905 was fairly difficult mainly because of the rather large
inclination of .lO degrees which their orbits were tilted to the equator of
Jupiter.
In 1908 the eighth s.1tellitc of Jupiter was discovered and since that time
there have been three other ones hkc it-the ninth, the eleventh and the
twelfth. These arc on orbits which are about twice as big as the group
comprising the sixth, seventh and tenth. They are about fifteen million
miles from the surface of Jupiter, but they arc exceedingly eccentric.
Iu the extreme case the distance of the s.1tellite from the center of its
orbit to the focus where Jupiter is, is four-tenths of the total radius of the
orbit. This is an exceedingly high eccentricity of 0.4. There arc now
four of these satellites that ha\'c been discO\ cred, and the other outstanding
thing about them is that they all go around backwards, in the sense that is
called retrograde motion which is contrnry to the revolution of the planets
around the sun nnd the revolution oi the other s.1tellites around the planets.
They present an exceedingly difficult problem which still hasn't been solved
with any high degree of satisfaction and which we arc planning to work on
at the Cincinnati Obsen·atory if we ever get any time off from the Sputniks
and other artificial satellites.
I might ghe you this sidelight. About three or four years ago we
undertook to in\'cstigate the tenth s.1tellite of Jupiter, which is the newest
member of the intermediate group. Franldy, the reason was tlmt we had
set out to investigate the artificial s.~tcllitc ami methods by which its orbit
should be worked out. Not knowing what the security requirements of
the artificial satellite would be-the tenth satellite of Jupiter had already
been disco\crl-d by astronomers before the security officers disco,·erl~l itwe were going to usc the tenth s.1tellite of Jupiter as a kim! of security hliud
if it was nccess.1ry.
Without trying to be facetious, the method which 1\e were bringing to
bear on the tenth s.1tellitc of Jupiter, which has this large inclination ami
which has resisted a solution to the problem in prior years, is cx.1ctly the
same method that we wish to bring to bear u1>on the artificial s.1tellites, because while the Vanguard s.1tellites arc being fired at an angle of about 35
degrees inclination, the Russian S.1tcllites were tilted at 65 degrees and there
is interest in s.1tellitcs which will go O\'er the Pole. So, we wanted to have
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meth()(ls which would 1><: sufficienlly general ami sullicieiuly powerful that
we could do a good job in both cases; and it turned out that !Ius is 11 hat
happened.
COXJJITIO!Io"l
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One point I would like to get across is that in this whole approach to
space problems it is necessa1 y to recognize that these things arc outside of
your normal expe~iencc. The main !lung wluch goes on in your normal
experience as far as mechanical things arc coucewed, IS friction; and out
in empty space there is no friction.
Out where the artificial satelhtcs arc there still is frictiOn and that ts one
of the purposes of the satellite expcrituent-to determine the density of the
atmospl1erc. llut the things I have wen telling you about which arc astronomical arc outside the range of any atmosphere. There is no resistance,
and therefore the whole normal moclc of experience is different from anything· you are accu<tomccl to or arc familiar with.
I \\ottlcllike to gl\·e you, therefore. some kind uf picture winch w11l enable you to think in terms of empty space and to · understand wh) thi:lgs
arc a< they arc out tl1crc.
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that we ha,·c hen· a nmssivc body, ,1/ in Fig. J. which you can
think of as b<:iu~; the center of the Earth if you wish or you can think oi
this as being the sun. in which caseS, i~ some t•lanct or some minor t•lanct;
if ,\/ i> the l~,rth. then s, is an artificial satdlitc if you wish. This is the
position n-<:tor of tit•: s.1tcllitc, .liS., which simply says whcrt· !he :<atcllitc
is in space.
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SrS' as intended to represent the velocity vector which the httle particle
at this point has when it is at this positiOn. S ,, so that if there were no at•
traction to the center. if only the law of inertia were operatnag, the particle
wotdd move out along this velocity \ector. s,S'. But if M is the center
of the Earth. then in ac!dit1on to the velocity along this 1·c!oc•tY ,·ector there
will be a certain amount oi fall of c:-.actly the sanae kind that takes place
when r let go of this piece of chalk.
As soon as I let go, the attraction of the center of the Earth draws the
chalk down. Until I let go it is not the hypothetical particle we arc talking
about and so far as we arc concern~d sittmg here in this 1oom tins piece of
chalk has no velocity 1·cctor. The 1elocity vector shrank to zero If we
11 ere to get out in empty space ami watch the rotation of the E:mh, then
the chalk has a velocity of n~arly a thousand miles au hour. We arc all a
great deal farther away from where 1\e were when 1 started, cxc~Jlt we
don't realize it.
In the small interval of tnne that s, would move from St to S' it would
also drop an amountS'S, and th~se t\\O tlungs arc going on simultaneously.
so as it begins to mo1c out along the l'elocity vector it also drops down a
little bit; ami as it moves out a little bit farther it drops down a tittle bit more.
The point is that instead of the particle wimling UJl at S'. it has 1\otmd
up at S as a result of a combination of the law of inertia and the amount of
gravitationaltmll that it hact. Now, from the way I haYe <Ira\\ II the fi~:ure,
if the attraction 11 ere ju~t in~tantanconsly cut off at S. then the Jlarticlc
would continue out along the l·cl<>eity vector
according to the law of
inertia. But ii the :tttraction is not in~tantaneously cut off, what hapJx:n;?
The attraction b toward the center. a> before: the 1·docitv i; now S'f in>tca<l
of S', and the whole procc;; may lx: rcrx:ated.
•
I don't tell you from thi~ diagram 11bcthcr the arc i~ a hytX!rbola, :t
J~1r:thola or an dlip>c. but it i< a conic ;cction if )On do it according to the
law of gral'ity.
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Now I am going to draw nnother figure (Fig. 4) under the ;amc set
of rules. hut I am going to start out with the l'clocity 1cctor S,S' uot being
<Jnitc so long. In other worcb. we :tn· con>i<lcring now a s~-coml cnse in
whicl• •be rmticle <lid not have a; mudt l'clocity to start with as it did in the
first m;tancc. The attraction b >till the s.1me. so the amoul\1 that it i;
going to fall from S to S is still the ,..,me ami the curl'e i~ going to be
steeper. Thi< time the distance tra1elted in the same length of time is less,
namely
,\Jso the re;ulting velocity vector S'l' is shorter.
When docs this cnrvc become a circle? Yn.u haw to h;wc a very
delicate l~1laucc bchn-cn the amount of attraction, S'S, toward the center of
the E:trth (if we want to cominue to talk about artificial s.llcllites). which
detx:mls on how far away it is from the center oi the Earth, multhe wlocity,
s,5• which you have, such that the combination of the two of them is exact!>·
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an arc of a circle from Sa to S. If this delicate balance has been achieved
and S,S is an arc of a circle. then when the process is repeated, beginning
agam at S, it will continue to be an arc of a circle.
This is the situation winch one always faces at the launching of an
artificial satellite. At the position which the missile has when the last
propellant is burned out. what is th~ length (and direction) of the velocity
vector? Is it too short, as in Fig. 4? Is it exactly right for a circle? Or
is it too long?
Now, this is where Von Braun succeeded in his project. He d•dn't
even try to make it a circle. lie just pnt as much velocity into this thing
as he cot. d get from his·rockets up above the atmosphere. What did he
get? He got a ~atellite which went way out, way down on the far side of
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the diagram, all<l back np again to Sa. MS, was 220 miles above the surface
of the Earth, and on the other side of the orbit it was about 1600 miles.
The reason was that there was no attempt to l~1lancc the velocity. They
just shot for all they were worth, and that is what comes of it-such au
eccentric orbit.
As a first crude awroximation, the orbit of an artificial satellite is an
ellipse around the center. It is a crude approximation primarily because
the whole attraction of the Earth cannot be considered to be the attraction at
a point. If the entire Earth were composed of material exactly synnuetri·
cally located \\·ith reSJ><:Ct to the center of the Earth, then the entire E.1rth
could be considered to be the s.1me as a massive point at the center. If that
were the case, then the orbit of the &1tcllitc, the ellipse of the satellite, would
remain fixecl so long as there is no friction, that is, so long as the orbit were
so hi!,' that it would be above the friction of the l~rth's atmosphere.
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However, that isn't the state of affairs because the Earth is turning on
its axis and a point on the equator goes at the rate of a thousand miles an
hour as the Earth turns on its axis, This is one thing that people are
completely unaccustomed to visualizing because you have spent your whole
life on this rotating Earth; you are used to it and you don't fed it, but it is
going on. The Earth is not spherical. It bulges out at the equator such
that the diameter is 27 miles ·greater than it is at the Poles. This means
that the mass of material is not uniformly distributed. and this raises one
of the two principal problems in connection with the artificial satelhte.
PF.RTtl'RD,\TJO!\

Ob/alrnus
If you allow me to draw an imaginary axis through the Earth and if
you allow me to take out from the Earth all of the mass which is sym·
metrically distributed and concentrate it at the center, then what we have
left is a kind of doughnut-shaped representation of excess mass around the
equator, known as the "equatorial bulge:" or C<Juatorial protuberance. This
material produces what in Celestial :\lechauics we call perturbations upon
the simple elliptic orbit. If any simple elliptic orbit \\ere put up in the form
of an artificial satellite, it vould remain fixed but because of this excess
mass it is unable to remain fixed because it is subjected not only to the
attraction which is at the focus of the ellipse. but also to this additional
attraction, which produces the oblateness perturbation.
Those of you who arc interested in mathematics ami who know some·
thing about it would write

V=-¥(t-;,,P,(8)+ ... ).
P: is the second Legendre polynomial. V is an expansion for the
Earth's potential in S)lherical harmonics. The I is the principal term which
would ghc you 1/r'·attraction for simple gravity. C' is of the order of
mognitude of one 1'1rt over 300, or 1/297 to be more exact. The remain·
ing term is represented os the equivalent of this equatorial protuberance
or the mass which causes the motion of the orbit planes. If thi$ exJlression
were put el)tl:ll to zero, 11c would ha1·e a simple case, but in practice this
doesn't stop here. There conhl be a plus, and so on. ami yon can have the
fourth spherical harmonic and go as far as your observations will give
you an>' information.
Now several things hap1x:n as a result of the oblatcncss. In Fig. S we
have shown one octant oi the rotating E.1rth and the initial position of the
satellite orbit in SJklcc. The closest ap1•roach to the center of the E.1rth is
assumed to be at 1'. The intersection of the orbit plane with the equatorial
plane is called the node, N. This point moves westward so long as the
inclination of the orbit is less than 90•. hl !1:;·-..tSe of Explorer I the node
moves at the rate of about 4V!? 1x:r day. Similarly, the JX!rigc<:, /',moves
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forward in the orbit plane so long as the inclination is less than 63Yt 0 ,
Again, for Explorer I this is going 0:1 at the rate of 6Yt 0 per day. At this
rate in two weeks' tim,c the perigee moves through 90°.
I want to point out to you a httle consequence of that which you Jlrobably hadn't thouglit about. When they fire the rocket. as you probably
have read, the control system in American satellites is to spin the rockets
so that if they fire off to one side, if there is an uneven balance-in the firing
chamber. this gets rotated sufficiently rapidly that it averages out and doesn't
do any serlou~ harm.
The rockets are rather rapidly rotated or rifled, as they are shot out.
There are no fins, for the assembly is rotating so rapidly that fins wouldn't
serve their usual purpose. As the rocket assembly goes around, the direction in which the missile it>clf-the oatellite instrumentation ami the
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empty rocket chrymbcr-ll<lints remains parallel to itself as it goes around.
It is highly rifled and goes out to where there is practicall)· no atmosphere
and no resistance: then it comes b.1<k and bullets its way through the dense
atmosphere when it gets down closest to the earth, about 220 miles abo,·c
the surface of the earth.
In two weeks' time the orbit turns through 90°, :ts a consequence of
this perturb.1tion. When the satellite goes through the lowest atmosphere,
it is goin~; through bro.1dside and so it produces or presents a maximum
broadside face toward the resistance of the a!mospltere.
I have given you the two cxttemcs-whcn it bullets through and when
it goc; through broadside. In the meantime the orbit has been slowly
turning: this broad>idc effect has gradually h<-cn setting in and so the center
of gra,·ity in the vehicle is {OJ ward (b<~ansc the l~1ck 1~1rt is now the empty

I
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rocket shell "here the fud wa~) and as it hits the low atmosr>herc broadside
it would tend to he tumbletl backward. This low density \Ohmte at the
back would act as a fin. But because it is highly rifled it JS not going to
tumble this way in response to that broadside hit, but it is going to precess.
So that the Explorer satellite has the most god-awful wobble you can pos·
sibly imagine I
You may well laugh. bnt to us this is a \'Cry serious busmess because
it prevents us from making reliable predictions about the motion of the
satellite, as we try to project it Se\·era! weeks into the future, simply because
it is impossible to observe what is going on. The satellite is only seven
feet long-too small to sec-and you have no way of knowing what it is
doing. You can't tell what the average broadside is that it presents. so
you have no way of predicting what the drag is going to be.

Drag
I have tried to show you dcscripth·el)' that perturbation amounts to a
regression of the node. It also amount> to an advance of the perigee. as
the point closest to the center of the Earth is called, There is a force exerted
on the vehicle in addition to the force of gravity. It is the force which is
known as drag, atmospheric drag. and it is providing a resistance to the
forward motion of the s:llcllitc.
This resistance has less effect when ,, : mass is high, as it was in the
Hussian satellites. It also has less effect if the cross·sectional area is small.
But the reason that the Vanguard satellite is spherical is that no matter how
it would tumble and twist and turn or be rifled, if it is a sphere it must
present the s;.mc cross-sectional area.
I empha~ize this !>Oint not because I am associated with the Vanguard
project. The main problem for which these satellites were intendt~l to pro·
,·ide information is the density of the high atmosphere and with such a
peculiarly-shap1~d object as the E:-.plorer Sltellite, you arc just at a loss to
obtain the infonnation. This i~ really the reason why the Vanguard sate!·
lite was designed to be spherical, and despite all the difficulties encotmteretl
in pulling it up I hope that there will not be so much public acclaim for the
success of putting up any object at all, that we shall ultimately lose sight of
the benefit of the spherical satellite whith will always pr~sent the same cross·
S~'Ction to the atmosf•here and, therefore, it will not tumble and it will per·
mit us to determine something about the density of the atmosphere. I
doubt very much whether information about the atmosplterc will be deter·
min~-d unless we do get a spherical satellite.
I want to describe one other thing to you in sort of a pictorial way.
Suppose we come b.1ck to the state of affairs where the satellite is launchetl
so that it goes out in an orbit which is very high on the south sicle, with a
perigee of 220 miles and an apogee of 1600 miles. The first · ime around
the satcllit~· has whatever velocity the rockets were able to impart, and t:·at
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ts what produced the orb1t. But the ne:\t time around the satelhte is going
to be subjected to drag as it gets into the low atmosphere and, therefore.
drag is going to cause some kind of trouble.
What kind of trouble can you cause the satelhte? All you can do IS take
some of its energy away fro1n it. It has nothing else. It is a b~llistic
missile. It has no way to control itself. It is just coasting around The
only way the satellite can be adversely affected is to steal some of its velocity
vector.
The first time around the drag has the effect of stealing a little bit of
the velocity vector so that the second time around the velocity vector is a
httle bit shorter than it was. As a result, the orbit Will not be any closer
to the earth at the perigee, but if it loses some of its veloc1ty (the attraction
to the center will be the same as 1t was because the d1stance is the same) 11
will come on a curve winch is slightly insi~e of where it was and on the far
side it won't swing out quite so far. Then it will come back in for the next
time around. and at the low point of the atmosphere the atmosphere will
steal a httle more 'elocity away from the satellite. The orb1t. therefore,
keeps getting smaller ami smaller.
When the total diameter of the orbit is smaller, (half of the total diameter is the quantity A which controls the period, according to Kepler's tlurd
law), so that from revolution to revolution, as the A gets smaller, this causes
the period to get smaller, in other words, to get shorter. At the present
time, on the basis of the obser·1ations which we have at our disposal, It ap·
pears that the period is getting shorter by, roughly, 0.005 minutes per day.
This shortening of the orbit and the consequent shortening of the penod arc
due to atmospheric drag.
Furthermore, the distance from the perigee (the place closest to the
Earth) to the center of the Earth is changed very httle but the d1stance from
the apogee (the far side of the orbit) to the center of the E:uth is getting
smaller all the time, so that the eccentricity is also getting smaller. That is,
the orbit is getti,1,1g more and more circular,
Ultimately, the apogee comes down such at)tamount that it is also in the
atmosphere of the Earth, and the s..ltellite obJeCt meets with the same rc·
sistance as at the perigee. By that time the orbit is practically a circleand there is no such thing :IS getting more: circular. As a 1uatter of fact,
there is a point where the process of becoming circular stops. What is the
state: of affairs if the \clocity vector is shorter than the one required for
circular orbit?
What happens is this: The object docs :tot have enough velocity to
swing out so that it is much lower on the far side th~n it is on the ncar side,
and the original apogee becomes the perigee in that case. As soon as drag
has set in to such an extent that the orbit is nearly circular, then the velocity
is being slowed up at every point in the orbit :~nd the orbit is spiraling in·
ward. If any of you arc: on the Moonwatch teams you know that this hap·
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pened after the time that Sputnik I got down to a penod of about 90 min·
utes; then-practically all of the orbit was in the reasonably dense part of the
atmosphere, the resistance was going on continually ~nd shortly the satcl·
lite came·down, nobody ·!:nows where. It was no longer to be seen because
the resistance reduced the velocity so, greatly thnt the satelhte just dropped.
I want to make one point more before I close. In all of this discussion
there is one other equation that you can usc if you are interested in dabbling
around and .experimenting with these things, and that is the very important

V'""!! . V is the magnitude of the velocity vector, r is the
r a
distance from the center of the Earth, and a is the semi·major axis of the
ellipse, or half of the diameter of the ellipse which is the same as the one in
the formula for Kepler's third Jaw.
This equation tells you that if you have a very special velocity (and what
that velocity has to be depends upon the mass of the central body and tile
distance that you arc away), such that yon would get a circular orbit, then
V' Ifa, In other words, r is equal to a because no matter how far you
are from the center of the Earth it will always be the radius of the circle.
That is the sptcial velocity that you ha\'C to have or you cm1 say it is equal
10 1/r, which is the same thing in this case.
If yon have less than this velocity, and if the two \cetors arc at right
angles to each other, then you are at the apogee of the orbit. If you ha,·e
more than this velocity and the two vectors are at right angles to each other,
' theu yon will be at the perigee of the orbit and the orbit will swing out on
the far side. If the two \'ectors arc not at right angles it is a httle more
complicated and beyond the scope of this lecture.
equation:

=
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There are two ways of dealing with perturbation~. One of them is the
step by step process whereby you haYe the formula for the second deriva·
tiYe:,you estimate what the position of the satellite is so that )'Ou can compute .he attraction; ami ) on also estimate what the velocity :~ so that you
can compute the drag and in this way you can estimate what the position
would be at the eml of the ne:-..t interval of time.
In our case. with the programs that 1\e ha\e prepared for the satellite
comtmtations, we do this at iuter\'als of one minute ami we perform what
is known as numerical integrations. We can do it in sc,·cral ways. One of
them is directly on the position \'ector.
There is a more general way of dealing with this problem of the oblate·
ness (but not of tbe drag}, and that is to ext>rcss what those of you who arc
mathematicians will recognize as I~onrier series; ami we ha\'e a scheme
whereby we can·compute what these periodic series sbould be as they apply
to the 5\ltellite. The principal t>eriod, of course, is the period in which the
satellite goes around its orbit. The second harmonic would be a term
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which goes through a complete C}cle in just half of a revolmion of the satellite. These arc the most sizeable; these are the largest terms of the per·
turbation because the l"th that the satellite experiences ab01·e the equator
is practically the same as the one it experiences below the equator, at least
to a first approximation, and therefore you have the second harmonic terms
rather important in this Fourier series expression.
These arc what are knowp as the general perturbations because they are
not restricted to any interval of time. You can simply specify a time and
startiug from there for that single time alone you can compute the position
of the satellite at any time in the future, using the llllmcdcal integration
method. For use on the electronic computer, this is also a very powerful
method.
l"KODI,P:lJ!' TO

m: SOJ,\ Jl!ll

I want to mention oue other thing along these same lines and it is still a
reasouably unsolved problem. The method by which it can be done has
been pointed out more than a century ago by a mathcntatician and astronomer named Dclauuay. This is au even more powerful approach in which
you sohe the orbit once and for all, and when you get finished you will have
elaborate formulae iu which the quantity A appears, the quantity E (the
eccentricity) appears, the (JUautity I (the iucliuation) appears, and you
"Simply substitute the values for whate,er p.~rticular orbit you have.
There arc little technical dillicultics in the mnncrical integration method,
such as getting small divisors when you integrate, "hich present dillicultics
for this method in special cases. Those dillicultic> arc O\ ercome in Delnu·
n.1y's method, mtd in the case of Jupiter 6, as I mentioned to you before,
it was pointed out that the methods were inade(1uatc because of the large
incl'uation.
\Vc are now back to that same point. Because of the high inclination
satellites, 11e arc presented with the problem of developing Delaunay's
method in such a wny that it is not restricted by the high inclination. This
can he done. It is just a piece of work that has to be done. It hasn't been
done yet.
There arc several other problems in Celestial :-.tcciJ~nics. One of the
most challenging is to try to express the motions of the major planets. par·
ticnlarly Jupiter and Saturn, as they go around the sun. for cx~ccdingly
long intervals of time such as 100,000 years or more. .\t the present time
no one has succeeded in doing this. The orbits which we have for the
major planets arc good in terms of a century or two or three centuries, but
not for thousands and hundreds of thousands of years. I !ere, then, is a
challenging problem which ccrtr.iuly must take off from the methods which
arc known now.
I have tried to gil·~ you some kind of a 1~1normnic array of some of the
details of Celestial ~ll'Chanics at this very minute, and some of the bro.~d
challenging 11roblems that face us for the future.
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TBMPBR.ATURB COlftR.OL OF THE SATELLITE PACKAGE
BY

GERHARD HELLER'

This series would not be complete without the story of the U. S.
Satellite, Explorer I, this country's first "step into space.''
The last time I talked on the Army satellite was about a year ago at
a secret meeting of the Army SclCnce Symposium. Now that the
situation has improved, and we can tell the story publicly, I will give
you a description of the missile, its payload, and some of the obtained
results.
It is needless to say that the Explorer started the space age for the
United States. We no longer discuss whether\\ e should explore space or
whether we should have manned space vehicles and eventually manned
space flight, for everyone has accepted this as a matter of fact. It is
definitely not something for a future generation. We arc in the space
age now.
It is generally accepted now that the exploration of space by man
is an objective in itself. \Vc do not need any more explanation or
justification than this.
Space science is advancing so rapid!}' that science fiction writers arc
having quite a bit of trouble. The best thing for them to do is to find
a new field because science has now caught up with them.
STEPS OF SPACE BXPLOR.AtiOll

I
I

Before going into the detailed story of Explorer I, I would like to
say a few words about the stages of space c:.ploration as I sec it. First,
we will usc ballistic missiles with a high degree of reliability and pro1•en
recovery techniques that have been successfully applied for sc\·cral
years, both for instruments and, eventually, man.
The next step will be manned flight over great distance, say a
thousand or more miles, and only after manned flights in rockets have
been made and a high chance of survival has lx.'Cn realized should we
proceed to flights with orbital speed and maneuvers in space. Only
after gaining sufficient experience and learning enough from these
flights, can we think of cstahlishing a space platfonn. Proceeding
simultaneously with activities direct!>• associated with manned flights,
there will be many instrumented flights for the purpose of perfecting
1
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both vehicles and recovery techniques, as well a~ obtaining measurements
of the space env1ronrnent. Eventually, th~' ~ ii·ill be manned exploration
of our solar system with landings on other celestial bodies.
I would like to emphasize the fact that we should usc highly reliable
ballistic missiles at first. This is specifically important if we think of
entrusting the lives of men to such vehicles.
!AltLY HISTORY OF THE EXPLOR.IR

The story of the Explorer is one of a dream that came true.
In 1953, a few space enthusiasts got together and said; "\Ve have
many reports, many ideas and projects about space tlight. Is there any
chance that we can do something about it' in the ncar future, or-is it
still a dream of ten or twe:.ty years?"
At this meeting the Explorer idea, or "Project Orbiter" as it was
called at that time, was born. Dr. \Vcrnher von Braun presented his
idea to combine the Redstone vehicle, which was in the advanced
research and development stage, with existing solid propellant rockets.
The first project that came out of this proposal was very modest-to
put fiv<' pounds of satellite into an orbit, using available hardware,
just to prove the idea and to do it as cheaply as possible.
This idea found general acceptance among space enthusiasts,
including. at that time, members of all three Anned Services. It was
planned as a joint undertaking, and was started as such, each branch
having its role in the undertaking. The p10ject got under way using a
Redstone as the first stage booster with three upper stages of solid
propellants.
At the end of 1954, the original booster and upper sta1:c performance
were improved to the extent that the payload weight went up to 15
pounds. After this promising start the project was suddenly dis·
continued as an active satellite project.
During 1955, howeYcr, the Anny was assigned the de,·clopment work
on the jupiter IRDi\1. One of the difficult problems was the rc·cntry
of the warhead into the atmosphere at supersonic speeds after traveling
the full range of the missile. For this task, the original four·stage
vehicle found an immediate application, although, as it turned out,
only three stages were needed. Still, the basic work done on the
Explorer prior to 1955 could be utilized for the Jupiter IRBi\1.
In 1956, such a jupiter·C missile went over a range of 3600 nautical
miles. The configuration of this vehicle was similar to that of the
original "Orbiter," c,·en to the inclusion of a dummy fourth sta1:e.
The charge was taken out of this stage because it was to be a re·entry
vehicle, not an orbiting one. Therefore, the 1956 model, essentially a
thrce·Stagc vehicle, was actually a test ,·chicle fllr the later jupitcr·C
fiights with simulatl~l nose cones, tired over the full range of the I Rlli\1.
Several of these rc·cntry tlights were completed successfully prior to
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October, 1957, when the first Russian satellite was put into orbit. In
November, the Army Ballistic 1\lissile 1\gency was assigned the task
of dusting off the. J upiter·C and modifying it to carry a scientific
IGY satellite. It took only 84 days from the date of the assignment to
the successful firing at the end of January, 1958.':1The complete vehicle,
which has a total length of 68i feet, is shown in F1g. I. The Redstone
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booster, with a diameter of 5 feet 10 inches, has been elongated to
provide additional tank ~pace for both oxygen and fuel. In this case the
fuel used was a hi~:h performance propellant calk>< I Hydinc that increased
the specific impulse considerably.
The instnunent compartment contains control equipment and
measuring instnunents necessary for the fli!lht performance :md quite a
number of instruments that arc necessary for flight s:tfety purposes.
At the forward end of the instrument compartment is the rotational
launcher which is spun up by two electric motors located inside the
instnunent compartment. The rotational launcher or "tub" contains
the three high speed stages of the solid propellant cluster. The second
st.tgc of the vehicle is a cluster of elc\·cn Sergeants inside of which the
third stnge (thr~'C Sergeants) is telescoped. The fourth stage (n single
Sergeant located above the tub) ii topped by the 18!-pound payload.
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The fourth stage, 80 inches long and 61 inches in diameter, weighs
30.8 pounds and has a perigee velocity of 18.400 miles per hour. The
perigee altitude is 225 (statute) miles, and the apogee altitude is 1594
(statute) miles. The init_ial period is 114.78 minutes, and the inclination to the equator is 33.3°.
TRA]l!CTORY

The missile takes off vertically from the firing table and is then
tilted toward the flight direction. It follows a ballistic trajectory
during the 2! minutes of powered flight. The cut-off pr~. edes the
separation of the instrument compartment from the booster' by a few
seconds. \V1thm the following one-half minute, the instrument
compartment is tilted into the correct firing position. This is accom·
plished by four pairs of supersonic air jets, whose nozzles arc attached to

FIG. 2. Typiealat«nt trajoctory (phase 3 orbital earri<r),

the rearward end of the instrument compartment. The thrust characteristic of these nozzles is proportional to the linear displacement of
centrally-located control needles. The-firing position, about 95• from
the vertical, compensates for the curvature of the Fri"lrth and leaves
the velocity vector after the fourth-stage burn-out par,,llel to the surface
of the Earth. Total free-coasting time fro111 cut-off to upper stage
ignition is 4 minutes 10 seconds. The upper stages arc ignited about
15 seconds before the ape:( of the booster trajectory is reached by means
of a manually-operated computation device and a command link. It
uses the weighted results of the following me01surements as input:
I. Cut-off velocity obt<~ined through booster telemetry;
2. C-band radar evaluation of velocity vector at two points of the
free-coasting trnj~'Ctory;
3. S-hand radar data, evaluated by an IBi\1 704 computation
program, the computation being performed during the flight; and
4. Doppler frequencies of Dovap transponder of booster.
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The three solid propellant stages arc fired in a rapid sequence, the
third and fourth stages being ignited by an automatic timer. Burning
time is appro~imatcly 6 seconds for each stage, with an 8-sceond
interval between the ignition of the stages to allow for co'mplele bum-out
of each stage and for temperature dependency of burning time. The
solid propellant stages are stabilized by spil,l that is imparted prior to
the launching and then increased from 450 to 750 rpm during the
boosting flight. A dispersion analysis showed that with this method the
angular deviation of tlie cluster will not exceed 1.5° circular probable
error in 95.5 per cent of all cases (2 sigma value).
The error angle of Explorer was less than 1•, well within the
prediction.
The trajectory of the Explorer is shown in Fig. 2.
LAU~CW~G
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The E:-.plorer undertaki.ng turned out to be a combined three-Service
affair, almost as it was originally visualized. 1'he ·vehicle itself was
developed by the Anny combining the capabilitt~s of ABi\IA and the
Jet Propulsion ·Laboratory-the latter working specifically on the
upper stages. It was launched from the i\-lissile Test Center, Cape
Canaveral, Florida', The Navy tracking facilities and computation
centers, set up for the IGY, were utilized.
The loading of the booster into a C-124 Globemaster for transporta·
tion from the Ai\IBA to the i\lissile Test Center is shown in Fig. 3.
Figure -l was taken at the Center as the booster and instrument com part·
rr-~V--·· ~
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FIG. 3. llo.»ttr ol Jupitcr·C ro•dy. (or looding into'C·I2t Glo~n.ut<r I<>< shipping to the
~li..ile Test Center, Cape Can>\'tr.ll, Florida.

ment were being checked out iii a hangar. In Fig. 5 the two se<:tions
arc suspended and ready to be bolted together. Figure 6 shows the
fourth stage being checked out on a spin balancing rig. The missile,
surrounded by working platforms, ·is erected on the launching site in
I
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Fig. i. Figure 8 was taken as the spin launcher and the three solid
propellant stages arc checked out in a dynamic balancing rig, and
Fig. 9 shows the enclosed upper platform witi1 the fourth stage ready
to be mounted on th(: missile. Figure 10 shows the Explorer on the
launching pad at the i\!issilc Test Center.
Figure 11, taken at X minus zero, shows the flame spreading out from
the .basc of the missile as it dikes off. In Fig. 12 the missile is on its
own heading for space.
During the launching of the satellite I was in the telemeter room
with Dr. E. Stuhlinger. We followed the booster flight by looking at
the telemeter data that were recorded and displayed on instruments
These were exciting minutes, any slight movement of the instrument
needles was followed with apprehension. The missile worked perfectly.
After cut-off of the jupiter-C main stage, we obtained the separation
signal, that indicated that the instrument compartment had separated
from the booster. There followed four busy minutes in which data
obtained from the C-hand radar station were obtained and evaluated
for ape.x prediction. This was one of the input data used for the apex
prediction and the determination of the firing time. Then followed
the ignition and the confirmation that the signal had come through and
the upper st.1ges were burning. We knew that 22 seconds after the
ignition signal the first U. S. satellite would be in orbit, provided that
everything worked all right. A rapid evaluation of tracking data
received at Cape Canaveral and the Antigua st.'ltion was made to determine the initial conditions, and after one hour the continuation came
that Explorer I was in orbit.
I~S1ROMLNTATION

Figme 13 shows the details of the instrumentation of Explorer I,
which consists of the empty fourth stage motor case and the payload
proper. The stainless steel shell is shaped like a cylinder and topped
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by a rounded cone. This shape has been chosen in order to fulfil design
requirements for easy packaging as well as temperature requirements
during both the orbiting and the boosting phases of the vehicle.
The instrumentation consists of: (a) a high power transmitter
located at the rear of the p."lyload (with a continuous transmitting
pow~r of 60 l'tilliwatts); (b) a low power transmitter inside the nose
cone, operating at 10 milliwatts; (Both are Microlock transmitters
developed by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory of the California Institute
of Technology) (c) the main measuring device, a Geiger tube for cosmii.
ray counts, located at the rear of the Cosmic Ray and i\Iicrometeorite
package, developed and built by Dr. van Allen of the State Uni·. etoity
of Iowa (each of these instruments has an independent battery package);
(d) a nose cone temperature probe; (e) an e:~.ternal temperature gauge
located at the Fiberglas ring between cone and cylinder; (j) a temp~ra·
ture gauge on the low power transmitter (not shown); (g) an external
temperature gauge located at the Fiberglas ring between the payload
and the Sergeant motor; (h) an internal temperature gauge located on
the hirh power transmitter;· (~) a micrometeorite erosion gauge loc.tted
behind the rearward stiffening ring of the motor; and (J) a micro·
meteorite impact microphone located on the cylinder.
The antenna arrangement consists of: (k) a Fiberglas ring between
the cone and the cylinder as a dipole gap for the low power transmitter;
and (f) four turnstile antennas consisting of ~teel wire with a htecl
ball at the end mounted on a Fiberglas ring between the payloa<i and
the motor. The transmitters operate at 108 and 108.03 megacycles,
respectively, and serve for both telemetry and track.ing purposes.
Signals can be received both by the i.\ linitrack network established for
IGY and by the IGY-i.\licrolock stations such as the one shown in
Fi~:. 14. Telemetry is accomplished by using phase modulation.
TBMPEAAT11RE CONTROL

The iststnunentation of Explorer I operates/properly only in the
particular temperature range Cor which it is designed. The lower limit.
0°
is detcnnincd by the efficiency of the m~rcnry batteries, which
decreases rapidly if the temperature drops below this mark. The
upper limit of the temperature is set at +65° C. b} the transistors of
the electronic cquiplllent. Howe,·er, in the e,·ahmtion of the tempera·
ture control problem, the upper and lower limits were not considered
equally i111portant. No pcnnanent damage is incurred if the tempera·
ture drops below the lower limit and then rises aga •• •, for the power
outpnt would decrease or drop out only until the temperature rise~·
again. The upper limit is .more serious, because, if it is exceede!!.
considerably, permanent damage is incurred. The desired tempcratm'c
was, therefore, set at. about 20° C., with foreseeable deviations not
C.\pccted to excce<l :1:25• C. This choice would guarantee functionmg
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for an extended time even if the deviations c;-.cced :!:25° C. The
problem of temperature control and the measured results arc t~eated
in some detail in this paper, because the author worked on these prob·
lems. It was part of the ·missile assignment to provide the proper
temperature range for the functioning of the scientific equipment flown
under IGY auspices in the first U.S. satellite.

E11vironment of Satellite
The temperature of a satellite is mainly detennined liy a radiation
equilibriu!ll. In most cases aero<Jynmnic heating is negligible. This
can be shown by -Table I, if the heat flux of the last column is compared
to the solar constant-o£.1200 Kcal/m'h.
T.\DLE

Detuity
(Smithsonian)
(kK sec')

,\hitude

100
ISO
200
250
300
350
400
450

soo

-;;r

sxto·•
6XI0" 10
7.sxto·11
1.8XI0"11
7Xto•U
3.3Xt0·11
1.7XI0·11
I.OXIO"''
6XI0" 11

I.
lleol Flu' by
Acrodynomic
l!cating

Aver•ge 11031 Flu•
by Aerodynamic
II eo ling lor Orbit
with Eccentnetty

Kcal/m'h
Circubr orbit
170,000
1,300
60
39
15
7.1
3.7
2.2

t•O.IJ

17,000
130
16
3.9
1.5
0.7
0.4
0.2
0.1

1.2

For eccentric satellites with a perigee of 250 km or higher, the heat·
ing effect of the interaction of the satellite with air molecules can be
neglected. The thermal environment is determined by radiation com·
ing from the sun and the Earth. Fisure IS ilhtstrates the radiation
household of the Earth. The incoming radiation from the sun, or solar
constant, is 100 per cent. llowcver, 36 per cent of this radiation leaves
the atmosphere because of reflection and scattering. This percentage of
the radiation called the albedo of the planet Earth, has basically the
same spectral distribution as the incoming radiation. Since the albedo
varies with the cloud coYer, land and sea areas, a \'ariation between 24
per cent and 54 per cent has been used for temperature considerations.
Using the a,·eragc value of the albedo (36 per cent) we find that 64 per
cent of the solar radiation has been absorbed by the atmosphere and
the E.·uth's surface. This energy is re-radiated as infrared light, 17
per cent being radiated directly from the Earth and 47 per cent from
the atmosphere. There arc sli~:ht differences itt the spectral distrilm·
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tion of these infrared · radiations due to day and night, latitude, and
seasons; however, they arc dose enough together to allow us to usc the
spectral distributions of a black body at 255 •K. as a mean v.1iuc.
Summarizing: The s<ltcllite tempcratl!re is determined by four
modes of radiation-(a) direct radiation from the sun; (b) reflected
solar r~diation; (c) infrared radiation from Earth: and (d) infrared
radiat.oit from the skin of the satellite. We have to place the satellite
within this given environment and operate it for two or three months
without exceeding the temperature limits imposed by the instrumenta·

FaG.

as. Radlation cquihbrium of ~o:.,nh :md atmo«pht'f'('.

tion. ~laximum temperatures that could occur in this environment arc
400 to 450°1<. and minimum temperatures of about zoo•K. can be
expected. The problem is to find out whether this ranf(e can be
reduced to meet the instrumenncquircments.
In order to do this, a study has been made of all parameters that
influence the temperatures and the variations of these p;~rameters tlmt
can be expected during the two or thrl'C months of orbiting time.
First we lmve to consider the orbital ch<~mcteristics which can he
expressed II)' the p;muneters (in cqtmtori<ll spheric;~l coordinates):

i • inclination of orbit to equatorial plane,
e • excentricity of orbit,
R, a radius of peri~cc,
"' ,. argument of perige~.
ll • right ascension of ascending node, and

M • mean anomaly from injection point of satellite to initial
perif(ce,
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The inclination, i, is determined by the firing azimuth and the
geocentric latitude of the firing site (which for the 1\-lissilc Test Center
is 28.45°). The azimuth was 110° from true north. Variations of the
inclination arc due to angular dispersion in yaw of the.high speed stages,
errors in booster trajectory and cut·off Right direction, and changes in
final velocity.
lt turned out that the variations of i arc important in the determination of the time the satellite is in sunlight.
The eccentricity e is determined mainly by the altitude of the
booster apc.x, the injection velocity after fourth stage burn·out, the
error angle in pitch due to timing error of upper stage ignition and
cluster dispersiiJn in pitch. The eccentricity is also dependent on
time after launching bec.1use the friction caused by interaction with
air molecules at perigee of each revolution decreases the eccentricity.
The radius of perigee is equal to the booster apc.x velocity for zero
error angle in pitch. Any error angle decreases the peril(ee altitude.
The effect of various perigee altitudes on the long time temperature
balance was studied. The argument w of the perigee is the spherical
angle measured from the ascending node to perigee in the orbital plane.
For a given set of booster characteristics and upper stage performance,
w is a constant if the pitch error angle is zero. The influence of varia·
tions of w has been studied in connection with simultaneous changes of
e and R.. The right ascension ll of the ascending node, a function of
the day and hour of the launching, is an important factor because it
determines the plane of the orbit in space and thus its inclination to
the ecliptic and.the angular distance to the position of the sun within
the ecliptic. Changes of ll through 360° have been studied. In addition
to the variation of the initial values of w and !l, it has to be considered
that these angles arc time dependent. The change of w, called the
progression of the line of apsidj!S, is 6.41° per day for Explorer I. The
change of w or the regression of the nodes is -4.27° per day.
The mean anomaly M from injection point of the satellite to the
perigee of the first revolution is proportional to the time difference
between injection point ami perigee. For zero error angle in pitch,
.If is zero.
In addition to the orbital characteristics described above, the
position of the sun also has to be consider~'<(. This position can be
expressed in equatorial Sllherical coordinates by the inclination angle
of the ecliptic to the equator and the right ascension of the sun.
Properties of the satellite itself that have an effect on the temperature
equilibrium arc: (a) emissivity of satellite skin with respect to solar
light; (b) emissivity of S.'ltellitc skin with rl'spcct to infrared radiation:
(c) heat capacity of skin~ (d) heat capacity of instrumentation; (e)
cocllicicnts of heat conduction between skin and instruments; (j)
cocllicicnts of radiative heat transfer between skin and instnunents;
(g) internal heat release of instnnucnts; and (h) shape of satellite.
I
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The nose cone and cylinder of the satellite arc separated by ar.
insulating ring, and must be considered individually because of their
differing shapes and instrumentation. The layout was made so that
only small temperature differences would develop between the two
parts of the payload.
The parameters (c), (d) and (e) arc determined by design considerations and the functions of the payload, and were varied only until the
find! payload design was chosen.
The radration equilibrium can be influenced by the proper selection
of the cmissivitics (a) and (b). For example, if a polished aluminum
surface is selected, the average instrument temperature would be 400
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to 450°1<., and if a white paint on titanium dioxide or a similar white
oxide base is used, the average skin temperature would be ncar 200°K.
By using S<lndblastcd steel, the temperatures would be between 280
and 3so•K., the e:o.act value depending on a combination of the other
influencing parameters. i\latcrials not subject to change by environmental conditions for a period of three months were selected for the out·
side surfaces for E1>-plorer I. Since rough surfaces were e~pected to give
the most constant emissivity \'alue, the selection fell on a combination
of sandblasted stainless steel with a special coating of aluminum 01>-ide
<'ailed Rokide A, applied in lengthwise strips. ·Due to the spin of the
satellite the heat flux to and from the surface is equalized and no
lateral temperature gradient,(in the shell) can develop. The aluminum
o~ide strips effect a decrease in the average temperatures.
In order to keep the temperature tluctuat:ons of the instruments
small, the instruments are insnlatcil from the skin, but the great
variation in temperature between the time the satellite is in the shadow
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of the Earth and in sunlight will still affect them. For this reason, the
relative time in sunlight is an important factor for thermal equilibrium.
The variations of all these parameters and their influence on the
temperature of the E:..plorer was set up as a computation program in an
IBi\1 704 electronic computer. Since each of the parameters was
considered as an independent variable, the complete analysis cannot be
illustrated in graphical form. However, some of the more important
effects can be shown jf only two parameters arc considered at a time.
The parameters that are used in the diagrams, the hours of firing H,
the firing day D, and the ratios of emissivities arc the ones that could
be most freely isolated.
Figure 16 shows the .percentage of time in sunlight at the day of
firing in an H-D diagram. The percentages of time in sunlight are
given as contour lines si111ilar to lines of constant altitude in maps.
The two ma.\ima occur for firing at II= 3 around the summer solstice
and at 11 = 15 around the winter solstice. This graph is typical for
the orbital characteristics listed, but for more eccentric orbits the
maxima will increase. The time in sunlight changes due to the regrcs·
sion of the nodes, the progression of the line of apsides, and the mean
motion of the sun and may reach I 00 per rent even if the initial value is
near a minimum. If the computation is eMended for an orbiting time
of 60 days with the nm\ima occurring at any time during this period,
all values increase, the maxima and minima interchange and thelvalues
of Fig. 17 result.
The influence of the eccentricity e is shown in Figs. 18 and 19. In
this case all parameters arc kept constant c.\cept the hour of firing II
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and the eccentricity e. Figure 18 gives tlla.'dtua of ti.ne iu sunlight
occurring during 30 days of orbiting and Fig. 19 shows the same for
90 days. For low eccentricity the time in sunlight barely ell.ceeds
SO per cent at II= 14 in both graphs. For the high eccentricities,
80 per cent is always exceeded ell.cept for the hours between II-= 18 and
l/a3.5 on Fig. 18 and between !!=18 and ll=22 on Fig. 19. The
eccentricity of E:..plorer I turned out to be 0.1399 which is between the
upper two values of Figs. IS and 19.
In order to study the influence of the emissivities a and < on the
temperature, it has been found that it is more convenient to usc the
ratio of a over < as one parameter and a as the other.
l:i~:ures 20 to 22 illustrate the effects of the ratio a/< with the time in
sunlight as a parameter. Three typical cases of environmental condi·
tions and of S<ltellite attitude arc shown here. Figure 20 shows the
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relations for a set of parameters that can be considered to be average.
Two simultaneous differential equations have to be solved.

+ ,!,tES- ,!,.,t7",'- C,'J\- C.'t.
C,1•, .. C,(7",' - 7',') + c,.,(T,' - T,•)

A 1aSD 1 + tltaBSD,

+ Q., 0

wherein
A'1 .. projected area with respect to sun direction depending on the
attitude angle (it is different for cone and for cylinder due to
different geometry)
a "' emissivity for sunlight
S .. radiative heat flux from sun per unit area and unit time
(solar constant)
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D, =step function (D;=< 1 for sunlight, D;::O for shadow)
A 2 = effective area of satellite with respect to albedo radiation. It
depends on altitude of satellite and the attitude angle with
respect to the radius vector and on angle of sun to orbital plane
D 2 = step function (D,= 1 for orbit in hemisphere :!::90° from sun
direction: Dt =0 for orbit :!::90° from opposite of sun direction)
A, = effcctiye area of satellite with respect to earth radiation
E = emissttity with respect to infrared
E = ratio of infrared heat flux radiation from Earth to S
A, total surface area of satellite
Boltzman constant
T, = skin temperature
C, = heat capacity of skin
1', rate of temperature change of skin
C, = heat capacity of instruments
T1 = instrument temperature
1'; "" rate of temperature change of instruments
Q .. heat release of instruments
Cr "' heat transfer coefficient by conduction
C, a heat transfer coefficient by radiation.

=
"=
=

Figures 20 and 21 arc the averages of instrument temperatures T,
obtained by integration of the above equations. The graphs show very
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FIG. 25. Instrument temperature
(a\cr.lge slin temperature).

clearly the wide range of temperatures that can be expected for a
s.'\tellite like the El(plorer. Figure 22 shows the case in which the
projected area to the sun is zero, that is, when the cylinder is pointed
directly toward the sun. This is not the case for the cone, however,
~><:cause of its shape. For firing around II = 7 and II = 19, the
attitude angle will be small but will never be ?.ero, because it is not
po&Sible to fire directly into the direction of the tun or away from the
direction of the sun with the given conditions of the El(plorer I. This is
illustratccl by Fig. 23, which shows the attitude angle of the s.1tellite
axis to the sun as a function of the hour II. The smallest attitude angle,
5°, is reached at II .. 7, whereas the greatest angle for the rearward sun
position is 150° at II .. 19. These minima or maxima attitude angles
change throughout the year as shown on Fig. 24. The shaded areas
arc those for which the attitude angle is smaller than 30° or higher than
150°, expressed on the graph also as ~30 measured from a line away
from the sun. The upper limits arc indicated by two lines which
indicate respecth·ely the situation at the day of firing and the situation
during 60 days of orbiting (wider limits).
In order to ilh:stratc the dependency of the temperature on the
area ratio of A 1 to the maximum \'aluc of A., it is nccess.1ry to plot this
relation for a number of trpical cases where numerical values have been
fixed for other parameters. In Fig. 25 the parameters chosen arc
el(plained. The parameter f is the ratio of the area A, to its mal(imum
value computed at sea level. The curves show three combinations of
the p.1ramcters:
I
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e =9o•
o = 6o•
e = o•

I. 100 per cent sunlight
2. SO per cent sunlight
3. 67 per cent sunlight

For each of these combinations, two values of a/< have been used.
The angle e in this graph is the ·angle between the sun direction and
orbital plane. Figures 16 through 25, described on the previous pages,
give an illustration of the dependencies for certain sets of parameters.
The complete analysis has shown that temperatures of the instrumentation can be kept within the desirable limits by entirely passive control
which docs not add to the missile complication, and even more important, costs only little weight. The three parameters chosen were:
I. Time of firing II =- 0 with a tolerance of 2 hours. This takes
care of the inRucnce of the time in sunhght and the attitude to the sun.
2. Ratio of Rokidc coating to sandblasted stainless steel (25 per
cent for cylinder, 30 per cent for cone).
3. Insulation such that the deviations of the instrument temperatures from a mean value during one revolution do not exceed :!:5°C.
Fi~:ure

26 is a plot of the e:-.pected instrument temperature of the
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FIG, 26. E\plor<r I cyliml<r inllrumcnt
t<'mpcraturt'$. Throrctical curve for K'<'Ond
n.volution.

high powered transmitter, based on the actual orbital characteristics as
e\·aluated after the launching. The shadow period is indicated by a
shmfl~l area. The graph has been computed for the parameters of the
day of the firing, but is valid for approximately 10 days of orbiting.

Results of Temperature Meawrcme11/S from Explorer I
Temperature data have ·bcen evaluated from the i\licrolock trans·
mitter signals received by the following stations: Cape C.1naveral (C);
Jet Propulsion L1b (J); Earth Quake Valley (E); Temple City (T);
Singapore (S); and Nigeria (N).
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F1o. 27. Cone and sl.in tentperatures of lhplOfcr I. ~umben. indicate number of rc,olutions.
C • Capo Canaveral
J M Jet l'ropul;ion Lobomtory
~; • E:lrthquol.o Valier
T • Temple City
S • Sing:lporc
~ • Nigeria

Fig•trc 27 shows a plot of the temperature measurements on the
skin of the no~ cone of the payload. Circles indicate \'alues measured
on the side and crosses indicate data measured on the rounded tip.
The points have been labeled with the station that received the measure·
ment and with the number of the revolution at which it was taken. .All
data fall between 287 and 241 °1<. and arc plotted t•ersus the time of one
period, measured from the time the satellite enters the shadow. The
length of time of the shadow period is 0.515 hour. The light area
corresponds to the period in sunlight, which is 1.400 hours. Relative
time in sunlight is 7.~ per cent.
Theoretical skin temperatures arc obtained by a computation
program in which the ~'<)uations of motion arc solved by step-wise
iptegration and by solving the thermodynamic e<Juations for each step
on an I Bi\1 70-l computer. Results for the nose cone skin temperatures
computed for the conditions at the day of firing arc included in Fig. 27
as a solid line. i\laximum temperature at the end of the sun period
is 335°1<.: minimum tcmpcrat\lre at the end of the shadow period is
290°K. It can be seen that the variation of the skin temperature
during each sun-shadow cycle is larger than the variation of the instm·
ment temperatures as shown in Fig. 26 for the temperature of the high
power transmitter.
Temperature measurements of the high power transmitter were
I

I
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obtained from the i\licrolock Stations at Cape Canaveral, Jet Propul·
sion Laboratory and Temple City and from the i\Hnitrack Stations at
Antofagasta, Chile, and Quito, Ecuador. Figure 28 is a plot of data
received during the first 137 revolutions of Explorer I. Temperatures
are plotted versus the relative time of the shadow·sunlight cycle, as in
Fig. 27. The arithmetic mean of the data is marked by the heavy
line at 292°K. All points fall between 270 and 310°K. The great
scatter of data can be c.~pected if the possible changes of environmental
conditions and the dependency on a great number of parameters is
considered. Comparison with Fig. 26 shows that the scatter eJ<.ceeds
the theoretical variation of :1:5°.

'!0:'!~ ·

~·ro. %8. E\plottr I cylindrr instrumt nlt<mJl<r.lturcs (Fob. Ito Ftb.l2. !to JJS revolutions),
A • .t\ntofaJr.~sta
C • C1pe C3n.1\<r31
J • )<I l'ropuhion l.ab

T • Tomplo City

0 •Quito

The following influence factors appl)' for the variations of some of
the parameters:
l,.1ramc:tcra

Ch>n~o ol
Tt'mJ)(roltUrt'.

Sra1111ud
Symbol

V•lue

,\loolo
Earth r:uliation

B
ll

Solar radiation

s

1164§!.!

'fime in sunlight
l'rojcctc<l area to sun
;\hitudc of satellite
Emissi\'ity ratio

1~

0.73

Aa
II

a/<

0.44
0.175
m'h

0.9

1300 km
1.4

Vari.1tion

:1:0.2
:1:0.1
:1:3.5%
:1:0.05
:1:0.1
:!:IOOI:m
:1:0.1

dr~:.

:1:5
:1:8
:1:2.5
:1:5
:1:8
'FI
:1:5
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The discussion of the projected arc.'\ to the sun A 1 and the areas A •
and As would not be complete without an analysis or-the direction of
the spin axis. The satellite is spin stabilized and the initial spin axis
can be expected to coincide within 1• with the velocity vector at the
injection point. The s.~tellite may have a small initial tumbling motion
but this would not have an effect on the attitude in space and on the
angle with respect to the sunline. Since the rotation of the S.'ltellitc
occurs <\round the minor axis, it is not stable over a long period of time.
Any tumbling motion increases, if energy is dissipated by internal
friction. The spin around the longitudinal axis will finally cease and
J•o ..
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FIG. JO. l'aylrud Xo. 29,

tcmp<r.ltUrc during boo>t.

the s.1tellitc will spin around the lateral a\is. The momentum vector
is not expected to chal1gc, because momentum e:o.change with the surrounding is very small for a s."\tcllite of higher than 200 miles perigee.
This ex1>C<'ted increase of the tumbling motion is C.\actly what
happened with E:o,;plorcr I. However, it occurred considerably faster
than anticipated. A plausible explanation is the rapid dissipation of
energy by the flexing of the wire antennas of the pa)•load. The tumbling
motion has a randomizing effect on the attitude angles to sun and
Earth. Explorer I ceased to spin around the longitudinal axis within
the first day from launching, and within live da; s, the tumbling motion
convertt'<l to a "Rat spin," the two·dimcnsional rotation around the
lateral axis with the highest moment of ineriia.
The effect of the mode of spin on the satellite temperature is shown
in Fig. 29 which shows two temperature curves as a function of the days
ufter launching. The temperature for the case of unchanged spin
axis drops off after about 2() days and reaches a minimum after about
65 days. The curve computed for the Rat spin case starts lower than
the first case. It intersects the first cun·c after ahout 23 days and

' I'
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rises stc.tdily to a ma~innun at 65 days. i\lcasuring p<>mts of nose
t~mpemture obtained from a great number of different :itations have
been plotted in the same graph. The scatter during the 60 days of
orbiting stays about the same with :t:20°C. around a m.ean value. The
trend of the temperature measurements follows first the curve for
unchanged spin, but then changes over to the curve for the flat spin and
follows it for the remainder of time in which measurements were
obtained
Design considerations for the payload include requirements for
protection against ncrodynamic heating during the boosting phase.
The steel nose cone with a rounded tip fulfills this requirement. The
2~ ~
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highest temperature occurs <It the stagnation point. The heal capacity
at this point has been increased by increasing the wall thic:mess to
0.12$ inches, which means for the small area of the hemispherical tip
only a small weight penalty. The thicknr;;s of the steel shell <<t the
rear is 0.015 inches. Th~'Orctical temperatures were cbtained fo::: an
anticipatt~l trajectory and arc shown on Fig. 30. Curve I gi\'l'S the
expect~~~ temperature at the stagnation point, the maximum value
being 290°C. Curve 2 gives values for temperatures at the side wall
of the payload shortly downward from the cone frustum. Highest
cxr>ecll'<l temperature at the end of the first stage propulsion is 140°C.
The effect of this skin temperature on the internal instrumcntat'on is
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small because the insulation between skin and instruments has a time
constant of about I hour. Initial instrument temperatures measured
at Cape Canaveral immediately after injection into the orbit arc about
10•c. higher than the average of later measurements. This is due
mainly to the higher temperature in Florida on the ground that c.xisted
prior to the firing. It was 28°C. compared to the average instrument
temperature of 2o•c.
Temperature measurements · obtained during boosting flight from
the measuring gauge at the tip of the payload arc plotted in F1g. 31 .
The ma~iinum temperature is somewhat smaller than the theoretical
value, but a comparison of the time shows the pc.'lk is later. The
difference in time is considerable if counted in seconds, but is small if
counted in hours, which is the time unit used for satellite orbits. The
time constant of the measuring gauge was small compared to temperature gradients during orbiting flight, but not sufficient for the boosting
phase. Considering this effect, the agreement of the tempe1<>ture
during boosting with the c~pected value is sufficient to confirm the
fact that the method applied for heat protection h.ts been successful.
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ERROR ANALYSIS OF SINGLE AND TWO-FORCE FIELD
SPACECRAFT ORBITS
BY

KRAFFT A. EHlUCKE'
1. INTRODt1ctJON

A spacecraft is defined here as a controlled celestial body with the
purpose
carrying a payload along a predetermined Kcplcrian orbit.
Basically, one can distinguish between closed orbits and open orbits or
transfer orbits. A closed orbit is generally a terminal orbit, that is,
either a departure orbit, or a target orbit. Closed orbits arc possible
only in a single force field which ideally is a central force field (center
body can be replaced by a mass point); under most actual conditior:s.
however, it is a quasi-central force field, a field which is not sphericallysymmetrical, but distorted by perturbations, caused either by the
center body proper, due to inhomogeneity of internal mass distribution
and non-spheric:1l shape, or by a powerful companion, for example, the
i\loon. These perturbations arc not part of astronautical error analysis.
Transfer orbits connect terminal orbits. They can be flown either
within a given single force field or between two force fields. Launching
a spacecraft from the Earth into interplanetary space is a typical
example. A two-force field transfer orbit always involves two types of
orbits, nam~ly a hyperbolic escape orbit from lower-order force fi~ld
(for eMmple, the geocentric field) and another conic (usually an elliptic
transfer orbit) in the highcr-ordPr force field (for example, the helio·
centric field).
It is the purpose of astronautical error analysis to express mathc·
maticall)• the effect of errors or deliberate changes in velocity on the
orbital clements of either transfer orbit or terminal orbit.

of

z. DISCUSSIOf( OF BRRORS
In general, an error is defined ;,s a deviation in position or in
velocity vector from the pred~tcrmined conditions at termination of
powered flight and beginning of (Keplerian) coasting. The predeter•
mined conditions will also be referred to as reference conditions and
reference orbit. In the case of two-force field transfer, as explained in
the prl'Ceding section, an error measured in the coordinate system whose
origin is in the center of the lower-order force field, will be designated
generally as p/anelocenlric error, the other as he/iocmlric error. Obvi·
ously, no such distinction is rl'<juircd in the single-force field error
analysis.
t

,\.,istont to Chief
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Emphasis on certain errors depends on the nature of the mission
under consideration. For example, in establishing a satellite orbit, or
generally, a new closed orbit in a single force field, one is less concerned
with the transfer orbit than with the target orbit. Emphasis is therefore on the errors e.xisting at the moment of the injection into the predetermined final orbit. On the other hand, if the target orbit already
exists in the sense that it is the orbit of a body with wHich a close en·
counter is desired, such as in launching a i\loon probe or a·:>lanet probe,
then primary emphasis is on the transfer orbit. In the case 'o f the planet
probe, first errors in the geocentric transfer orbit (hyperbola) then
errors in the heliocentric transfer ellipse leading to the target planet
must be considered.
Errors can be divided into three basic categories, namely velocity
errors, position errors and timing errors. Position errors arc of importance eithedf the inclination oi the target orbit with respect to a
reference plane is significant, or if one wishes to encounter a target body.
A position error can have three causes. Two of these arc: errors in
the powered flight path or errors in launching' time. The first cause
will necc.ssarily involve simultaneous velocity errors, compared to which
the position error is quite small and may be c.xpressed in terms of an
additional velocity error. The second cause is not likely to happen
accidentally, but may occur as an emergency measure, involving com·
parativcly large changes in launching position as well as in the position
of the target body. Such case requires a re-definition of the reference
cut-off conditions and therefore docs not really belong into the frame·
work of error analysis. The third cause, most likely to occur in the
case of a powered maneuver out in space, is uncertainty of one's position.
Velocity errors pertain to the magnitude or direction of the velocity
vector in the predetermined orbital plane and to orthogonal velocity
components, normal to the predetermined orbital plane. Errors within
the orbital plane may also be expressed in terms of errors in the radial
and azimuthal velocity components.
In the case of a desired encounter with a target body, a velocity error
not only will cause a displacement of the vehicle with respect to the
desired intersection point with the target orbit, but due to the change
iit transfer time it will also cause a displacement of the target body with
respect to the intersection point because the transfer was too fast or too
slow for the departure constcllatioJt of vehicle and target body.
Subscquentlr, these various errors will be annl>•zed. Derh·ntions of
equations will not be given wherever they have been presented already
elsewhere. In this case, the reference will be given for the benefit or
the interested reader.
J l.Olunchillg i• the b\-ginning ol po"cml flirt:ht, no mMtcr \l.hcthcr 011 the ground or in a
dcp.,rture Of bit.
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OF THE ELUPTIC ORBIT

The error analysis of the elliptic orb1t can be divided into five parts,
namely, firstly the effect of arbitrary combinations of radml and azimuthal velocity errors on the position of a body at a different place in
the orbit, secondly, the effect of velocity errors in the orbital plane on
the orbital clements, thirdly, the effect of orthogonal velocity com·
poncnts on orbital clements, fourthly, the effect of a velocity error on
the transfer time, fifthly, the effect of a position error. Knowledge of
the orbital clements is presumed. They arc c.~plaine<l in every astro·
nomical textbook.
3.1 Effect of Arbitrary CombinaJio11s of Radial and Azimuthal Velocity
Errors
Figure I explains the nomenclature used in conjunction with the
elliptic orbit. Shown arc the apsidal distances r., and rr, the polar

APO·APSIS

PERI-APSIS
G,
FIG, 1. Elliptic orbit.

coordinatt'S of a point in the orbit, namely radial distance r and true
anomaly~· The tangential vclocit)' is v, the path angle 8 and the radial
and azimuthal vclocit>' components arc v, g t and v. "' r~. Subscript 1
refers to a particular condition, for c.~ample, the cut-off condition and
beginning of I<eplerian flight.
One ran 1•ow write the polar equation of the ellipse in the form (I), 1
I Tho oold{at<) II Umbel'S

in par<nth<><S rtf<r to tho rtftttn<n appended to thi> paJXr,
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+ ecos~)'
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r = K(l

=

where e is the eccentricity of the ellipS<l and K
gr', the product of
gravitational acceleration at distance rand the square of the distance r,
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t
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FIG. 2. Cut-off error •pcctruon 'lith lin•• or constont rad>ll \'tlocity.
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is the gravitational parameter, a constant characterizing the particular
single force. field. By proper conversion (I, 2) this equation can be
written in the form , expressing r in·terms of r, to make it dimensionless

r

(v.,/v,,)'

;; = I

(2)

+ x(v,) cos~

..fKj;, is the circular velocity at distance r1 and

where v,, =

=J[I- (~)']'+{~)'(~)'.'

x(v,)

(3)
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It should be noted that~ in E<Js. I and 2 pertains tor, not tor,. as also
indicated in Fig. I. In other words, these equations define the distance
r at a gh•en true anomaly ~ for given initial conditions t•., 6,. or v.,, v,,.
Figure 2 shows a general plot of Eq. 2 for the case r a r • and
r .. rr, that is, for~ ,. tso• (cos" .. - I) and " .. o• (cos" "' 1), re·
spectivcly (I, 2). This graph shows, for example, that if v,fv, ., 0 and
v./v, .. I then r,,fr, .. rrfr, .. I, that is, the orbit is indeed an exact
circle. If v,fv, .. 0, but v.;v, .. 1.01, that is, 1 per cent higher than
local circular, then '•fr,"' 1.().1, but rr/r 1 .. I, that is, the orbit is an
ellipse and cut·off is given at the pcri·apsis. If t•,fv, • 0 but v./v,
"' 0.99, then r./r 1 ,. 1 but rpfr, • 0.96. The orbit is an ellipse and
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cut-off was given at the apo-apsis. If 11,j11, yt. 0, the orbit is an dlipse,
even if 11./v, = 1.0, but the cut-off point no longer agrees with one of
the apsides. For example, let v,/11, = 0 02 and 11,j11, 0.99. Then
rA/r. = 1.099 and rrfr, = 0.954, that is, the cut-off _point in this case
'~as close· to the apo-apsis. This graph is generally valid for any
central force field. It will be noted that the effect of radial velocity
components is greatest when 11,/v, = 1.0 and rapidly diminishes as
11,j11, ~ 1.0. This may be noted in Fig. 3 where the apsidal distances
in terius of cut-off distance are shown over a considerably wider range
of v,fv,. The dashed square around v,fv, = 1 shows the range of Fig. 2.
The lines v,jll, = 0.05 are barely recognizable. For the range of Fig. 3
we have shown therefore only the line v,fv, = 0. It is seen that this
line becomes vertical. indicating infinite error sensitivity as v.(ll, .. -.fl.
At that point the-ellipse has beco1ue a parabolic orbit. On the other
end, the curve becomes horizontal for 11,(11, = 0 (vertic,,( fall toward
the center), indicating zero error sensitivity.
The gradient of this curve (as well as of any curve 11,/v, yt. 0) is of
great interest in astronautical error analysis, since it defines the error
sensitivity of the apsides (or any other distance r(~)) for the given
initial condition v,.fll, and ll,.fll,. The general equation for this gradient
has been derived in (1). For a given value 11,,/11,,, the change in dis·
tance r at a given true anomaly ~. for a given change in 11., is

=

•(f.) r. I +x(ra)<'CO,- Cx<•al:J'{!:l)' cos,((!:..a)' +-21 (!:!)' -a]
"•t
v.,
"··
a(!!J) •··
D+x•J=•J'
·

- - - 2 :!.1

(~)

•••

This equation is perfectly general. For cut-off at one of the apsides
(t•,.f11, 1 . , 0) the equation for the ''ariation of the apsides with variation
in v,, simplifies to (1),

a(~)
r
1

d

(~)

-1(~)
v••
.. 2-

''•

(5)

(~)-•.
v,

This relation is shown in Fig. 4. If the error or change is very small,
compared to the flight velocity, which is usually assumed in error
analysis, one ma)' replace dr by t.r et<'. Thus, if t•,/11, yt. 0, the value
of (ilr/iJr.)f(av,.filv,,) must be comput~~l from Eq. 4 ami at the p;uticu·
tar ,•alue of ~. the distance error is given·as function of t.v,.fv,, h)'

(t.r)'·" '"

~~~..

(6)

.v••

I(

a
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If Eq. 5 can be used, the displacement of the apsis opposite to the cutoff apsis becomes
(7)

Frr.. ~. ll.>tc ol chau~e ol•l"id>ldi,t>tl<.., \\ith ma~uitudc ol OJl<'idal \1.IO<'ity
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Example: At the Earth's surface (r. = Tp = 1) a vehicle is launched
into an e))ipse whose apogee hes at a distance of 60 Earth radii (about
Moon distance). The departure velocity is !J• .fv,, "' 1.39, corresponding to about 35,800 ft./sec. For this value of v• .fv,, the gradient is
shown in Fig. 4 to be 1500. Application of Eq. 7 gives for the apogee
displacement in the case of dv., = 1 ft./sec. error,
Ar ~ = 1500·1·

35 ,~ 00 = 0.0418 Earth radii

or about 440 n.mi./(ft./sec.). This is a considerable error sensitivity,
but nevertheless one order of .maguitude smaller than for the nearest

1nhr••~\1on

'ot •rl"((n•.,..,•
trae•hr orbU.

:,podUon ot.
'"'!et 'Qoc"J
Vl\b. rupe;t
to •1'l"cneO'.u

lnt•r••~tlott.

-

FIG. 5. Erw ~oenfltivity o{ intersecting orbit.
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planets. One finds an analogous displacement of aphelion or peri·
helion of a transfer orbit departing from the Earth's orbit (but not the
Earth) and touching the mean circular orbits of 1.\lars and Venus,
respectively, about 6000 n.mi./(ft./scc.) for 1.\lars and about 2000
n.mi./ (ft./sec.} for Venus.
Often the apsidal displacement is of lesser interest than the displacement of the intersection of the transfer orbit with the target orbit. In
other words, instead of defining the change r for a given "' one wishes
to determine the change in 11 for a gh•cn r of the target orbit (Fig. 5).
Unless the change in true anomaly, A11, is very large, one can write for
the displacement
(8)
dS = Td'7"4
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is found from the relation (3),

A~

Tv';

2v, (m a)
KTa
-;-;; -;;2 (i;;l•)'( a

d~

·* +a; -;.1)

"'dv,

sin~

(9)

where a designates the semi-major axis of the transfer ellipse. It will
be observed that A~ becomes infinite for a cotangential transfer ellipse
between circular orbits, since in this case ~ = 180° and sin ~ = 0. The
above equation is therefore not applicable for this case. Actually the
transfer ellipse merely contacts the target orbit, but docs not intersect.
In order to obtain the effect of a small velocity error in this case, it is
preferable to usc Eq. ·I solved for ~.
cos• e,
r + Av,)'
K
-

1 ( r, (v,

cos~c:~

)
1 .

(10)

Assume v1 for the correct tso• transfer to distance r is known. Then,
for an error v, Av., the ·new value of~ is found from Eq. 10 if the new
value e' is used, where e' is given by

+

{II)
if e, = 0. If e,
t' follows from

;;.!. 0, the departure point is not an apsis.

e'

= 4(1 ... g)'+ q' tan' e,

In this case,

(12)

where

q=

v, +-,-t.v)' cos' e,.
( -v

{13)

3.2 Effect of Pla11ar Errors OIZ lite Elliptic Orbital Elemmts
Turning now to errors within the orbital plane, the effect of a radial
Yelocity on the following orbital clements is given by the subsequent
equations (4, 3)
semi-major a~is,

aa , - 2a•v,, sin ~·
_
av,,
K

{14)

eccentricity,

.2!..,
av,,

,_

.
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mean angular motion,

ap.
-au,,
tru~

3
.
a .Jl=es

(16)

=----sm~,

anomaly o_f station I,
a~,

cos~·

av,, = 'e ~h(l

-

(17)

e')

where

h=

u,•- ~
,,

(18)

where v, refers to the correct cut-off velocity.
A radial differential impulse if given at one apsis (sin ~. 0) is seen
to have no effect on the orbital clements, except on the position of th~
apsis itself, since :iccorcling to Eq. 17, ~ is changed. In fact, this
change is a ma:dnmm if the impulse occurs at the original peri· or
apo-apsis. Th~ reason wh)' the other clements arc not changed if the
impulse is given at one apsis is that in this case a radial component
coincides with a normal velocity component (nonnal to the tangential
velocity). A nonnal component never changes the clements a and p..
It also leaves e unchanged if given at one apsis (4, 3).
The effect of an error in azimuthal velocity on th~ orbital clements is
summarized by the following equations (4, 3),

=

aa

'~"arc

(19)

a

~

.. 1-t'
er, ,'KQ (r,,rjo - r,)•

av.,
where r A and

2a'
K "••

Ov.,

(20)

the correct apsidal distances,
21:.. ..
ilv.,

-~"1-e'
r,

ilq,
ilt•., '"

V

(21)

12 + ecos ~ •.
eKfr,

sm ~··

(22)

In the above equations, either v. or v, was considered in error. Unless
0, an error in ''• or v, represents an unspecified combination of
scalar ami directional error. Therefore, it is sometimes useful to have
the error cocfiicient e:.:prcssed in terms of 1• and 8. If the flight path
angle 8 is correct, then only the scalar value of the velocity can be in

v,

a

I

I_
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error. In this case the following relations apply (3),

aa

2v,a'

av.=x

(23)

2 ( -v, )' ..
-ae = :!:Va

8t11

V'c- 1

2

(~~I}

:!:-~.·
Vt

3v 1

op.

(24)

av, =-{KG

(25)

oq, _ 2.
a;.evr sin ~··

(26)

Furthcnnore,

ar A

a;,'=

~
K

iJrr = 2v,~rr

av,

K

;:. I)-

(27)

~ ~,1 <~ ~ 1).

(28)

:!: ~
Vt

'F

~ 1, <~

••

v,

In the case of an error in angle 8 one computes the resulting normal
velocity component (nomml to v)

Av., '" .v, tan (A8,);

av.,
ae, a

v,

(29)

anti the resulting change in orbital clements (4, 3),

~

.. o

iJe
av.,

a

a~

••

(30)

_.!.!..sin~·
ava

.!!!.
-o
dt·••
oq

1 ..

av.,

2ae + r, cos~·
aev,

l31)
(32)
(33)

It will be noted that in this section only four orbital clements, a, e, p.,
considered. The fifth and sixth clements nrc the nodal line and
the orbital inclination. They arc the non-planar clements.. determining
the. orientation of the orbital plane with respect to a given reference
~·were

-- - -
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plane. Neither the direction of the nodal line nor the ·orbital inclination is affected by errors or changes in the planar velocity components.

3.3 Effect of an Ortlwgonal Velocity Component on the Orbital Elemerlls
The three axes which define the orientation of the elliptic orbit in
space arc shown in Fig. 6. In analogy with aeronautics, rotations about

FIG. 6. The three a,.. or rot>~ ion ol the dhptic orbit.

i

l

one of these axes may be designated as pitch, yaw and roll motion. Of
these, yaw motion does not change the orbital plane, but merely rotates
the apside line P-A, while the nodal line and the L-/!line remain fixed.
Yaw, therefore, amounts to a change in true anomaly of a given point
in the orbit (that is, the longitude of the j)crigee), and has been dis·
cussed in the preceding section. The nodal line n U is the line of
intersection of the orbit plane with the reference plane. Rotation
about this line (pitch) changes the orbital inclination. The line normal
to the nodal line intersects the ellipse at its lowest and highest point,
respectively, below and above the reference plane, wherefore we call
it for the sake of brevity the L-Illine. Rotation about the L·/1-line
causes a change in orientation of the nodal line, measured by the angle n
with respect to a fixed direction in space, usually the vernal equinox 'l'.
I

J

..

l

....__-;-!
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This rotation will be designated as change in nodal angle, or canting or
rolling the orbit.
.
In general, an orthogonal impulse t:w. docs not change the clements
a, e, p., ~.but only orbital inclination and .the nodal angle. The tangential velocity vector is not changed in scalar magnitude, but only tilted
out of the original plane by the angle
a = 2 sin-• (

~:")

cos a = 1 - ( t:.:• )'

.

sm a

r(~t:.v.-)•

--

(3-l)

r(· Av~)- •

= -y -;- - 4 -;-

This angle will have a varying effect on the amount of tilting, t:.i, and
canting, t:.Q, respectively, depending on where in the orbit the impulse
is given, because the ratio of azimuthal to radial velocity component,
v./v., varies. It can be shown that merely v. affects the changes t:.i and
t:.Q. Suppose t:.v. is produced at the ascending nodc.- Q, The local
orbital velocity is "ll• the local azimuthal velocity is "•ll· Then it is
sin

!an "' l~
z vn

but the change in orbital inclination is
'
sm

lA'

I 61/v•

(35)

2 .. 1n .. , - -

"•ll

A change in orbital inclination can be brought about only where an
azimuthal component normal to the nodal line exists. This component
nonnal to the nodal line shall be called (v.). and it is given by
(v.) ... v. cos

(~

- ~n)

(36)

where "• is the local azimuthal componc.-nt at a point of true anomaly ~
and ~n is the tme anomaly of the nodal point. The change in orbital
inclination caused by an orthogonal impulse at any arbitrary point in
the orbit, t:.i, is therefore generally
tin j.lf • (sin 1Mnl !::!t (r,). •
~

~

~~ (Oj (• - 'tf ' ;
·~

df •

<f!! coo (, ~

•n>·

(J7)

It is seen that Ai .. 0 at ~ .. ~ n ::!:: 90° where (v.) ... 0, that is ~t the
points L or II. t\t these points the orbital velocity is b)' definition
parallel to the nodal line. However, t:.i is a ma:..imum not only if

1.

'-
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= 'Ill or 11 = 'IU (that is, ih~v. is given at one of the nodes), but also
if v. is a minimum, that is, if r = rA (line of apsides coinciding with the
nodal hne).
If llv. is given at points L, H, no rotation takes place about the
nodal line. This, howe\ er, docs not necessarily mean that no change
in orbital iodination takes place, as will be seen below. However, if
given at L_, ll, the primary effect is a change in nodal angle ll~. Consider Fig. 7 which shows the projection of two orbits, reference orbit
11

or.'

,~-.....-

H

/

L~~-

·f

H'

L

Fto. 7. Dctcrmin.1tion of «bit cnting and a~tcd ch•mgc in inclin.1tion,

Oland inclilocd orbit Oil on:the celestial sphere. Suppose an orthog·
onal impulse is· given at point II, rolling the orbit about the angle au.
The resulting change in nodal angle llnu is then gh·en by consideration ·
of the spherical triangle nQII n,
sin llQ u ..

s~n ~sin au

SlOt

.. ~
/(~)1-!(~)'
sin i \ v.,
4 v.u '

(3~)

I

I

- -- - -- -·- - - --------- -

·'.

I.
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whence
sin!==

sini~
sinau ·

(39)

These two equations must be solved simultaneously. The term sin I
is closely connected with the before-mentioned change in i upon an
orthogonal imp,ulse in L or ll, even if no rotation about the nodal line
takes place. The new value of i is
sin i' = .sin au = s~n i.
sm.:10u sml

(40)

The side I (Fig. 7) is given by
cos I
whence

= sin .:10 cos i

(H)

sin i
sin i' "' .; 1 _ sin! .:10 cos• i'

(42)

This relation shows ·that i' - i if either .:10 is small or if cos i - 0
(i-+ 90°). In eitherca,se, cos I - 0 and if at the same time .:1v-/v. « 1),
Eq. 38, defining the change in nodal angle .:10t. 11 due to an orthogonal
impulse given at L or II. simplifies to

.:1v_

sin .:10 t.u "' .:10£ u "' v::-;::;sin i'

(43)

If the orthogonal impulse is gi\'en at any other point in the orbit one
has in analogy to the previous consideration for M,
. •uO
sm

sinl{(.:1v-)'·
a-.-.~
sm··
Sill J

V.

1(.:1v-)'·sm• (" - IJn)(4..')

("-'In ) -- 4 V•

and the simultaneous equation
110
sin I •• sin i si~
smau

(45)

where au represents the angle by which the axis LII is turned, where
sin au is equal to the square root term in Eq. 44. Again, if cos I
.. sin .:10 cos i -+ 0, hence sin I-+ I and .:1v-/v. « l (which is the
case in most astronautic conditions), then the simplified relation (or
.:10 due to an orthogonal impulse 'a t any point in the orbit is
sin t.O ,. 110 ,. ~sin (q- 'In)
v.
sin i
·

(46)

The angle .:11! is a maximum if .:1v- occurs at Lor II and zero if it occurs
at o oru.
I

i
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The! above analysis is more than mere! mathematics The position
of the orbital plane is of great importance in many astronautical missions.- For -c.,mmple if a spacecraft enters a satellite orbit about the
.i\loon or another planet and wishes to return to Earth, the orbital
orientation with respect to the departure direction may, due to prcces·
sion or erroneous maneuver, be so unfavorable that only a small component of the vehicle's velocity vector can be used for the departure ..
Therefore, corr' ctions may be necessary which ·either vary the orbital
inclination or the nodal angle.

3.4 Effect of a Velocity Error 011 the Transfer Time
The orbital period is given by

T "' .!!.
~

a•t•.

(47)

The variation in orbital period as function of a scalar error in departure
velocity is therefore
dT = !£~ == 6 ,.~

d11,

da dv,

(48)

.JK•ja'

where a represents the original semi-major axis. Equation 48 is equally
valid for the half-period.
In the case of an intersecting orbit, let the correct transfer time be
AI. Then, an error in departure velocity, Av, can be shown (3) to
result in the change A(AI) in transfer time,
.)Ea(l - <roo Etl - AEa(l - < t<>S E,)

+ .)<(sinE, -

sin Ea)

{ffa•

.)(.11) -

+ j.IIAa ~
•

(~9)

with the auxiliary relations

2vaa
6a"' y6va
?
Ae =:..

Va

(v•- )' Ava
VC'

~ (!! - !.)

AE ,. e1
1

I

Il

6 E'"'

a

e•

- ~a• !le I

(50)

sinEs

~
(!!- !.)'- ~!!
e' a e1
a• e
sinE,

I
l

'

J

t
I_

).
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(2) Srror olUpso
(1) Correct e1l1P••

(b) DtpuWn peb\ dou 110\ <OIIIOI.do vi\h •• apolo (t1 0111

&:!

oh>llpd 'ely onor)

FaG. 8. Eflc:ct of trnn,lcr time error.
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'Yhcre a and e i\Te original clements, r., r, two radial distances between
which the change in transfer time IJ. (IJ.I) is to be determined and E, E,
the values of.t_he cccentnc anomaly belonging tor, and r, in the original
orbit (Fig. 8). If th~ departure point coincides with one of the apsides
of the transfer ellipse, then E, = o• or 180°. A tangential error would
not change the value .of E,. Hence, IJ.E1 = 0, sin E 1 = 0 and Eq. 49
takes the simplified form

ll.E,(l - e cos E,)
IJ.(IJ.I) =

IK + }IJ.ti:J.a \l;:i
r.;-;-:

Kja•

IJ.e sin E,

a

(51)

The effect of .:l(.:ll) can, especially in interplanetary transfer, be very
significant. For example, in a 156-day transfer, or\Jit to ?.Iars with
cotangential departure from the Earth's orbit; a· licliocentric velocity
1 ft./sec. resulted in a displaceJnent of the intersection
excess of .:lv,
point (Fig. 5) by .:lS "" 18,000 n.mi. and a reduction in transfer time
by .:l(.:ll) "" 3.6 hr. Mars travels at about 48,000 n.mi./hr., so that
the displacement of · the planet from the intersection point is about
170,000 n.mi. The time effect therefore completely overshadows in
this case the effect of the vehicle's displacement error. This is especially
characteristic of fast transfer orbits to the i\loon or the planets, while
near-cotangentia1 transfer orbits show a lesser sensitivity with respect
to errors in transfer time.

=

3.5 E.ffrct of a Positio11 Error
Errors in conditions on a certain point in the orbit affect the entire
orbit because they change the orbital energy at the given point from its
pre-determined value. Errors in velocity change the local kinetic energy
of the space vehicle. Errors in position alter the local potential energy
of the vehicle. Since potential energy at a given llight condition plays
usually a lesser role than kinetic energy, in terms of effects on the entire
orbit,.it follows that position errors (that is, comrmrath·cly small differ·
ences in desired and ar'iual position) will be l~ss consequential than even
a small velocity error.
We ask first tile question: Suppose a vehicle enters a transfer
ellipse at its peri-apsis rr. Howe,•er, the distance determination is in
error and the actual value deviates by the error drr from the assumed
value. Then, what is the position error dr at a true anomaly ~ in the
transfer orbit which the vehicle has entered at a gh·en peri-velocity vr?
From the polar equation in the form

rr'vr'

, ..

(52)

x[t+{v,~r-t)cosq]

~
I

1-

'!. .
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.

r

~- 'J.f"p."( 1+ ( '7['- 1) COS ~J
M
x•[1 + (';'- 1) cos,]'

Tp'1;pt CC_S

--~

drp

where fp is the assumed peri-distance and !/p the actual peri-velocity at
cut-off.
As a second case, suppose the pcri·apsis cut·off velocity is in error as
well as the peri-distance. In this case one obtains from Eq. 52 for the
error in distance, dr, at true anomaly ~.
dr

dT

l'

r
d•~]r,.,.toos,-2Kft +(~-r)oos•J
",,..,.l., + 2r,;c;
[ ( r ) ]' ,
K' I + r~ - I cos •

(51)

l'

The values dvp and dr r arc not functionally correlated, but arc individual
errors. No equation of definition therefore exists.
Of further interest is the effect of a position error on the orbit's
semi-major a:..is and eccentricity. These arc obtained by using proper
relations for the orbital energy

h=v•-2K, ~ .. 2K
r ' dr
r•
h

= - ;;·
I:

dh

(55)

K

da=-;.

(56)

whence

~ .. ~~ .. 2~
dr

dh dr

(57)

r''

Furthcnnorc, from the relation
K
h =- (e•- I)

(58)

p

where p is the semi-latus rectum one obtains

dh ..

K
p.K (I- c')dp + 2epde

or, since

p '"a(1 - e'): dp = da(l - e1) - 2atdc

(59)

one has

K
-dh
de =-p• (I -

e') [ (I - e1)da
de

-

2ae]

+ 2e Kp-.
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With the usc of the relation

e = -1- ~- de=- drp

a'

a

+ ~da.
at

(60)

The following analysis is greatly simplified by neglecting the term dr P/a,
since, for a given error in r at a point different from the peri-apsis, the
associated error in peri-apsis, dr I'• is not immedmtcly known. However,
sinca only small deviations arc involved in error analysis (for example,
drfr «I) it follows that generally the term drpfa will be very much
smaller than unity so that it may safely be neglected as an additive
term. Therewith, one obtains

da

a'

a;=r;
where rp is the original value.
one obtains

dh
[
1
de
= K a'(1 -

(61)

Replacing furthennora

{
, a'
J
e') (I - e);-;: - 2ae

p by a(l

+ a(1 2e- e') ] .

- e')

(62)

Therawith tha effect of a position error drat an arbitrary point in tha
orbit on the orbit's eccentricity is

de

dr

de dh
=

dii dr =

1[

r

2a(1 - e')

aI
1

(I -

I ].

a• 2ae + 2e
e');;-

(63)

' It is now possible to express the error in r, in tenus of the error
at ai1y arbitrary place r in the orbit. Assume, for instance, cut-off is
givcn'':lt a distance r 1 and an error dr, has been made.in determining r 1•
The en or in peri-apsis distance, dr ~'• is then

drl'
dr 1

drpda

..

da dr 1'

(6-l)

Sinre r,. = a( I - e) it follows that

t£
a
da

'I -

e- a1!.
da

or, with the aid of Eq. 61

drr
da

I

c

I - e- !!.
a

(65)

I
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I
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Substituting this tenn and Eq. 57 in Eq. 64 yields

drp =
dr,

(1 - e- !:!:)
~
a r,•

(66)

Here again, e, a, rp and r, represent the original values (not considering
the error dr,).
We arc now ready to answer the question asked at the beginning of
this section in a more general form by eliminating reference to the peri·
apsis. If cut-off is given at a distance r 1 ;o! r p and r, is in error by dr,
what is the error dr, at a different true anomaly~,? Suppose the space
vehicle discontinues propulsion at a certain velocity v, and distance r,.
The resulting (original) ellipse has the eccentricity e and the peri·
distance r P· Then, at true anomaly ~· the distance would be (polar
equation),
-

1 +e

r,

= rp 1 + e cos~·

By differentiating r, with respect to rp and e, and by dividing both sides
by dr., one obtains

dr, drp 1 + e
-:dr 1 dr, 1 + e cos~·

+ rp

cos~· - 1 de
(I
e cos ~ 1)' dr,

+

(67 )

where drpfdr 1 is given by Eq. 66 and defdr, by Eq. 63, replacing r by '•·
The above equation defines the radial distance error dr, at"' as result of
an error dr 1 (not necessarily at one of the apsidcs) at the beginning of
Keplerian flight.
The change in mean angular motion, ~'• as function of a distance
error follows from

I''"~;

dl' =-3~'
-tla
2 a'

whence

3

til'

tlr 1 "'

(68)

f!I: tla

(69)

2~ ;;i tlr,

where tla/dr, ' ' gh·en by Eq. 57. Likewise, one obtains for the effect
of an error i11 r 1 on the period, or semi-period, of the orbit

r;;;

(ai

(70)

T"' 2ir'\)K: dT .. l"VK.tla

~•da
-o.•
-1'
dr, i#' Ktlr

d1'

I __

I.

(71)
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In both cases, the terms .JK/a' and .Ja•/K arc very small, indicating a
high degree of insensitivity of I' and T to position errors.
The position of a body in an elliptic orbit is actually not only given
by r, but also by 'I· However, an error in ~ cannot be made, unless a
velocity error is made. Errors in q, therefore, belong in the category
of velocity errors as discussed in Section 3.~.
Therewith, the error analysis of the elliptic orbit is completed. This
analysis is the core of central force field analysis.
f. ERROR AI'IALYSIS OF THE IIYPERBOUC ORBIT

Although the hyperbola, like the ellipse, is strictly a central force
field concept, the hyperbola is of interest primarily in conjunction with
two-force field transfer.
The hyperbola can be visualized as transfer orbit from one central
force field into another. The space vehicle "escapes" along a hyper·
bolic orbit. Planctoccntric errors therefore refer to tile hyperbolic
path. They will affect the subsequent heliocentric orbit. This orbit,
which generally is of elliptic shape, can then be •treated according to
central force field analysis.
In the following we will designate velocities and distances measured
in the heliocentric system, by capital letters, all other symbols pertain·
ing to the heliocentric system will have the symbol of the Sun ( 0) as
subscript. Planetocent:ic symbols will be in small letters and without
astronomical subscript. Let .U be the velocity of the departure planet, •
V1 the heliocentric departure velocity of the space vehicle. The ve·
locity vector V 1 is attained when the planetary attraction has become
negligible compared to the heliocentric attraction. Geometric "plane to·
centric infinity" has been achieved when the vehicle's hyperbolic path
has merged with one of the two asymptotocs of the hyperbola. This
process and correlated symbols arc explained in Fig. 8. The difference
between planetary velocity U and Vt determines the hyperbolic excess
velocity v,. for which the vehicle performance must be laid out. The
square of this velocity is by definition equal to the orbital energy con·
stant of the hyperbola,
h

= v,.t = Ut sin• fJ + (.:1 V

(72)

1)•

where
4Vt ..

IVs-

(73)

Ucos{JI

is the difference between U and V., and {J is the angle between the
velocity vectors U and V1• In the case of cotangential IJclioccntric
'If a di.ainwon betw«n departure ond orriv•l mu•t be m3de, dcporture has the wi>S<I'ipt I, orrh'OI the st~bscripl 2, as before.
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departure one has the well-known relation

VI- U =

(74)

lie•

The resulting hyperbolic departure velocity in planetoccntric space is
fll= ·

,,
~

(75)

where Vc is determined either by Eq. 72 or by

vc =

-./u• + Jl't'- 2UV,cosP

(76)

in the case of planar departure. In the case of non-planar heliocentric
departure at inclination i and planar angle p,

v,.

= .Ju• + V,•- 2UV, cos P + (2V, sin!')i.

(77)

It should be pointed out that the hyperbola as escape path is a
simplification inasmuch as solar gravitational torque during the escape
was neglected. This effect plays a role, especially if the vehicle escapes
at an angle with respect to the planet's motion, since in this case the
vehicle's distance from the Sun varies. Since the Earth's field is not
really a single force field inasmuch as it is superimposed over the gravi·
tational field of the Sun, the sojpr torque changes slightly the path from
that of a perfect hyperbola. 'fhis effect on Earth-i\loon transfer orbits
is treated in (s). If it wcrP. not neglected here, the formulation of
closed mathematical expressions would not be possible. This would
mean a considerable loss in lucidity without adding to the results of the
error analysis.
Whether or not the cut-otT point coincides with the vertex of the
hyperbola (pcri·apois), this vertc." is well defined by the vehicle's
hyperbolic cut-otT vector v1• The verte" distance rp and the hyperbolic
excess v,. given, the eccentricity of the hyperbola is given by

e =I + '"
Kv,..•

(7S)

If r., v, and 01 Me given, the eccentricity follows from

e"'

v,•cos•e,

Kjr,

(79)

-I.

The half angle of the asymptotes is given by

sccq,ae.

(80)
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The angle q, determines the heliocentric departure direction with respect
to the original planetocentric departure direction (direction of 111 or v,),
if the heliocentric departure is cotangential to the planet's orbit. The
above equations show that even if the planetocentric departure direc·
tion is correct, but the departure velocity (v 1) wrong, the angle q, will
be changed and therewith the heliocentric departure direction. This
is a significant difference from the single force field error analysis where
only an error in direction, but not·an error in scalar velocity at the ap·
sides, can change the orbital departure direction (that is, the orientation
of the major axis of the elliptic orbit). Since only small values of ap
will have to be considered in practice, one can write (Figs. 9, 10, II)
cos (aP) "' V'

;v,

(81)

~·U+~

V,' = U

+(v.. + t.v.,) cos q,

[2(1+~)
v,;v, .. ~.sin
"'v.

6 V, = v.. sin (64>)

t.p "'

~~

= v.. sin

v.. : . ; "

(64>)

t.q,

(S3)

]

t!lvr

(8-1)
(85)

where 6 V, is a small, roughly radial, velocity component caused by the
change in direction 6/J. This change is liable to be extremely small
within the range of practical \'elocity errors of a few ft./sec.
The correct cotangential departure from a circular orbit is shown in
Fig. 9, left. Figure 9, right hand side, shows the heliocentric an~:ular
error t.P due to the planetoccntric error t.q,. In Fig. I0 the smne process
is shown for departure from a non-circular orbit. Finally, Fig. II shows
correct and erroneous intersecting heliocentric departure. One has,
therefore, for small errors t.q, planar heliocentric error

ap .. !::..aq,

(86)

v,

and, likewise for a planetocentric orthogonal error 6a at hyperbolic
departure the error in heliocentric orbital inclination is

•

v..

A

(Si)

6J .. V, ..a.

The first step is now to establish .thc l'<(Uations which determine the
cffl'Ct of ;m error at planetocentric departure on the initial hclio<:cntric
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FIG. 9. I'Lmcbry orbit dr<~llar; V, (lOrnllcl to U.
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Hight conditions-and to proceed from there, using elliptic single force
field relations. One obtains for the change in .;. (6) the following
relations. If the cut-off conditions arc v,, 8, r, and if v1 is scalarly in
error, then
v:.' )
a.;. 2 ( 1 +'Kif.
cos e,

aQ;

=

11., sec'

(88)

,P

where 4> is the original angle. For the peri-apsis conditions this relation
becomes

2(1 + .2::L)
K/rp

a.;.

av,. "'

(89)

v., sec' 4>

If the cur-off velocity v1 is broken down into.thc radial and.azimuthal
comp\incnts v, and v., one finds, if either one is in error,

aq,

c .

au,, = j( sm ~~ (sin ,P -

(90)

cosec.;.)

where C a r,v, cos 81 = r,v., .. rpv,. is the Keplerian area constant
and "' the true anomaly of the cut-off point, and

a.;.
c
av.,
.. K"OTr;
(b• -

I•

,,,)(cosec 4> - sin.;.)

(91)

where b a C/v.. is the semi-minor a:-.is of the hyj>crbola. If both components arc in error, the total differential becomes

d"'" .. 2v.,[v.,•dv., + !v.,v,,dv,,]

"'

(92)

(K)'
r; tan ,P sec' .
cf>

If the tangential velocity t• 1 is correct scalarly, hut the path angle o, is in
error, ouc obtains

~--!~!.!.~
( .
2
~,,

(K/r,)c:oo•.

'•''1«'• (K/r,)'ran'•~co.•e,
v
,,

{Jke'H2(•·'~''•)'+•}-2)· (9J)
~

'

-If v, as well as 01 arc in error, the resulting change in 4> is
d.;. .. a.;. dv, + a.;. de,

av,

>"

'

where the partials arc given by Eqs. 88 and 93.
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For tha error in v,. one finds

dv,.

v,.

-=d'l!p
v..

(95)

dv.. v,
dv, = V:

(96)

+ v,dv,

dv,. = v.dv,

(97)

v..

Therewith the errors dtf> and dv,. arc known as functions of the departure
errors dv, d8 1 or dv,,, dv,, and the new heliocentric departure values {J
and V1 can ba computed.
S. CORRELATIOI< OF HYPERBOUC ERI\ORS WITH HEUOcti<TRIC llEPARTURt VALIIBS

The second step in tha two-force field error analysis is to correlate
the geocentric departure ~:rrors in tha hyperbola with the heliocentric
departure values. For cotangcntial or nearly cotangcntial helio·
centric departure (p :::::< 0) one finds (6)

~
=.!2
dv, v,.

(P :::::::0).

(9S)

This equation can be used with good accuracy in the case of cotangential
or n!!ar cotangential dcpartura and where small errors in 111 (a few ft./sec.
against several ten thousand ft./sec.) arc involved, which do not change
P significantly. If P ;>!. 0 one has

!!J .. dV,!!t
dv,

dt/> dv,

(P iJ! 0)

(99)

with the auxiliary equations

(£.!1)
dv, + (~!:!) dp
au, ldt/>
<J{J •• d¢
av,)' .. :!: .,_ - "' ~~- (I, ~ U)
(au.
~..,
d¢

11

"

dv,

7U .. u¢ + aq, ~
av,

I

(100)
(101)

(102)

aO,dv,

where iJ¢/fJv, follows from Eq. 88,

aq,;ao, from

Eq. 93 (the two errors
I
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d8, and dv, arc not functionally correlated) ami

(-av,)
o{J ., =

J',UsinP.

'!'

v, - u sin {J .

(103)

Finally, d{J/dt; "' v./V, according to Eq. 85. Th~: second term on the
right hand side of Eq. 99 is the reciprocal of Eq. 102. Equation 99
may therefore ~c written in the form

dV, =
d•11

(av,)
ov,

+ (~)
o{J

I

d{Jdr;
•• dt; do,·

(104)

The second term is very small for small errors in v1 -(&'ly 5-10 ft./sec.),
so that it often may be neglected.
A direct tie·in with the elliptic error analysis for the heliocentric
clements can be achieved by correlating the azimuthal and radial corn·
ponents, V.,, V,,, of heliocentric departure velocity V1 with the planeto·
centric departure velocity
For the azimuthal component one has

v,.

~
dv 1

~d~

..

(105)

dr; dv1'

The second term is given by Eq. 102, while the first tenn is (6)

dl'.,

dl'., dV 1

# .. W;d;

(106)

with the auxiliary equations

dV.,
V •
d{J
dl', .. ros{J- ,sm{JdV,

(IOi)

1',- Ucos{J

d{J

d'V";'"

(lOS)

, .
dv,
t•a-- U 1 asm{J

d{J

dv,
u
(109)
dP .. v,
JJf,
-cosec{J-1',
dv 1
where d 1',/dv, is given hy Eq. 99 and its auxiliary equations. The

second term in 1~. 106 is gh·en by Eq. 100,

~1 .. [cos{J- ~~{J(i',dv

1

] dl',
Ul' • {J dv 1

Ucos{J)

lJr•
-v-,--~-

'(110)

1 sm

-cosec{J-1'1
dv 1

I

1

One may therefore write

where dl',fdv, is given hy ECJ. HH and preceding auxiliary equations.
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Similarly, one may write
dV,,

dV,,d.p

"iiV; = d; dv,

(Ill)

where
dV,,

dV,dV,

7r = W.·T¢'

dV,,
.
dV, = sm,B

+ v1 cos"R dV,
dP

(112)
(113)

where d,B/dV, is given by Eqs. 108 and 109. One may therefore write
dV,,=[sin.B+
dv 1

V,cos,B(V,-Ucosp) ]~·
Uv1
UV . P dv,
dV ,sm
-coscc{J--1
v,
dv1

( 11 -1)

Vs

Planetocentric and heliocentric radial and azimuthal velocity com·
ponents arc easily correlated by the key equations
~.,~d.p

dv,,

d.p dv,,

(115)

where d¢'/dv,, follows from Eq. 92,

d~

.. 2v,, ( v,.' + Jv,,v,, ~

dv,,

J
(K)'
'
•
r; tan ;p sec• if> .

(116)

Likewise
dV,,,. dV,, dq,
dv,,
d<f> dv,,

J.<
~.
dv,,

(117)

2v,, [v..' ~dv. + ~v,,v,,]

~~v~··~----~
(K)'
·
tan if> sec• q,

r;

(118)

dl',,/d<f> and dV,Jdif!' arc given by Eqs. 106 If. and 112ff., respectively.
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6. COR.ULAnOl'f OP Pt.ANB'tOCBN'fRIC BRROi.S WITH TID ELBMBI'fTS OF THE

Hl!UOCEKfRIC fRAltSfBR ORBit

We arc now ready to correlate the hyperbolic errors in planctocentric
space directly with the clements of · the heliocentric transfer orbit,
that is with the equations given in Section 3. The elements pertaining
to the heliocentric orbit will be designated by th~ sub:;cript 0.
Suppose one wants to know the effect of an error in v, on the semi·
lnaior a.'\is a 0 of the heliocentric orbit. Taking Eq. 14, re-writing it in
heliocentric nomenclature,

da 0
2a 0 •V, .
dV, =- Ko-sm'lo

(119)

and multiplying it by. Eq. 117 yields

da 0

da 0 dV,

Tv;= dV,dv;

' V 2v., [v.•dJv., + !v.,v,,] d V

2a
v,,
.
-](·
(K)' tan
d¢ Sl07Jo·
¢sec' ¢
0

~

,

,,.

0

( ZO)
1

-

In th'e same manner one finds

de =
Cr. dV, .
0
_ _..._SIO'lo
dv,

dv,

dV, .

3

dp.,.,
..o...J.

(121)

K 0 du,

c

a0 .J1 - e0 • dv,

d'1o ..

cos 'lo

e0 .Jh 0 (1

dv,

-

(122)

SIO'lo

dV,

(123)

e0 •) dv,

and for the effect of an azimuthal planetocentric error on the clements
of the heliocentric transfer orbit

da 0

dv.

..

2a 0 •
K0

v. ~

(124)

dv.

!!!..9.

C 0 (b 0 ' - R,•) dV.
dv• .. K 0 a 0 e 0 (R, dv.

(125)

dp. 0
3 ,..--:-;dV.
- " ' - - ~I - e0 • -

(126)

2 +e 0 COS'1o dV• .
dv. "' e0 K 0 /R, dv. 510 'lo·

(127)

dv.

R,

dv.

!!!!.2

;.
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Finally, if the di~rction of the planetocentri~ velocity vector is correct
and only its scalar value in error, the following relations arc obtained,

da 0

da 0 dV, 2 V,a 0 'dV,
dt•, = dV, dv 1 =
dv,

de 0
dv 1 =

-x;;-

:!:

v, ( V,,
-

2 ( V, )'dV,
~ V,, dv 1

(128)

v,

-IKo/R, ~ I

)

(129)

~=-~~
dv,

(130)

..J K 0 a 0 dv,

~

2 dJ', • .
dv, = eo v, d;;' sm ~o

(131)

dRA = dV,[2V,a 0 RA:%: 2a 0
dv1
dv,
K0
V,

<f& = dV,[2V,a 0 R,.
dv 1

dv 1

K0

=t= 2a 0

V1

(X!.)']
1',
)
( v,, (: I
V,,
(X!.)']
( ~:. (: t).
1',,

Sl32)
(133)

Additional rCiations can easily be obtained for errors in orthogonal or
normal velocity components, using the results of Section 3.
7. 2FfBCf OF ARBITRARY Pt.ANETOCBKTRlC AZIMUTHAL A:fD 'R.ADIAL VBLOCITY
BRRORS OK HJ!IJOCB!<TRIC DISTAIICB

In the preceding section, two equations arc fonnulated, giving the
change in RP or RA as function of an error in v, in terms of 1', and a 0 •
In this section the question as to a change in R at any value ~ 0 (that is,
at any point in the transfer orbit) and as to the change in " 0 for a given
arbitrary distance R, both as function of. an error in planetoccntric
departure velocity 11, will be answered.
Of particular interest is the latter question. It relates the helio·
centric displacement of the spacecraft at the intersection with the target
orbit (cf. Section 3) to the planetoccntric error in departure velocity v1•
In order to preserve a certain degree of simplicity, suppose the planet
orbits arc circular and heliocentric departure is cotangcntial. Then
V, ., V,, ::: v.. is either• :he perihelion or the aphelion velocity of the
transfer ellipse. In the following, we will make the velocities dimcn·
sionlcss by dividinJJ-fhcm by 1',, "' .JK 0 /R 1• They arc designated by
an asterisk superscript. Th n one has for <he heliocentric departure
velocity, remembering that
~v,••

v.• ..

- v:•,
J',• a I + .fv,•• - v,"•.

(134)

Writing the polar equation, as in Section 3.1 for th!) heliocentric case,
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one has

R

V.*•

(135)

Rt = I + x(V,) cos ~ 0

where x(V1) has the same definition as in Section 3.1. The use of this
equation in conjunction with two-force field transfer can be greatly
simplified if term containinr, V,, is neglected in the c.'l.pression for x( V).
S!nce indeed errors in v, will in practice be small enough (some 1()..20
ft./sec.) not to cause a significant" heliocentric radial component, the
disregard of V, from this view point will be permissible. The general
validity of disregarding V, is, however, ljmitecl-to cases of cotangential
or ·nearly cotangential heliocentric departure (that is, where the pre·
detcm1ined value of fJ is zero or very small, so that V ,f V, « 1). With
this restriction mmindweeliminate l',whcncex(V1) becomes 1- l'••
"' I - V,•• and Eq. 135 simplifies to

*•

R
-R, =-

v,••

(136)

r + <1 - I?'> cos ~o

or, because of Eq. 134

!_ "'
R,

I

+ ~v 1 *' - v:•

1 +cos '7o(l - (l +

.Jv,•• - t•.*')'J'

(137)

Solving for cos '7 0 • one obtains

I cos '7o =

Ji
R, [1 -

I •
w,
I

(1

-

v,• I

-

+ ~v 1 * 1 -

R.R
.

(138)

v,*')')

With Eqs. 137 and 138 one has two relations defining the distance R
(in terms of departure distance R,), for a given planctoccntric departure
velocity 11 1*, as function of the true anomaly '7o and defining the true
anomaly '7o at which a given distance R/R, (for example, the distance
of the target orbit) is attained at a given departure velocity v,•.
Differentiating '7o with respect to v1*, using Eq. 138 yields
~a

dv,•

j

2vo
~~~ 1••

•

I

v ••
'

+ !v,• -

R

v1*1 - v,*•-- (I
R1

R

sin '7o- [I - (I

f!.,

+ v,•• - v."')
(139)

+ .Jv,•• -

v,* 1) 1) 1

Thus, for a given small error dv,• "' Av,•, the change in heliocentric
true anomaly d'lo .. A17 0 at the intersection point with the target orbit
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at distance R is determined by Eq. 139. The resulting displacement is

d.,"' .6v1 .6s = R.6.,o< ..d>
- dv 1* v.'

.6'1o<r•d>- --'-"'-·

(140)

where .6s (Fig. 5) is the distance, aiC''Ig the orbit, between the correct
and errone<ius intersection.
Differentiating Eq. 137 yields

~~)
~

•

2 I+•.•[I+cosoo(l-(l+••'')'IJ+(I+•.')oo., 0
"•

"•"

[1

+c:os, 0 U- (I +r.••)t}ji

·

(1·11)

This equation yields the change in R at a given true anomaly 'lo due
to a planetocentriC' departure error dv1*. Replacing the differential
by the difference term which is sufficiently accurate if the error .6v1/v 1 «I,
the ch'!nge in distance is given by

.6R=

d(i) R ~
dv,*

(142)

' V, ·

It will be remembered that the present discussion is based on the
assumption that the heliocentric departure point represents very closely
either the perihelion or the aphelion of the heliocentric transfer orbit.
If one is not interested in the displacement dR at any arbitrary true
anomaly ., 0 , but in the displacement of the opposite apsis, Eq. 141
simplifies to

d(~)
dv,*

v,•

= ~ (2 -

4v,

v,*•>•·

o·m

Putting R, .. R(!), the mean distance of the E:uth from the Sun, yields
for the displacement of the opposite apsis

d ( R,•.,,)
.6R••• ~o .. _Ji.~ R .6v,
dv 1*

ev.·

(144)

It is R(I) .. 80.8184·10 1 n.mi., 1', = 97,770 (t./scc. Therewith for
a 1 ft./sec. one obtains for the displacement of the opposite apsis

.6v,

d

.6R,.,1,

..

826.6179

(R•••••)
Rm (
dv,*

n.mi.) •
~

(145)

The value of d(R ••• ~o/Re)/dv,* according to Eq. 143 is plotted in Fig. 12.
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This plot is the two-force field c<ilinterpart of the single-force field error
Sensitivity of the elliptic orbit, plo~ted in Fig. 1. For v.,• = 1 the
differentia_! (error sensitivity) becomes infinite. This is in agreement
with the single-force-field results which show an infinite sensitivity at
parabolic escape. Thus, the case 1'1"' = 1 and t11 = 2Kjr 1 represent
the contact points of the two analyses. It mc;ans that for small changes
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FIG, 12, Error ,..,ltivity ol a

two-~eld

tran!ler (llotth to planet),

of a vehicle orbit from the Earth's orbit the error sensitivity is c.xtremely
high. The sensitivity f,llls ofT quickly in both directions, closer and
further away from the Sun. It is interesting to note that our two
neighboring plancts·lie close to the ensuing minima which arc followed
by a renewed upswing of the two branches. The right hand branch
reaches again infinity for 1',* = ¥1, while the left hand branch _pas5cs
through a ma:~.imum (not shown) and eventually is reduced to zero for
vertical fall into the Sun, since Eq. 143 shows that·for 1',* "' 0 the
differential quotient becomes also zero. This reoult is of course correct
only if P .. 0. In general, Fig. 12 applies to the case P .. 0 only .
..

DISCVS~IOII

AND COIICLVSIO!IS

'!'he preceding analysis has established the relations required to
determine the effect of velocity vector errors on the orbital clements of
the vehicle's flight path, both, if its motion is confined to a single central
force field or if it escapes hyperbolically from one force field and cnicrs
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another, such as in the case of.interplanetary flight where the vehicle's
path changes from that of a satellite (planctocentric motion) to that of
a comet qr a•planctoid (heliocentric motion).
In the single force field motion the effect of radial errors decreases
as the point of its occurrence approaches one of the apsides (sin ~ - 0)
and approaches a maximum as the point :jpproaches the end points of
the· latus rectum. In the case of azimuthal·crrors the trends arc rc·
versed. Exceptions are in both cases the effect on the position of the
pcri-~psis where radial errors have the greatest effect at the apsidcs and
aziinuthal errors the least effect. In terms of velocity, radial errors
have the grea~est effect on changi!lg apsidal distances when the correct
velocity i.s circular (that is, v, =- 0). Their effect lessens rapidly with
increasing difference of path velocity from circular velocity. Azimuthal
error sensitivity increases with increasing speed, being zero for 11 = 0
and infinite for v =·v,V!.
Flights involving two central force fields consecutively, show a more
complicated pattern of error sensitivity, because errors in the final
central force field are to a varying degree affected by errors in the hyper·
bolic escape motion from the original central force field, One signifi·
cant difference from the single force field condition is the fact that
whether or not the planetocentric cut-off velocity vector of the escaping
vehicle is in error directionally, a directional error is incurred with
respect to the heliocentric orbit if the planctoccntric cut-off vector is
in error as to its scalar value. The heliocentric radial error sensitivity
with respect to planetocentric velocity errors in general is, however,
quite low. The effect of planctocentric errors on the clements of the
,heliocentric orbit arc a function of both, the true anomaly in the planetocentric as well as in the heliocentric path. The error sensitivity of
heliocentric distances, especially aphelion and perihelion distances is
very high. Based on Fig. 12, the sensitivity becomes infinitely large
very ncar the Earth and again upon parabolic escape from the solar
system.
Errors play a relatively minor I~le in the case of roving probes \Vhich
do not attempt to meet another lxxly in space, but rather measure environmental conditions along a flight path which leads them into a
general area of interest, such as the solar probe. If another body,
I\ loon or planet, is to be met at close distance, however, then not only
the spatial displacements of· the vehicle, but also the accompanying
change in transfer time must be considered. Displacement of the
vehicle and of the planet, both detcnnine the effective miss-distance of
the probe. Fortunately, the two errors always have a tendency to
compensate each other. Indeed. if the probe has too high a departure
velocity, the intersection point with the target orbit (that is, the probe's
displacement) iscounterclockwise (seen [roan the north pole of the orbit);
but due to the resulting higher speed the transfer time is shortened and
the planet therefore has not yet reached the original (''correct") inter-
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section point. In other words, the planet's displacement is also counterclockwise. ihe same holds true in reverse if the departure vdocity of
the probe is too slow.
'If the displacement of vehicle and planet is about the S<tme, then
velocity error and resulting time error about cancel each othc( and the
miss-d1stance would r~main small. For example, for ncar 180° transfer
orbits to Mars an erroneous velocity excess of 1 ft./sec. would result
in a counterclockwise displacement of the intersection point with the
Mars orbit by the order of 400,000 to 600,QOO n.mi. (d.cpending on which
part of the Martian ellipse i~ involved). The vehicle would arrive about
0.4 days earlier (roughly 10 hours). At a mean 1\lartian velocity of
about 48,000 n.mi./hr., the planet's counterclockwise displacement is
about 480,000 n.mi., that is, of the s.'lme order as that of the vehicle.
Thus, although both erro~ are large, they about cancel each other.
However, conditions arc quite different in the case of fast transfer
orbits. For e:Mtmple, for a transfer of about 160 days, the displacement
of the intersection point is only about 18,000 n.mi. in counterclockwise
directio.1 for 1 ft./sec. heliocentric departure velocity excess, while the
reduction in transfer time is about 3.6 hours, corresponding to a counter·
clockwise displacement of the planet-by about 170,000 n.mi. per ft./S<.'C.
H!!re the time-induced miss·dista!Jcc is approximately 9.5 times the
intersection point displacement. It is therefore seen that the faster
orbits show a greater error sensitivity than slower.orbits, because the
ratio of time-induced planet displacement to vehicle displacement is
much greater.
In general, the error sensitivity of interplanetary transfer orbits is so
high, that simple "ballistic" flights cannot be made accurate enough for
a close encounter with other planets. Therefore a probe which is aimed
at another planet must be equipped with a spaceborne navigation system
and a small Iow-thn1st (but not necessarily non-chemical) propulsion
system for midcoursc correction maneuvers (7).
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PROBING THE ATMOSPHERES OF VENUS AND MARS
8Y

-J:.I. F. KING •
I am not a professional astronaut. My interest" began with a theoretical
problem involving radiative heat transfer. in the terrestrial atmosphere. It
soon became apparent that certain aspects were susceptible to generalization.
W1thout too much difficulty the terrestrial results could be transferred and
applied to our neighboring planets Venus and 1\fars.
Tlae talk will be divi~ed into live parts: an introduction ;· the theory
briefly described; the presentation of the data; an analysis;· and prospects
of things to come.
INTBODIJCTIOX

There are numerous speculations that the first space cruise will not neces·
sarily be to the moon, the most compelling practical reason being that of
power. To !and on the moon one will have to fight the lunar gravitational
attraction, and to get off again the same problem in reverse applies. Quite
recently an astronomer at Columbia University hinted that perhaps it would
be more fruitful to attempt a landing on one of the tiny satellites of Mars.
Certainly I think that some form of planetary reconnaissance will ~ un·
dertaken prior to an attempted landing on Mars or Venus. By reconnaissance one usually implies photo-reconnaissance. However, I wish to
stress another as being of great importance:· that of infra-red or thermal
reconnaissance.
The rad1ation in the infra·red, since it arises from the thermal emission
of the planet itself, gives ns immediate information relating to the vertical
temperature structure of the planetary atmosphere. So it becomes worth·
while to see what we know regardiug the planetary atmospheres of Venus
and Mars} second, to see whether we can't usc what we already know to
learn a little more; ami, third, usc what we know to tel! us what we should
look for.
THZOR\"

First, we must digress into an apparently unconnected subject, that
of limb darkening of the sun. If one looks at the sun one will find that the
disk is not uniformly illuminated, that ihere is a falling off of brightness as
one approaches the edge or limb. This phenomenon is known as limb
darkening.
• Aero Sdmccs Labon.torico, lliuilc >nd S('>ee Vchidc D<portmrnt, Gcncr>1 Elc<tric
Compoey, Philaddphio, Pa.
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A moment's reflection -provides the reason. ln: the solar atmosp!Jere,
the photosphere that we see, the temperature falls off with increasing height.
Now let us put ourselves back on Earth. If we look at the center of the
solar disk, we see farther down into the solar atmosphere and our eye is
intercepting radiation from -the hotter solar depths. If, however, we 'look
at the edge of the sun, our eye is intercepting photons arising from the cooler
outer layers primarily; their temperature being lower, the intensity will
be less.
The point to be made.is that. if one has a coohng of a spherical atmosphere with increasing radius this will be perceived by an observer elsewhere
as an apparent limb darkening or falling off in intensity as one moves from
the center to the edge of the disk.
That example alone suffices to tell us qualitatively -the conclusion we are
groping toward, namely, if I have a knowledge of how the intensity varies
across the disk, then 1 can work backward to get some insight as to the
vertical temperature structure of the atmosphere.
The connection between these two is qualitatively easy to grasp, but
q~ntitatively much more difficult. At this point in the theory, the name
of Chandrasekhar looms like a giant across the mathematical landscape.
Otandrasekhar, a distinguished service Professor of Astrophysics at the
University of Chicago, was able to give a complete mathematical solution
to the foltowing. problem: given the limb darkening, what is the vertical
temperature distribution under the condition of radiative equilibrium?
This he did by using an invariance method first formulated by the Soviet·
American astrophysicist Ambartsumian, and applying it to a stellar ~emi·
infinite atmosphere. Otandrasekhar, being an astronomer, was primarily
interested in interpreting the solar case. This has to be altered in two im·
portant ways before application to the planets. First, in the sun one finds
that the absorption coefficient is roughly constant over frequency. This is
called a gray atmosphere, an atmosphere in which the emission or absor1)•
tion is independent of frequency. Tins condition maintains quite well in
the solar case. However, it is patently out of step with what we know of
planetary atmospheres.
The second fundamental way in whicl1 the theory of Omndrasekhar
must be alterl-d is by treating a finite instead of a semi-infinite atmosphere.
By semi-infinite is meant an atmosphere in which one cannot sec down to the
bottom. The sun is :1 case of this par excellei1ce, but certainly :IS we look
at the Earth from outside or :11 Mars, we dearly sec down to their surf:~ces.
Therefore, we must consider a finite, rather than a semi-infinite atmosphere.
Figure 1 is a plot of this emerging radiation intensity as one scans across
a pl:metary or stell:~r disk. The steepest line (•t ..... co) represents the semi·
infinite case of the sun. The ratio between the brightness at the center of
the disk and the edge is about 2.9.
For :1 finite atmosphere one gets a shouldering effect. This is due to
I
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the fact that as the center of the disk is approached, the eye is intercepting
more and more photons emitted from the isothermal surface. In the limit·
ing case of zero atmosphere thickness, the intensity curve becomes n step
function.
As mentioned earlier, the gray atmosphere assumption, valid for the sun,
is totally inapplicable for planetary atmospheres.. Their emission bands in
the far infra-red spectral region partake of a discrete line character rather
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than n smooth 1~1nd continuum. :\lanif~stly any theory which nspircs to
validity or completness must incorporate ab i11itio the wildly fluctuating or
non·gray character of the absorption c<><:fficient.
Figure 2 shows the ~ffcct of non·gr~yncss. The tmameter beta is a
measure of thi~ non-grayness. The limiting beta l'qnals infinity case is that
of a gray solar-type atmosphere. We !cc ns our absorption c<><:fficicnt be·
comes more and more jaggl~l. that is, t~utakcs more and more of n discrete
line charnctcr, the liinb darkening effect becomes more and more pro·
non need.
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Thus, the effect of non-grayness is to enhance the contrast between the
center of the disk and the edge, until in the limiting case, beta approaching
zero, the center would be infinitely more intense than the edge. In that
event, there is a continuous intensity fall-off towards the planet's edge.
This gradual fading is in contrast to the sharp edge of the disk-hke image
that we see vis!lally in the sun.
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Now let us leave theory for observational facts as far as we know them.
Figure 3 is .taken from Kuiper's book "'fhe Atmosphere of the Earth and
Planets" • and gives physical data for the planets. There are a few cohnims
here that arc particularly worthy of note for our purposes.
Notice the albedo, that is, the reflectivity of the planets. Venus is highly
rell~-cting; the Earth less 5!1; Mars lesser ~till.
It is interesting to observe thnt the Martian albedo is known to three
significant figures. Tire Earth's is given as 0.39. However, the terres-
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' Crrard Kuiper, "The Atmosplorrr o! the F.arih and l'lanrto," J66 p>get, plate$, 6~i X

9~i in. Cl>ka~o, Unimsity o! Cl>i<aJo l'rm, 1949,
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trial albedo is not even known to within 5 or 6 per cent. It is rather remarkablpllat we know the albedo of Mars to three places while that of the
Earth is not known to \yithin two. Here the advantage of looking at a system from the outside is apparent and constitutes a good argument for use
of our own earth satellites for determining this inaccurately known terres·
trial albedo.
Another item of passing interest is the color index. The sun is taken
as 0 5, so a figure greater than one-half implies a reddish planet; less than
one-half, a bluish light. Again, the color index of the Earth is not known.
Venus is definitely not whitish, but tends more t6 the yellow. The high
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color index of Mars yields its characteristic ruddy glow known to all of us.
However, the fact that Venus, even though it is less red than Mars, is
still reddish, or more accurately, yellowish, is quite important because that
very fact alone rules out, according to Kuiper, the speculation that the cloud
cover or the obscuration that is characteristic of the Venus disk can be
due to water evaporation. Water droplet clouds because of their reflectivity in the visible would result in an index closer to one-half.
The last column of interest ·to us is the gravitational acceleration for the
planets: Venus about that of the Earth, Mars 0.4 that of our planet.
Figure 4 shows the atmospheric constituents. The unit here is the
centimeters NPT, which is the thickness of gas if all thr atinosphere in a
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uniform column were reduced to con~tant sea level pressure and temperature.
The aspect of Venus that strikes us immed.ately is the literally tremendous amount of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere, about five hundred
times as much as that on the Earth.
Nothing els~ has been detected on the Venl1s atmosphere. The "less
thau" figures merely are the upper-limiting ligures, set by the resolution of
the observations.
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For Mars the only constituent which has been positively identified is that
·of carbon dioxide, having roughly about two times the amount of our terrestrial atmosphere. No oxygen, nor strangely enough, no ~~ater vapor
has yet been detectel! spectros~pically, although it is quite definitely known
that the polar caps which cover the Martian poles in their wintertime arc
of a water·frost character.
However, the surface pressure of Mar~ has been estimated from other
techniques-spectral. li~~ broadening, polarization measurements, etc.-to
be about 90 millibars, roughly 1/11 the atmosphere of the Earth. '!'herefore, a good part of the Martiau atmosphere must consist of optic.1lly inac-
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tive gases, probably nitrogen, which is not detectable easily spectroscopically,
an<! perhaps argon, if one argues by analogy with the terrestrial atmosphere
·~\X~LYSIS

It would be desirable in studying Mars to make usc of the theory to

deduce the vertical thermal stmcture from the limb darkening scan. Un·
fortunately, the small size of the Martian disk and ' its small emission in the
far infra-red render this difficult. Gerard de Vauc<luleurs, perhaps the
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foremost authority on Martian atmOSJlhcrc, has sai<l that the main eoncln·
sion one comes to after years of-visual study of the planet is that l\lars is a
mighty small objl><:t and therefore any detail is extremely hard to verify.
The wrticalthcrmal striteture of l\lars, displayed in Fig. 5, is a thcorcti·
cal calculation base<! on assuming the main absorbing constituent is the 15·
micron baud of carbon dioxide. This is a reasonable assumption ami ac·
tually the theory should be more valid than the terrestrial C!\Se because of
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the fact that water vapor and ozont which arc complicating factors in the
terrestrial case, are ·~ot appreciably present.
11•e pressure of the Martian atmosphere is plotted against the tempera·
ture. Dashed in is the adiabatic lapse rate for the Mars atmosphere, which
gives some measure of the vertical stability of the atmosphere.
For example, if the temperature slope under radiative equihbrium is
steeper than adiabatic, as in the lower levels, one would·e:-pect an unstable
configuration of cold air down over warm leading to vertical overturning.
Up higher, where the lapse rate is less than the adiabatic, the atmosphere
should be stable against convective overturning.
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It is almost emb.1rrassingly fortuitous that the hcicht of this convecti\'C
layer tun!s out to be about 4 kilometers. This accords very nicely with
vis1~1l obscn-.llions of yellow dust clouds which occur occasionally in the
equatorial regions of Mars.
,
One au•~p~aticall) •inks by analogy that these arc •Sahara type dust
storms. 'l'fiey nrc yellow and they are transient. They tcu(l ·to subside
with sundown on the Mars surface. S.o it is a tempting >peculation to make
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that these.yellowish clouds we see on the Martian landscape are due to dust
storms qmte similar in origin to what we find here on ~rth.
Beyond that it is dangerous to go. Students of Martian literature know
the troubles involving cloud layers. There are the blue layers and the violet
haze layers, etc. These are very difficult to explain.
Quite recently Urey, ihe Nobel Prize winner, speculated that due to
ultraviolet radiation of the suu one might get certain free radicals in the
Martian atmosphere which leads to possible fluorescence, and that these
upper violet haze layers are such a fluorescent phenomenon.
Venus gives us a little more hope. These measurements displayed in
Ftg. 6 were made by William Sinton using the 200-in. Hale Telescope.
They are infra·red scans, the thermal emission of the Venus atmosphere it·
self. On the vertical you have the temperature of the atmosphere plotted
against a disk scan from east to west. As one scans across the Vetius disk
toward sunset, one finds, exactly as expected, that the temperature is falling
as the angle made with the sun, the zenith angle, increases.
Below, we have an equatorial scan from pole to pole. One finds that
the temperature is lower at the pole, increases roughly symmetrically to some
maximum, levels off actually for quite a wide region, and then ialls off again
as one approaches the south Venus pole.
In these scans the limb darkening effect has been removed and the limb
darkening effect is precisely what we need to test our theory. Figure 7
shows precisely this, the experimental observations of the limb darkening
scan across Venus.
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The dots are experimental points. The curve · is the theoretical curve
for a value of this parameter beta, equal to one-tenth. The first point to be
made is that there is no shouldering effect. Recalling the theory, this means
that we are not seeing down to any opaque level in the Venus atmosphere.
We are still intercepting radiation arising from the gaseous atmosphere.
There is no penetration down to ·a cloud level or a dust level or the Venus
planetary surface itself.
The second P.Oint to ~ made is that these points are fitted quite well by
assuming a !me ~iscretencss parameter of beta equal to one• tenth. The limb
darkening here from center to edge is about a factor of 10. That means
that we have a non·gray atmosphere, that we are "seeing" thermal radiation
arising from discrete lines rather than a continuous type absorption co·
efficient characteristic of stellar gray atmospheres.
You might inquire of what importance is this-we knew it all the time.
And it certainly is true that one would be very surprised at a contrary result
fince the Venus atmosphere emission bands must be very similar to those of
the Earth its~lf.
F1JTUBE PROSPECTS

I think that the main point to be drawn from this is that a measurement
of a single parameter, that is, the scan of intensity across a planetary disk,
yields a great deal of information. One can detennine the amount of gray·
ness, the line structure of the atmosphere; and also the thickness of the at·
~osphere. You can also determine the actual temperatures of the atmos·
phere by matching it against black bodtcs of known thermal emission.
These are certainly cogent reasons for infra·red observations in any
reconnaissance flight coursing about Venus or Mars.
Of course, we can turn the problem inside out and usc this limb dark·
ening scan to look back on ourselves; in other words, use it as a tool for
probing the ~pper terrestrial atmosphere. This one does by attaching some
infra·red device, such as a spectrometer, to a satellite.
The first attempts in this direction are being made by Professor John
Strong at the Johns Hopkins University. Ile hopes eventually for satellite
instrumentation. The instrument problems arc quite large. At present,
' he is flying an infra·rcd spectrometer using large plastic balloons. lie has
device which scans along the surface of a cone so tltat at one portion of
tlte cycle it is looking within 30 degrees of nadir, directly down, and at tlte
top it is looking within 30 degrees of zenith.
lie made one flight last No,·cmber. The data arc not yet evaluated, but
tlte method is very promising for determining the upper atmospheric tern·
peratures in a quite direct way.
For instance, let us dream a bit and see what we could do if we had
ideal instruments on satellites. An in&trument which intercepted radiation
in the 9.6 region alone would measure the temperature of the ozone region.
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We could have a band pass filter at 15 microns to tell ItS the vertical distribution and temperature of carbon dioxide.
Similarly, by strategic'placing. of the filters we could do the same for the
water vapor baitds; and, finally, 'just by looking through a wmdow of the
atmosphere at 10 niicrons, where there is no absorption due to any atmos·
pheric constitueuts, we would get the thern:al radmtiou arising directly from
the planetary surface itself.
One can visualize this sort of instrumentation on the satellite, and we
could have then continuously m~nitored, world-wide· temperature ·scannmg
of the atmosphere as well as the surface itself.
The first steps have been made in this direction of reasonable satclhtc
instrumentation. 'A primitive prototype was made a couple of years ago
by Strong. He simply converted au ordinary \Veathcr Bureau radiosonde
used for atmospheric sounding, by takiug the humidity channel and replacing that channel with an infra-red ·signal. Unfortunately, even with miniaturization, the apparatus was still too weighty for the Vangt)ard But
future improvements, and alread)' there arc some technical ad,•ances. show
that this system has much promise.
1 hope !'have gh·cn you some feeling for what oue can do with the rather
cxcitiug possibilities of.iufra·red rcconuaissauce of our neighboring plaucts
iu the uot·too-far distant future.

SPACE MEDICINE-THE HUMAN BODY IN SPACE
BY

DAVID G. SIMONS'

' I

ll'ITROI>liCTIOI<

The problem of placing man into space is a subject of mcreasing in·
lercst to everyone. During the past ten years, I have been privileged
to participate in research programs looking in that direction. As a
research scientist primarily concerned w;th identifying and studying
the problems man wtll face when he first ventures into space, it is
apparent that a crucial question concerns the criteria for qualifying and
&)lecting ·the individuals. One of the major challenges of General Don
Flickinger's Air Research and Development Command Life Sciences
research team is to detennine what tests should be applied for selecting
and training such a man. Let us examine some of the conditions and
problems which our space men of the future must face.
In thinking of space, we must get in the " swing" and become "space"
oriented. There is an interesting mental exercise that may help to put
your minds into space where they should be for tl!is lecture. Imagine
you arc in orbit circling the Earth, and your best friend is following one
mile behind in the same orbit. If you· want to toss him a ham St\ml·
wich so that he will catch it, how should you do it?
The simplest solution is simply to toss it straight fonvard in the
opposite direction from where you want it to go eventually. It starts
fonvard, rises upward, gradually drifts backward going overhead, and
cvenhtally lands in your friend's hand half an orbit later on the opposite
side of the Earth!
This somewhat anomalous situation is further emphasized b>· what
happens if you thoughtlessly decide to toss something down toward the
ground out of your orbiting satellite. Its performance is equally
strange. It starts downward, slowly drifts fonmrd and then upward.
Finally it returns ~o where is started, hitting you on the head.
In space younmst consider carefully, thet> , how you dispose of what.
CO!<I>ITIOI<S II< SPACB

~lcdically,

the high altitude situation becomes progressively equiv·
alent to the conditions in space as one ascends. Thus there is no one
altitude at which space begins for man. Rather, the situation becomes
space equivalent in more and more ways as one goes higher and higher
until there is essentially no difference.
For instance, very few who arc acclimated to sea level pressure would
•I.icutel\3nt Colonel. U. S. l\, F.• Holloman Air Force
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survive above 20,000 feet without supplementary oxygen, or survive
even while breathing 100 per cent oxygen above 45,000 feet without
S;Ome pressurization technique. Medically, these altitudes already represent space equivalence with regard to o-.:ygen.
Above 100,000 feet, nearly twenty miles, the atmosphere is so thin
there is practically no conductive heat transfer between the atmosphere
itself and an object in it. As a result the balance of the heat radiated
by the object at high altitude and the heat received from radiation
sources such as the sun and Earth detennines its temperature almost
exclusively. Thus, at 100,000 feet we arc in space so far as temperature
problems arc concerned.
The biologically most effective cosmic rays, heavy cosmic ray primaries, upon entering the atmosphere of the Earth arc converted to
secondaries in the region between 15 to 25 miles and therPhy change
their nature. That is roughly between 80,000 and 130,000 feet. The
higher one ascends through this transition region, the more nearly one
receives the full exposure that would be experienced in space. The
lighter primary particles penetrate more deeply into the atmosphere
than the heavies.
On!! would not expect any hazard from collision with a meteontc
below approximately 80 miles. At this level two other interesting
phenomena occur. There is no longer any illumination from the sky.
It will present the pure, light less black of night, even in the daytime.
At this altitude, also, there is no longer sufficient air to transmit sound.
Biologically, therefore, above 80 miles you are in space.
There is one other characteristic of orbital space flight which requires
more than altitude. Weightlessness requires velocity. Unless some
special means arc taken to provide a pseudo-gravity that is, spin, a
stable satellite will produce a truly weightless environment.
An orbiting manned s;ttellite must be high enough to be sufficiently
free of atmospheric fr:~tional drag to remain aloft, yet low enough to
stay under the "van Allen" radiation. This will probably place early
manned satellites in the region between 100 to 150 miles.
Let us now consider details of four specific medical problem areas
which arc of particular importance in terms of manned space flight:
cosmic radiation, weightlessness, provision of a scaled cabin environ·
ment, and man's psychological reactions to the strange environment of
space.

',

COSMIC RADIAnON

Primary cosmic rays consist of atomic nuclei nearly all of which
range in weight from hydrogen through iron. i\Iost of the particles
arrive in the vicinity of the Earth's orbit from interstellar space appar·
ently accelerated by the magnetic fields within the spiral arm of the
galaxy that encompasses our sun. Some of the low energy low weight
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primaries likely originate·from our own sun. The arriving nuclei have
been stripped of all electrons, leaving a strong positive charge that in·
teracts. with the Earth's magnetic field. Nuclei of the two lightest
clements, hydrogen and helium, comprise approximately 96 per cent
of the total, while the nuclei of medium and ~cavy elements comprise
the remaining 4 per cent.
The l~ast energetic cosmic ray primary nuclei arrive \Vith nearly one
billion electron volts.energy per nucleon. F1gure l relates the energy
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range of cosmic ray primaries to the energy spectra of familiar-forms of
radiation. The energy spectrum of cosmic mdiation extends through
eighteen decimal places. The distribution with respect to energy favors
low energy particles strongly in the same manner that the distribution
with respect to atomic weight strongly favors low atomic weight elc·
mcnts. Thus, the great bulk of incoming cosmic my primary particles
consists of low energy hydrogen and helium nuclei. Low enc:gy hcaV)'
primaries arc of greatest biologic.1l concern.
Since the path of low energy particles is strongly influcnc~'<l by
magnetic fields, magnetic considemtions influence strongly the pattem
of e:.posure with respect to p.'lrticle energy. From the biologi.cal standpoint, the low energy heavy primaries are of particular interest. Figure
2 illustmtcs the fact that low energy primaries approaching the Earth
in equatorial regions are frequently deflected back into space, whereas
primaries approaching polar regions penetrate to the atmosphere.
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Thus, a zone of protection from exposure to low energy primaries exists
in the equatorial region near the Earth and some distance into space.
Those primaries which penetrate the F..arth's atmosphere undergo
ionization and collision producing the secondary cosmic radiation.
This consists of familiar nuclear components such as neutrons,.protons,
electrons and other nuclear debris. All primaries arc converted to
secondaries at an altitude of approximately 75,000 feet. By the time
primaries have reached this level, they have·either lost their energy by
iomzation or collided with the nuclei of air atoms.
The low energy heavy primaries which penetrate a photographic
emulsion plate and tenninate by ionization, produce what has been
termed a thindown illustrated in Fig. 3a. When penetrating the atmos·
phere, tissue, or other absorbing material, heavy nuclei can also undergo
a second type of collision in which they collide directly with nuclei of
absorber atoms. If such a nuclear collision takes place in an atom of
heavy atomic weight (silver or bromide) in a photographic emulsion, a
stellate pattern is produced which is called a star. The spray of radiation characterizing stars adds up to less than one half the generally ac·
cepted permissible 0.3 roentgen equivalent physical (r.e.p.) dose per
week, as illustrated in Fig. Jb.
In order to establish a basis for estimating the biological effects
associated with the thindown phenomenon, Schaefer calculated that
whenever a particle produced more than I0,000 ion pairs per micron of
path length in tissue (ip/ Jl.r), it would be biologically damaging. lie
therefore defined a traversal by S\ICh a particle a pre-thindown "hit."
His calculations indicate a carbon atom can produce 10' ip/Jl.r for a
distance of 900 microns; an iron nucleus produces 10 1 ip/p.r along
nearly 10,000 microns (I em.) of its path length. Figure -l illustrat<'s
the radial spread calculated by Dr. Schaefer based on this hit criterion.
It should he noted that the maximum diameter of radial spread theo·
rctically observable at a dose level of 100 (r.e.p.) is 5 microns.
In order to relate the significance of exposure to cosmic radiation
within the atmosphere and within tissue, in terms of its ability to
penetrate, the concept of grams per square centimeter (g/cm') of ab·
sorber is extremely helpful. As a useful rule of thumb the most import·
ant factor is not so much what kind of material the radiation penetrates,
bnt rather, the total mass f>cnetratl'<l. Thus, the mass of absorbing
materiall-an l>c convcnicntlr expres:.cd in terms of the number of grams
of material tra\'er5l'<l per square centimeter of area regardless of dis·
tancc. For example, the absorption effect upon a primary traversing
2.7 centimeters of \\'ater at. a specific gravity of I would be very nearly
the absorption effect of the same primar>' traversing I centimeter of
aluminum with a specific gravity of 2.7-2.7 g/cm' of absorber being
traver5l"<l in each case. The air remaining above 135,000 feet also
accounts for approximately 2.7 g/('nt' of absorption, the numerical \'alue
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of absorber to the top ·of the atmosphere in g/cm 2 being fortuitously
almost exactly the same as the pressure expressed in millibars,.
The calculations of Dr. Schaefer show an interesting phenomenon.
Due to the high energy of primary particles and the fact that the region
of greatest energy release is at the terminal portion of the tracks, at high
altitudes in the vicinity Of the Earth there is a region ncar the surface of
the top of an exposed body that receives no thindown hits because the
particles penetrate this region before slowing down enough to reach the
ionization density of 10,000 ipjP.r· Dr. Schaefer devised a standard
sphere which is of equivalent weight to a man, for simplification of
lonl,.,., Spteodof
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geometry, and points out that e\·en in the simple geometric configura·
tion of a sphere there is a hi~:hly complex dose pattern throughout the
sphere. It is hopelessly diflicult and impractical to compute dosage
accurately for a complicated and variable configuration such as the
human body. We have approached this problem in terms of actually
exposing animals to altitude and then detcnnining the effects of primary
cosmic radiation on them. To do this, we exposed black mice directly
to heavy primary particles.
Dr. IIerman Chase of Brown University had conducted ground
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ell.perime_nts for several years on the effects of X·r:ays on graying of hair
on black mice. He found that if a black mouse is exposed to anything
less than 100 r.e.p. there will be no noticeable effect on hair graying.
However, dosage levels between 100 and ·1000 r.e.p. produce an in·
creasing incidence of gray hairs in the hair coat, and at the 1000-r.e.p.
!eveIs, the entire e.-..posed area of the animal hair coat turned gray. The
figure on the left in Fig. 5 shows a normal C 57 strain)lack mouse:with

C~•tluyof Dr.

u,,.._ B, CM.sf.1Jfw. V"lwmlt

F1c. 5. Normal C 57 blacl: h•ir mou>eon theltlt, and on the right, onimal sho~ing
otallcml clumpo of gray hairslollo\\ing .-pooure at 90.000 feet.

no graying typical of laboratory and equatorial-balloon flight controls.
The figure on the right shows a mouse that has ·been exposed for 24
hours above 90,000 feet on a balloon flight at northern latitudes. This
is a typical effect from such a flight. In :tddition, ground control mice
were also flown at Holloman Air Force Base, New 1.\lcxico, and then
examined under the directi<!n of Dr. Chase. Because of the magnetic
shielding effect of lower energy particles at this near-equatorial latitude,
those particles which could terminate by thindowns producing the
uniquely high rate of ionization are eliminated. Only higher energy
particles which terminated by collision producing stars penetrate the
Earth's magnetic barrier there. Tliesc control flights were conductt-d
under similar conditions of temperature, pressure and duration, wi.th
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the only e.xccption that the animals were shielded from the low energy
primary cosmic rays.
•
A previo_usly unheard of phenomenon observed repeatedly but only
in mice exposed at high altitude in northern regions is illustrated in
Figs. 6 and 7. StreakS' of gray hairs have been produced in the rodent
hair coats where a heavy primary apparently grazed the skin of the
animal and produced damage to a series of hair follicles.
E.~ch hair follicle contains a group of sensitive pigment cells producing color at its root. Streaks of graying which have been observed by
Dr.. Chase and produced by heavy primaries measure up to 200 microns
wide. The average distance between hair follicles in black mice is
app~oxitimtely i20 microns. The minimum,·radial spread that could
involve a series of hair follicles to this width must correspond to a
radiation intensity of 100 r.e.p. at a distance of 30 to IIW microns. At
the 100-r.e.p. radiation intensity level the theoretical value of radial
spread calculated by, Dr. Schaefer is less than 2~ microns, illustrated in
Fig. -4. One is impressed liy the marked discrepancy between thcoreti·
c:1l values and those observed. To my knowledge there i&-iJO adequate
expl!)nation of this ~iscrepancy.

Streck of wh 1te heirs on on
on1mol from flight 66

:•:tx: .. x• .

• ~ ··:•x.•ltfx••xx.

x equofs wh1le ho1rs
• equols block tloiCS
<ovllsy of Dl,llttf'fOJC B. Clt•st
IJiotf'IIVrutt't rlt

&hcm~tic ol the
~ "')' .ucok illu•trotcd in Fig. 6.
The -'vcrnge dist~nce betwt.en
each haor lolhde is appro\i·
matef}• 120 microns..

Ftc. 7.

Covusy o/ Dr,lfp,u B. CAf.lf41JtO'C'M ll• iN'IIlf

FIG, 6 Gray strrol: ob.,.ervt'd jn mout.e tlon n aboYc
90,000 lc<t. The streak runs pornllel to the animal'•
backbone O\-cr ''' ldt funk.

Dr. Wilson Stone of the University of Tc:..as has used another
approach studying genetic effects of primary cosmic radiation. Neurospora of a mutant type that cannot produce adenine when placed on
an andenine deficient medium, die in a relatively short period. II~:
plated a ~:roup of this mutant variety on minimal (adenine-free) media
as spores and exposed them to primary cosmic ray particles. When the
heavy primaries irradiated the Neurospora they produced a back
mutation in some o( the exposed spores, producing the original wild type
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which could theu produce its own adenine am! survive on the minimal
media. In this way one can pick out from many, many millions of
spores just those which have been afJ:ected by primary cosmic radiation
and have suffered gcneti~ reversion to the original wild type. Prelim·
inary results of his c.xperimcnt arc illustrated in Fig. 8. This indicates
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that- heavy primaries have a potent effect on genetic tissue but it rc·
quires further investigation to establish the relative significance com·
pared to other forms of radiatio•1.
In thr. )1~\Nil~GH c.werinuint nuclear emulsion monitoring plates
were plalxd on the forearms and chest of the subject to record the
trn,·crs:ll of the heavy cosmic my particles. The analyses of .these
plates by Dr. IIerman Yagoda of t\FCRC revealed that numerous
heavy primaril!s penetmtcd these plates and therefore the arms of the
subject. The position and apJ>t-arnncc of medium and heavy primary
nuclei on the plates arc illustrated for tile right ann in. l~ig. 9. The
;ubjcct spent 16 !lours above 90,000 ft•ct, which is the minimum altitude
for onc to e:-.pcct t>rimaries of a weight. greater than about nitrogen to he
recor<l-'<1. The atmospberc above 1()(),000 feet absorbs two thirds of
thtJ·hcavy primaries so that the c:-.posure at this altitude is appr~xi
matcl)' one third that c.xpccted bcyo1ul !he atmosphere at low orbital
altitudes.:
Figure 9 illustrates the ~:my hairs observed on Ill)' right ann corre·
latt~l with the medium anti hcavr thindowns of clements of a weight
greater than o:-.)·gcn rccordt~l in the nuclear track plate. Sc\·en grn)'
hairs have been observed h)' this tunc in the wrist area and three in the
monitored region under the trnckiplatc. It is likcly ·that two of the
three hairs obser.·cd in the monitored area ha\'e turned gmy spo_11t:me·
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onsly. There is a medium weight primary recorded in the general
direction of number 9, and number 10 was incompletely monitored
since it occurred along the edge of the track plate. It is not clearly
established that any of the twenty-three medium heavy primary cosmic
particles recorded penetrating the plate happened to strike a hair
follicle. The skin of man has a much lower hair follicle density than
that of mice, so this would not be surprising.
The greatly increased radial spread observed in the hair graying
effect compared to that predicted by theory clearly indicates that heavy
cosmic ray primaries produce unique ionization effects which need
further investigation. Preliminary results with genetic materials and
e:"amination of monitored brains by Dr. Webb Haymaker at the Armed
Forces Institute of Pathology raise very serious questions as to the
sensitivity of these tissues to the unique radiation pattern of he:wy
primary thindowns. It is not surprising that hea\'Y primaries may
have missed hair follicles on the manned e:-posure study considering
the relatively short duration of 16 hours above 90,000 feet and the considerable blanket of air absorber above the capsule at that altitude. It
is import:mt that the fundamental nature of the radiobiological mechanism producing the biological damage observed from l1eavy primaries
~ examined since previous experiments have shown that the effects
observed are quite sensitive to the conditions of <'Xposure such as oxygen
concentration. The intensity of low energy heavy primaries in outer
space is still an unresolved question.
WEIOHri.J!SSNESS

Another area of medical interest in space is weightlessness. A number of experiments have been conducted with animals in rockets startiug
in 1948 by placing monke>•s in V-2's and finally in Aerobees. In these
experiments physiologic:11 response in tenus of blood pressure and res·
piratory rate was measured. t\lso, photographic records of the reaction
of mice were obtained under various conditioi1s in weightlessness.
As illustrated iu Fig. 10, one mouse was permitted to nm freely
without any foothold that it could han~: on to. The other mouse had
a foothold on its paddle so it could ride around on this drum during
weightlessness with a tactile reference. The first mouse, without the
tactile reference, was quite disturlx'<l particularly during tile 15 seconds
when there was no rotation of the nose cone exposing it to very nearly
true weightlessness. This docs suggest that there may be problems in
terms of being completely unrestrained in the weightless state. This
short exposure tells us nothing about any cumulative effects of exposure
:asting for hours. Thl'SC e:-periments show II!> significant impainuent
or disturbance of the circulatory system under weightlessness, although
there was a slight decrease in the pulse rate which was no more than
might occur when going from the resting to the active conditions.
Current I>• available aircraft such as F94's can produce ncar weight·
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lessness for about 20 seconds disturbed by bumps produced from aerodynamic forces and turbulence. True weightlessness can be achieved during
a rocket's ballistic trajectory which, of course, requires a lot of vcloc1ty
as time is extended. Several minutes of weightlessness arc theoretically
obtainable using modem high pcrfonnancc rockets, but we can't expect
to be sure of the true significance of weightlessness until man has
achieved at least one daily cycle of approximately 24 hours in orbit.
There arc a number of interesting little sidelights which have been
discovered using aircraft. One is the result when trying to drink water
from a cup during weightlessness. As you tilt the cup, the water
doesn't pour out, of course, so you have to throw the water at your

FIG. 10. ~~~"'in tho 11clghtlcss sutc floating in on Acrob«: roc~ct l.sunchcd in ,\prii19SI,

face. Naturally some of the water gets into your windpipe, producing
choldng and difficult breathing which can lead to ncar panic.
The best solution found (thi~ i·as first worked out at the School of
Aviation i\lcdicinc) is to usc a plastic squcer.c bottle. In this way you
can squirt thcwatcrout.and by gradually moving the bottlcaway, you cau
keep the water up against the end so that it will continue to flow evenly.
Eating doesn't seem to be any problem unless you attempt to cat
cnmchy food that produces dust in your mouth. This i~ really no
problem if you have the patience to keep chewing it until you get a nice
damp holt•• that will remain coherent as you swallow it. If you arc in
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a hurry .md try to swallow the dust, you quickly find dust floating in
your pharynx and on down into your lungs instead of into your stomach.
This is most distressing.
The ·body can be expected to react to prolonged weightlessness in
one of two ways. First, it can acclimate much as the body docs to low
atmospheric pressure or low oxygen tension on top of high mountains.
Over a period of time people become well adjusted to high altitudes of
18,000 and 20,000 feet without supplementary oxygen. illauy of us
living here at ground level if suddenly taken up to 18,000 to 20,000
feet would lose consciousness. Over a period of time the body may
acclimate in a similar manner to weightlessness.
On the other hand, the body may react in the tnanner characteristic
of sea sickness or motion sickness. Here it takes 10 to 20 minutes for
symptoms to develop during an acute attack. In fact,. if the stimulus
is continued the situaticn tends to get worse with time. If this t)'pe of
reaction occurred to weightlessness, it could become critically serious.
One hint as to what to expect concerns what happens when sensory
input is reduced to the body. Sensory stimulation, particularly the
ever-present touch scns.'ltions, can be minimized by placing a person in
a swimming pool that has the S.'lme temperature as the body (as done
by Dr. Lilly at the National Institutes of Health). Another approach
has been to provide a monotonous tone and to place goggles over a
person's eyes so that he has no organized auditor)' and visual sensory
input from the outside world (done by Dr. H ·· ''"~ at illcGill Unh·ersity). These and other experimenters h:we found that this type of
situa~ion eventually seriously disturbs the individual's equilibrium be·
cause he is not getting information with which to react. Persons in
this situation characteristically generate their own sens.'ltions by e:-.·
periencing illusions and hallucinations. This Ill;\)' occur within just a
few hours.
The situation in weightlessness will not be this severe, but undoubt·
edly tactile scns.'ltions will be ~:reatly reduced and visual and auditory
scns.'ltions will be of a monotonous nature. Tht: first 2-1 hours in orbit
should be very re\'ealing with respect to many aspects of weightlessness.
SEALED CABIII INVJROIIMENT AIID EFPlCTS OF JSOI.ATJON

There arc two more problems that arc conveniently discussed to·
get her: the scaled cabin and the effects of isolation. I shall rcftr to the
:\IANIIIGJI balloon !light in these areas since it provided considerable
(ll:ICtical experience with them.~
The 1\IANIIIGH capsule operated as a tn1ly scaled cabin, venting
nothing of its atmosphere to the outsidr and recch·ing nothing from
outside. \\'hate\'er inert gas was in the capsule initially remained there
unless it lcak<.'tl out. The oxygen W'JS suppliL'<I by the 5-liter liquid
oxy!:cn converter and was metabolized to carbon dioxide and water
'''The ~1&\:'\IIIGII llll>lloon Flight," llolloman Afll T<ehnic:>l Report, in publication.
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vapor. Carbon dio,..ide and water vapor were then removed by an out·
board chemical absorption system. As the absorption unit removed
these byproducts, total pressure dropped slightly, trippmg a valve that
released more oxygen to maintain a constant atmospheric pressure of
6 psi. as compared to the nonnal sea level pressure of 15 psi.
There were additional equipment and instrumentation: the emer·
gency battery supply, emergency o"ygen supply, the controls for the
atmosphere in the capoulc, electrical controls for the balloon flight opcmtions. a panel for flight control instnnnents. and a camera to record
the information on the panel.
The selection of the atmosphere in such a capsule presents interesting
problems.' An adequate oxygen partial pressure of between 100 and
!50 nun Hg had to be maintained. This was done by enriching the
atmosphere to approll.imately 60 p~r cent oxygen even though the total
pressure was only 6 psi. The remaining 40 per cent of inert gas re·
quired was dh·ided half and half between nitrogen and helium. This
was done on the basis that with regard to producing bends, both have
undesirable characteristics, but for somewhat different reasons. From
the infonnation avail.tble, there may be a slight advantage in dividing
the obnoxious qualities of each. There appears to be no disadvantage,
and it is a rclath•cly simple manner to provide this atmosphere .
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Figure II summarir.cs thu problems that needed to be considered:
First hypoxia, then the problem of bends or dysbarism, both during
a&~.-cnt and in the event ol cmcrgcnC>' d~-compression whitt> floating at
altitude, and finallr the question of fire hazard. It illustmtcs clearly
the advantage of sck'Cting an int<•rmcdiatc cabin pressure, corresponding
to approll.imatcly 20,000 feet or 350 nun·llg pressure.
• r>. G. Simoni 0\nd It H. Archibald. "$c-l("(tion o( 3 Sc-aled C.1bih .\•n~~~
li<>• Jttd., Vol. 29, pp. Jl0-357 (r958),
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One of the problems of serious concern in space is that of temperature control. Figure 12 illustmtes the surface temperatures and internal capsule temperatures of a 24-hour animal balloon flight in the 90,000
to 100,000-foot region. During ascent through the cold tropopause
region, the surface became cold. Upon reaching ceiling during the day,;:'i..
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time, the to11 surfaces became hot, reaching a maximum of 182° F. At
night all surface tempcmturcs dropped to appro:-.imatcly-80° F. Rerrnt experience has shown that painting the surface flat white reduces
the heat absorbed during the da}' without significantly reducing its
insulation qualities during the night.
On the i\IAN'JliGII II flight I wore a modified i\IC-3 pressure suit
solely as au emergency garment. This was not a 11rimary protection,
but rather a secondary one, in the event of failure of capsule pressuriza·
tion which fortunately did not occur. 'l'hll combination of this snit
which had poor ventilation and tempcrntnrL'S which somctinu:s reached
F. produced serious discomfort resulting iu marked reduction of
ellicicncy during the flight. In addition, the suit fit so snur.ly that it
was Jlhysically unco111fortahlc much of the time. Au important que&·
tiou is the rclath·c importance of emergency protection of this type
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versus the loss of efficiency in discharging primary responsibilities.
Considerable research must be done in this area.
The following is a brief review of the Right from the point of " iP\\' of
isolation in a scaled cabin. Figure 13 shows the Right preparation
phase. The Right was launched at 09~2 in the morning, went to altitude

FIG, 13, l'dol olthc ~1,\);"JIIGIIII Floghl oi19•20Au~u•t 19S7 llontlin~
i11 lronl ollho c.lp!ulaa>rtp.>r:ltozy to niRht.

at about 1000 feet per minute, and then floated level at<:dling through·
out most of thc da>'· Close to sunset when the helium in the balloon
cooled ofT due to the reduction of ambient radiation, the balloon de·
scended to approximately 70,000 feet where it Je,·eled off toward sunrise.
It was necessary to drop approximate!>• 200 pounds of ballast through
the night to maintain this altitude.
The tlight had been e:-.pccted to float at 80,000 to 90,000 feet during
the night, but the storm clouds below cut ofT the long-wave infrared
radiation from the Earth, allowing the balloon to become much colder
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than it would have othcnvise. In the morning after sunrise, the gas
expanded as it was warmed by the sun. This, plus dropping a little
more ballast, allowed the balloon to return to 95,000 feet.
By this time the weather situation had ~!eared sufficiently to permit
descent. I released helium by opening an electric valve at the ape." of
the balloon. Slowly but surely it finally started to descend for landing.
The path of the balloon throughout the flight is quite interesting.
On the E:trth's surface the winds were. blowing from west to caot, as
they generally do. Above 80,000 feet they were blowing from cast to
west as they nonnally do through the summertime at this latitude.

FIG. 1~. Cloud >)lltn1• and horitons as ....,n (rom the ~1.\:.:UIGIIII Fii~ht rop.ulc on
the afternoon of 19 1\tl~ust 1957. The curv:uure of the horizo11 i' ~me,\ hat .1«'t'ntu3t("Cl by
the ..hott l<>eallen~th lens u>«< to talc this inlr.u"<<J>icture.

Towmd sunset the balloon dropped below 80,000 feet, so it encountered
winds going to the south, later on during the night, it encountered
winds going to the north. Then in the inorning, as it ascended, it
again encountered winds -going west. Finally, on descent, westerly
winds brought it back toward the cast again. On this flight, at least,
by !>electing a particular altitude, it was possible to go in any directioncast, west, north or south. By selecting the right altitude, then, it is
wmctimcs possible in balloons to go in whatever direction you wish.
The em·ironment that one experiences in this situation realistically
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simulates conditions in space. There is a very real threat to existence
in the event of NJuipment malfunction, so that one must be constantly
alert to make sure that the life support mechanisms arc functioning
effectively. One just doesn't dare relax too much. In addition, there
is the difference in physical appearance of the environment. Figure 14
is a view of the sky taken from 100,000 feet. In the foreground far, far
below is the patchwork pattern of the western :i\linnesota farmlands.
The clouds of the cold front system which the capsule crossed. during
the night stand out clearly in the background.
A comparison of the color of the sky 30° above the horizon with
reference color charts held in direct sunlight (Mrmsell color charts
kindly provided by Dr. Stakutis of AFCRC) showed the hue of 5.0B
(blue) was too green and the other chart 5.0P (purple) was too red.
Apparently a purple-blue hue would have been much closer. On both
charts, value/chroma displays of 3/6 matched best. In the l\lunsell
s:·uem the sky could then be approximately described as dark purple·
blue of 5.01'8 3/ 6. Above the white band which measured approxi·
mately I! 0 wide lying immediately above the horizon was a band of
blue similar to the blue sky which one can sec from the ground. Except
at altitude, the range of blues usually seen looking from just above the
hori1.0n to the zenith is compressed to a band only 2• or 3° wide. This
narrow blue-hued band faded into the narrow white band next to the
horizon on its lower side and shaded quickly and evenly into dark
blue-purple on its upper side. This sky color g:we the impression of a
spectral violet such as appears very close to the end of the spectnmo.
It was not an intensely lighted color because I had to observe it for a
period of time to permit my eyes to become accustomed to its relatively
dim intensity to sec it at all.
The colors of the sky were concentrated in bands close to the horizon,
and, when looking toward the horizon, my \'iew generally includt~l both
white clouds below and dark sky abo\·e. The marked brilliance of the
douds below made the skr above seem blrck, or more accurately,
cpmpletcly absent. This gave me the impression that I was suspended
aiJove a large soup bowl with slightly inverted, upturned edges and
wrthout a top. Observing the faintl)' cun·c<l horizon, with very little
imagination I felt as though I were on the very fringes of the atmos·
phcrc, closer to space than to Earth .
.Generally my attention was concentrated outside the gondola in
terms of what was there to be obsen·ed. The regular reports to the
com'mand post tracking van e\·ery half hour constituted an annoring
intermption. The capsule seemed like a welcome window providing a
fabulous view and precious opportunities rather than a prison and
inclosure.
During the night as fatigue took its toll and external observations
bt•rame prohihiti\·clr diRicult because of frosting on the wind01.•s, prob·
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lems and conditions within the capsule assumed increasing importance.
The subject matter of the tape recorder clearly reflects this change in
point of view. It was during this period that the capsule seemed
cramped, yet a snug haven. It was also interesting to note that rather
than being a source of annoyance, the half hour reports were a welcome
contact with friends on Earth below.
After a very active period of observation during sunrise, a relaxed
and leisurely breakfast seemed in order. It was during thi& period
that the darkening of the sky and narrowing of the blue band above the
horizon heralded a welcome return to the high altitude of the day
before. While reflecting on his situation during breakfast, the pilot
felt an dentification with space above rather th:~n w1th the Earth
below. It is also interesting to note that the bank of storm clouds
below tended to establish a feeling of cont.lct with Earth rather than
separation from it. From this it appears that the tendency for "breakoff" is reduced by a high degree of activity-saturation and enhanced
by contemplative introspection.
Newest of the psychological factors of manned space travel and
least c.xplored is the area of astrochromatirs: the stud}' of the effects of
environmental situations in tenus of color, comfort. and the arran~:e·
ment of living space. On the )IANHIGJJ flight, a modest effort was
made to break the monotony of the capsule interior by painting the
walls a light blue, the ceilin!( I! at .white for maximum reflectance. and
using instrument panels decorated with brightly colored knobs.
In this area, the nylon webbing scat desi!(ned by Lt. John Duddy of
the :\ero i\lcdical Laboratory, Wri!(ht Air Dc\'clopment Center, repre·
sen ted a major achie\'cmcnt. Its nylon mesh stretchL'<I across .1 tubular,
aluminum framework providing a very light-weight, strong, adjustable ,
support which could he readily form-fitted to the individual using it. :
It proved extremely satisfactory throu!(hout the 32-hour i\IANIIIGII
II flight.
In sunnnary, much helpful information concerning man's reaction!.
to flight under space equivalent conditions is becomin~: avai!able. ~I au
can certainly live under SIMCc equivalent conditions at 100,000 fed,
and there is e\·ery indication that he should sun•h·c the physical rigr,rs
of 24 hours in orbit if properly protected. The critical question concerns his ahilit}' to ohscn·c nc\\' phenomena and think creatively in
this situation, both to contribute to his own sun·h·al and to bring back
ne\\' scientific knowiL~I~:c. i\lan is uniquely blessed with a crea tivc
imagination, the keystone to pro~:rcss in research. )lachines and black
boxes can provide facts to fill in recognized gaps of knowledge. C)nly
man can recognize new problems and devise means of studying 1nd
measuring them. To fulfill his destiny of pro!(rcss and discovery, n~an
himself 11111s1 broach the \'ast ness of space.
.
\
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When I speak of space travel in the futur : I am dealing in the realm of
speculation, and I would like to say this about SI>cculation. If any of these
things shJuld materialize as I say they will, nobody in the world will be more
surprised than I. These arc projections in the future and. as such, we can't
afford the ht.'\Uf)'· Of dogmatism. We have to strike out afresh.
We arc certain that with the future will come a new technology and
there probably will come a more cOmJ>rchcnsivc understanding of the fundamentals of the physics of nature, physical processes, the nuclear sciences and
even of gr:wity.
Five years ago. if someone had discussed the possibility of harnessing
the gravitational field or using it. the astronomers would have looked around
for the man in a white coat to take him away. Today, five or six univcrsi·
tics in this country and oui: abroa(l arc undertaking research on gravity, in
an effort to understand the nature of this force. Before we can u<c or do
anything with gravity, it is necessary to comprehend fully its position in the
scheme of nature.
CUI'JUC4\f,

l'HOl'J:f,J.A~T~

First, I would like to speak about J>ropulsion systems and fuels of the
future. Today we have four satellites in the sky. For the placing of those
four satellites in the sky, w~ have p.1i(l an enormous J>enalty in fuel ami
structure for the weight of payload. The Vanguar<l s.1tellite weighs 21%
J>euuds. The all·np weight of the Vanguard vehicle is 22,000 pounds.
Thus it means we usc about one thousand J>Oumls of fuel mul hardware for
each J>OIIll(l of p.1ylo.1d. The Jupiter·C usc(! 2200 J>Ounds of fuel and hard·
ware !or a J>euml of 1~1yload. Because of the tremendous size of the
Sputniks, American engineers believe this ratio to have been between -100
and 800 lor the Russian rocket S\'Stcms.
From these figures, it is ai>p.1rcnt that chemically fueled rockets nrc
!rightfully c:cpensivc and terribly big in terms of the final result-and while
the cllicitncy of these larger rockets will eventually lx.'Comc higher, there
is not too nmch hope for imt>rovcment. I think it was Kurt Stehling who
said that the optimum ratio you can cJqx:ct for our !>resent day rockets is
about 400 to I, that is, 400 J)()Unds of fuel and hanlwarc per J>Ouud of pay·
load.
l
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If we expect to put really larg~ payloads in the sky, the all-up weight of
the chemically fueled rocket systems has to be tremendous aud this country
can't afford it. A full·scalc space travel program with trips to the moon
and probes to the planets may be undertaken, but if it is undertaken 1t will
probably have to be on an international scale because 11 is difficult to foresee
any single country footing the bill for a program of this type.
XUCLI':.\K l'OWY.R

••

•While space travel may be realized through chemical propulsion, the
salvation of regular and continued space travel on a grand scale will have
to come through a solution to the problem of obtaining the necessary encrg)
and power in ways other than by chemical fuels.
The most obviom. way of getting more power is to use the nucleus of
the atom, and at this moment there arc se\·cral contracts in force to study
the problem. The Rocketdyne branch of the N'orth Amer,icau A\'1at1on
Corporation has a contract with the AEC to If)' a feasibility study of a
nuclear rocket . The.AEC bas also let auoth~r contract (for $10.500.000)
called "Project Rover," a pure nuclear rocket system. N'orth American
Aviatiou is the contractee for this project.
There is a third proposal called "Project Snap,'' to be let by the AEC
This will be tied to the "P1cd Piper'' project. which deals with a television
camera circling the f~1rth and relaying pictures back to the Earth. We
apparently need a power source for that ami we also need power to get it
up. so this will become part of Project Snap. It may very well be that
Lockheed or Convair or both will have a part of this contract. From this,
you sec that there is considerable activity today, on the American scene at
least, in the application of nuclear power to space travel.
1 recall a long talk I bad about four or five years ago with one of the
most prominent men in the space travel picture, and 1 spoke about the im·
possibility of using nuclear energy as a power source. After fi1·e or ten
minutes, this man looked at me and said "How do you know that this can·
not happen in five or ten years? It is im(>ossiblc now, but it may be pos·
sible in perhaps five or ten years."
Only today do 1 realize how intrlligent an answer that was. 1 had made
the statement that in order to usc nuclear power cflicicutly )'On would ha1·e
to usc temperatures on the order of 10,000 degrees; and inasmuch as we
have nothing on the Earth which will remain a solicl at 10,000 degree>, ob·
viously a motor couldn't be built to usc tmclcar power.
Awarcntly I was dead wrong on that. I was also dcacl wrong on the
possibility of radioactive poisoning. I thought that if you had a nuclear
power I•laut, some of the exhaust materials woulcl be fission products and
therefore there Wlluld be l'icions radioacti\'ity in the immediate vicinity of
the launching point. ,\gain he s.1id, "II ow do you know?': I didn't at
the time. and now I see that I had worrit'<l too much about it, because at•·
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parently radioactivity will be a nnnor factor and tremendous power can be
produced using much loll cr temperatures.
Therefore, we will probably go to nuclear power in the near future, for
Jlllrposcs of getting off the Earth.

Fusion
In the nuclear field there arc two approacl1cs. You can, for instance.
visualize a rocket using fusion for power. Frgurc I shows what a fusion
rocket would be like. It would include a tank of heavy water, or even liquid

WATC~

TANI\

FtG, 1. Schematic dra\\ing 1howing application of fusion po\\er to space tra.vd

hydrogen, aud some mechanism for bringing the hydrogen atoms together
to fuse them, thus creating a tremendous amount of energy. \Vater would
be heated and vaporized under tremendous pressures in the pressure cham·
bcr, and finally would be cxhau>tl, through a regular nozzle. Or. it is
also possible 10 usc the energy to create electricity and ionize some of the
alkali metals and use the ion stream in the exhaust.
This is a form of rocket which would usc fusion power, but it is of aca·
dcmic interest only, for we have yet to pro,·e that we ha'"' .. ~hicvcd true
fusiou on the l':arth. The only cvidelicc we ha,·e today is that in the so·
called magnetic bottles some stray neutrons have been found which could
have come from some other source. In spite of all 1\ e read, we still have
to find definitive proof that. fusion has occurred on the Earth. We must
consider this strictly as au activity of the future.
In fusion. we usc a working tluicl. We exhaust at a very high tem·
perature ancl a high speed, or we can create a high temperature to run a
~:cucrator, create an electric current and discharge ions at trcmenclons speeds.
1\propos of this, yon may ha\·e read quite recently about e.~perimcnts
t~er{ormcd at the Gcucral Electric l~1boratory in which heat was converted
directly into electricity. If thi$ can be done, then yon have an application
{or that t)l>C of device in which he.1t is con,·crtcd into electricity, which in
turn accelerates ions in an ion rocket.
llnt, as wat indicated, so little is known :~bout ,his that cxcet•t for gen·
cralities we can't discuss this intelligently.

Jliuiun
The other type of nuclear energy invoh·cs fission which today i~ a well
understood process. There arc two ways in which we can usc fission. In
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one we create a lngh temperature to heat and exhaust a working fluid. The
other is to generate electricity fur use in an ion rocket.
Figure 2 shows a de,·ice usmg fis<ion power in the first of these two
ways. This utilizes a fission reactor with hqui<l hydrogen heated to high
temperatures and high pressures. The hydrogen at a pressure of, say, 225
psi. is exhausted to zero presst~rc through a nozzle.
The other way of using fiss10n is to create electnctty using a fission reactor. The electricity will accelerate ions for an ion rocket.
These are the two ways in which \\e use fission. I am coming back to
this later, incidentally, to give you a concrete example of this application

tiOUIO HYDROGEN
1<\t.IJII.

l•Jc. 2. Schematic dra\\mg :.hO\\ing app1ic:ation of fission
SO J~<\R

(lO\\(t

to sp.ace travel
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Let us consider next what energies arc :wailablc in space. In addition
to nuclear energy already mentioned, there is solar energy and finally photonic energ)"· I will znenhon four different ways 111 which solar power c:111
be used.
In the first way, a solar power plant uses sodium or mercury in a heating
cycle. The power plant creates electricity which again can be used to ac·
celeratc ions for an ion drive. Figure 3 gives an example of this type of
solar engine in which the receivers-the boiler-are mercury or sodium.
The boiler drives the turbine which in hm1 drives a generator creating the
current. The current goes to the cesium chamber, the cesium is ionized
aud the jets come out, giving thrust to move the rocket.
The second way is to heat a working fluid and exhaust it. The third
way is to create electricity direct!)· using a device similar to the Bell Tele·
phone L:1bor~tory silicon wafers. In this w~y. enough high voltage clec·
tricity for an ion drh·e may be created. L1stly, there is a thing c~lled solar
s~iling. If that sounds strange to you, it soundc~l strange to me, too, just
~bout a month ago, but it is no louger str~nge and I wo,lld like to discuss
it later.
NUVI.l~\R \' t:Hf'U~

:'001,.\U J:..,t:RC.\"

To speak about these different energy systems intelligently, we have to
find out just how to apply them. There are two ways in which they can be
applied: one, to leave the E~rth; and two, to tr:wel in sp~ce.

1
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To leave the Earth we need high thrust for short durations. The one
thing we can't afford is to light gravity for too long a time because gravity
will always win. Therefore, satellite velocity or escape velocity must be
achieved in the shortest possible time, which puts a high premium on high
thrust.
Only the chemical and the unclear fuels can fulfill this condition of high
thrust, so immedmtely solar power is elinnnated as a means of leaving the
Earth. Chemicals are prohibithe in cost and, therefore, only nuclear fuels

F1c. 3. Appli<:a1ion of solar p)\\cr to $pace tra\d using ion f'O(kct.

arc left. Though nuclear rocket motors nrc unproven, untried, stili I think
this country and perhaps even Russia, is staking a great deal on the future
of nuclear power-not just to put a 30·ponnd satellite or even a 3000ponnd s.1tellite in the sky, but ior p.1ylo.1<ls on the order of many tons.
In tra,•eling through sp.1ec, there arc three methods of obtaining energy:
one is the ehemic-11 method again, which is prohibitively costly, so we im·
mediately discard that; the second is the nuclear source; and the third is
solar energy.
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In the case of solar energy, certain reservations must be made, for, if
you get far enough away from the sun the radiation of the sun will fall off
(the intensity will decrease accordmg to the inverse square law) and pre•ty
soon you get far enough away from the sun so that its radiation ceases to
be effective. For places close to the sun, let us say out to the orbit of Mars.
il'is possible to use solar energy to power the space ships.

Project Snooper
Now I would like to speak about one particular form of an ion rocket
called "Project ·Snooper." J have looked through many papers 011 the sub·
jcct of ion rockets, including those by Ernst Stuhlingcr who established
most of the fundamental idea> on ion propulsion. Of all, J think Project
Snooper is the one that will catch your fancy ami imagination.

C4Utt11

f/

JI.Hifl411fto

F1c. 4. Artist•s ron«vt of iou rod.('t in J[t3C<". Nudtar po"<'t is U~('(l to Jt"tt rotl.tt
off the H.:uth ancl 'da·n vrovi~lc tlrdrkat tntrgy for im1 drhC'.

Figure 4 shows Project Snooper. It is the concept of two scientists,
J. Wilinsky and E. C. Orr, who are with Rocketclyne. Project Snooper
utili1es a double propulsion system. One system uses nuclear energy to get
~1.
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off the Earth into space. Once in space, the nuclear power plant ts discarded
as a propulsion device and is used to generate power for the ion rocket.
Let's discuss the detatls of Project Snooper. A fast or an intermediate
nuclear reactor is built into this SJtace ship, which, incidentally, is unmanned
The ship has a total weight of about 3300 pounds, broken down in the
followmg way; 1500 pounds of payload, which includes TV, radar, guidance
systems, communications systems, etc.; 1000 poumls for the reactor; 220
pounds for the propellant (cesium is used); and 580 pounds, miscellaneous.
In this reactor, sodium is used as the coolant. The sodium is used to
heat mercury which in turn drives a turbine. The turbine will drh·e a
generator to generate enough current to create cesium ions and expel them.
This gives 147 kilowatts of electrical energy. Most of this must be dissipated as heat and that is the reason for the wing·likc surfaces. They are
rolled up in a nice little package and are put into orbit. When in orbit they
11nroll. They arc covered with soot to give them a high emissivity to get
rid of 11nwauted heat.
In the propellant section cesium is used. As a matter of fact. all the
al~alis ha\·e rather low ionization potentials. Cesium will iomze in a mat•
ter of microseconds by passing over hot platinum or hot tungsten. The
cesium is stored in a liquid state at 100° F. It is forced through a check
valve and sprayed on the walls of a vaporizing cylinder at a temperature of
1400°. This will create the ions which come shooting 0111 of the two
motors.
With 4 amperes of current, these two motors can generate a thrust of
onc·si:<th of a pound each. This thrust will yield an acceleration of a tenth
or a milli·g; in other words, a ten-thousandth or the force or gravity.
To prevent a charge from building up on the ,·chicle, electrons arc also
cjl'Cled, so the device is electrically neutral.
This is one way of using a nuclear ion rocket. This is a vehicle con·
figmation which has been very well workl-d out and may C\'entually reach
the hardware stage.
\'UKY.

~ UC::.ti'..\R

ltOC::KET8

Now let us go to pure nuclear rockets without worrying about an ion
propulsion, and for that I would like to gh·c you a little bit of b.1ckground.
If we usc the V·2 as an example, it has a specific im111tlsc of about 220 sec·
onds. To get a large enough rocket off the surface of the Earth with that
t) pe of imJmlse, 98.4 per cent of the rocket would have to be fuel, which is
obvi9usly imJlOSsiblc. That is why we have as many as three stages on our
satellite rockets.
If the SJtecific impulse were UJl from, say, 220 seconds to 400 ~ sccouds,
then it would be possible to put a ~1tellitc in the sky with two stages. Ami
if the specific impulse went Ufl to 800 seconds, then the job could be done
with a single rocket. 0£ CO\lfSC, that is the aim because in a single stage
rocket a tremendous amount of \ydght is saved.
l
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We know the specific impulse is,proportional directly to the square root
of the temperature and inversely to the square root of the molecular weight
of the working fluid in the heated state in the chamber. This means the
higher the temperature, the higher the specific impulse; and the lower the
molecular weight, .the higher the specific impulse.
We investigate materials for the working fluid and·.lind that hydrogen
is ideal. It has a molecular weight of 2. As a point of fact, it is the

,,.,,,, •1 l<rt•u•,••·
roc~ct.

Frc. 7. Anill'o cone<pt of a nuclrar•po\lcr«<

outstanding working fluid for nuclear rockets. llclium has twice the moiecular weight of hydl'l:)gen, but logistically it is a most difficult material. The
temper.uurcs for liquid helium arc \'cry low {-268.9° C.). ~t is very
difficult to make, \'ery difficult to store nnd it isn't easily procured, curious
as that may sotmd.
Then we go up to molecular nitrogen which has a mean molecular
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Ftc.. S.. Nuclear rocket jn operation showing p<)\Hf plant in front \\ith payload
traihng by 2000 f.et.•

weight of about 8.5. Finally we go to the compounds. Ammonia, for in·
stance. even though it docs have a much higher molecular wei;:ht than
helium and, of course, is poor in performance, is still better than helium be·
cause of the shortcomings I haYe just mentioned.
The ttucleat• system will be or CO!Jid be like a convcnt!onal chemical sys·
tem in that there is a turbo-pump forcing the \vorking fluid into a thrust
chamber which contains a reactor. At the end of the teactor is a noule to
expand the gases. The operation apJ~ars Jcry simple.
Figure 5 is a schematic diagram of a nuclear rocket. It contains a pro·
pcllant section. As the propellant flows in, it i$ dh•idcd into two portionsone flows in one direction and one in another direction as the cooling me·
tlium. These two portions finally come together and then the working fluid
is forced down through plates. As it is forced down through the plates it
piclis up the heat from the.p!atcs. It comes out at a pressure of perhaps 250
psi. and c;"pands to zero pressure, giving the necessary thrust. Figures 6
and 7 are artist'~ concepts of a nnclear·powered reaction motor and the
rocket it prOJ~ls.
• l' igurts S. 9 and 10 ore rrprcnntations of con<tpts dev<lopcd by Krafft Ehricle, of
Convair.
I
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T~us the operation of a nuclear rocket motor is not too different from
the chemically fueled rockets. As to·the elements of the reactor, there is
the reactor core which is a matrix of graphite impregnated with U-235 ;·
there are reflectors which are also graphite; there is a control rod; ami there
is a stntcture system. All of these are units of this system.
Figures 8 and 9 show the nuclear rocket application to a moon trip.

t

Design of a N11clear Rocket
Now I have a problem whidt I would like to discuss. This was worked
out by the Rocketdyne people who have this ·study program. They said:
"Suppose we wanted to build a nuclear motor which would g1ve 100,000
pounds of thrust. How is it done?"
They limited themsel,es to a ma.ximum temperature of 4000° F. The
width of the plates and the gap between the plates were set at ~ of an inch.
The hydrogen pressure in the reactor is 800 psi, and the temperature of the
hydrogen entering the reactor is 13-1° K
If the reactor raised the temperature of the hydrogen to 3600° F. (notice this is less than the 4000 I spoke about) , the reactor would have to be
6 feet long. We could get a mass veloctt)' of"hydrogen passing through

Flc.. Q, N\Kl(ar rod<:t setting do"n on the.· moon.
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the gap at the rate of 40 psi., and a speeific impulse of about 790 Dividu:~
the 100,000 pounds of thrust by the 790 gives 127 pounds per second of
hydrogen which must flow through. And if this is divided by 40 (pounds
per second per square foot), it gives an area of 3.2 square feet which must
be multiplie~ by 2 to take into account these plates. This shows that a re·
actor 6 feet long, with a cross·sectional area of about 6% square feet will
give 100,000 pounds of thrust to propel a rocket.
With that, !-think we will close our discussion of nuclear reactors and
go on to the solar power dwices.

_.El.W.....lll.M.aAM

C•lfJ7 •I

c.,.w;,.

Fu;. 10. Schttnatic drawing of solar p.)v.crtd space ship.
SOLAR POWER DRVIOY.8

Figure 10 is Krafft Ehricke's concept of the solar space ship using a two·
man crew. The ship itscl£ consists of two giant shells 128 feet in diameter,
made of a very thin plastic, coated on one side with aluminum to concen·
Irate the radiation from the ~un on a sort of cooker. This is a workable
system which collects solar energy to operate on a working fluid, that is, heat
it up, get it np to a high pressure and discharge it to zero pressure. It is the
direct method of u~ing soiar energy.
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It is.also possible to use solar energy to create electricity, either by a
generating plant or by direct conversion, for use in an ion drive.
Finally, there is this thing called solar saihng, shown in Fig. II, which
is about as unscientific a sketch as you will see. However, I do•1't know of
anything I could have done which would have made this more apparent to
.you.

F1c. II. 5)'11lbohc applicotion of tolar radiation to motion in

Jp>et.

In the March 1958 issue of Jet Propulsion Dr. Richard L. Garwin, of
Columbia University, s.1i;J, in effect: In space we lind radiation pressure.
Astronomers have been familiar with radiation pressure for many years.
They believe even t(l(!ay that that lms a great deal to do with the formation
of the stars. Dr. Garwi11 believes that radiation pressure can be used for
solar sriting.
Suppose we ba,·e a s.1tcllite circling the Earth, and as that s.1tcllite is
moving away from the sun we could put up a s.1il to intercept a certain
nmount of radiation. When the s.1tellite moves arouml toward the sun, the
sail is furled ami radiation pressure doesn't affect you except on the surface
of the space ship which bas a comp.1rativcly small cross-sectional area.
It isn't too difficult to n~1ke a computation on this type of ship, because
we know the solar constant. We get 2 calories per square centimeter per
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second on the surface of the Earth. We know the Earth's distance from
the sun, so we can compute the size of the sail we need for. say. a unit mass
of matter to have radiation pressure affect it.
Dr. Garwin did just that. He contemplates a 0.1-nnl thick plastic
aluminized on one side to double the effect. He computes the mass per unit
area to be 5 X ·10''-gfcm'. If a 21-pound Vanguard is circling the Earth
and' if a sail 70 meters in diameter were put on to that 21-pound Vanguard,
that sail-\l'ould accelerate the satellite at 5 X 10'' em/sec' which is approx·
imaicly t6 X 10'!5 times the force of gravity.
From this, Dr. ·Garwin shows that it is, perfectly feasible to build a big
sail. tie it to a space ship and usc the radiant enerrv of -the Still to move
around in space. And if by cl1ance. our technology should improve so that
instead of the sai! having a thickness of a tenth of a mil we could cut that.
say, by a factor of 5 or 6, then the acceleration will be increased still more.
giving a significant plish to the satellite.
This concept of sailing around in space and letting s.:,,ar energy propel
you is not nonsense. Apparently it has considerable merit and you may be
hearing a great deal more of this in the future if man should get out :into
space. Of course. if you have this power all you have to do when you circle
the Earth is to unfurl the sail when Yi!U are moving away from the Still to
pick up the energy and then furl it whelt you are moving toward the sun.
A small solar battery can be used for the energy requh ed to furl am[ unfurl
the sail. which can be done in a matter of 80 seconds. There will be no
retardation.becausc the sail is open on the side of the Earth wbeu it is moving towanl the sun. Thus we can move from satellite wlocity to escape
\'elocity given sufficient time.
l"JIOTOX JCOCKF.Tf'

Now I would like to speak for just a momrnt ~bout the 11hoton rockets.
I think most of you know that a beam of light produces a thrust. On a very
delicate micro-balance you cmo actually make the balance move by shining
a b<·am of light on it. It is a rather delicate experiment, Jut it has lx:cn
done.
It is concei\'ahlc that, given enough energy in these photon lx:ams, they
co;1ld be used to propel an object at a rather low acceleration. Essentially
this means comcrting n~1tter directly into radiation. At this time only in
giant accelerators or in cosmic ray reactions do we see com11letc con,·ersion
of matter to energy. The nmtnal annihilation of the clcctrou and positron
is well known. Recently other evidence of the heavier particles entering
into thi$ lYilC of a reaction ha> been noted. The 6 BEV Ilc\'atron·has gi\·cn
e\·idcnce of the annihilation of a proton :md its negative conntcr1mt, the
antiproton. Thus the reactions for the complete comersion of mass to
energy arc being uncovered.
The energy from these reactions results in a stream of photons of var·
ions energy contents. If the stream coulcl be directed, then we could use
I
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it to impart motion to the vehicle containmg the energy generating process
In theory. an ordinary lamp could be used for this. There are two possibihties : (·I) a lamp with a \'ery high current going through the filament
and a reflector m back of it so as to direct a!' the energy out m one direction;
or (2) an electric doscharge used to excite gas The glowing gas will emit
photons to be directed in a given·direction,
That is as much as I can tell you about the photon rocket, except to say
that Professor Kurl Stanukovitch, a Russian scientist. has apparently been
engaged in this "ork for the past four or five years The Russians may be
pursuing this work more diligently than the West.
KAX IS SP.\CE

Afier ·we get these rockets with unlimited amounts of energy and nuclear reactor~, what do we do then? The first thing I can visualize is that
by the year 2000 a civili1.ation will be established on the moon. The moon
will then become a super-base for operations in space in general.
Astronomers believe that on the moon there arc ntagnesium silicates.
Some of these rocks. contain 13 per cent of water by weight. For every
100 pounds of rock there are 13 pounds of water or crystalli1.ation locked
up tightly in these rocks. With an unlimited amount of energy-and hy
the year 2000 I think the most plentiful and least costly thing (except for
taxes) will be energy-I will assume that it is possible to break up the rocks,
crush them and bake or electrolyze them to extract the water from them.
When that water is subjected to the ultra-violet radiation of the sun, it
dissociates into oxygen and hydrogen. Thus the rocks on the moon will
furnish an atmosphere and water. Dy the year 2000 our chemists will h:\\'c
advanced to the point where they will be able to synthesize most of the rna·
tcrials we have on the E.1rth. Thus there is no re.1son why a civilization
cannot be started on the moon.
Dy a civilization ~ mean villages and towns, CO\'ered by plastic domes
(see Fig. 12) which will trap an atmosphere at perhaps 6 psi. and filter out
the lethal ultraviolet radiation. People will probably be sitting in auditoria
on the moon (not you, but perhaps your children or grandchildren) the way
you are seated here-without space suits, without fantastic helmets · and
radios to pcnnit communications, etc.
Once we ha,·c conquered the moon, we can begin moving through space.
One of the most popular topics in the Planetarium is the demonstration
on the possibility of life on other worlds. In this story of life on other
worlds, astronomers find e\·idence that many planetary systems abound in
s1~1cc. We find stars such as 61 Cygni and 70 Ophiuehi, which do not
move uniformly, These stars app:uently waver in space with a sinusoidal
motion. The only object that can make those stars move in that fashion
is a dark body or planet ncar it, and from the amplitude of that motion the
mass of this dark body can be determined in terms of tl.e mass of the visible
star.
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If there are large dark bodies or planets surrounding the stars, certainly
there must be small planets. Statistically we think that there are perhaps
a billion planetary systems in our own gala>.y-in our Milky Way system.
In the observable universe there are perhaps a b1lhon billion planetary sys·
terns.
With the tremendous number of planetary systems it is inconceivable
that many.of them won't be the size of the Earth, the same distance f~om
their sun as we ~re from our sun, and because the -elements are scattered
through space rather uniformly (the same elements in the same propor·
tions). life could very \\ell have begun there the way it began here some
four or five billion years ago.

F1c.. 12. Arti!t'• oonccpt of a kttltmmt on the moon after the year 2000.

\'

.l.
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There may be life out ther~ and that is one of ~~~ things we would like
to know. Jn the future I could visualize a giant celestial Noah's Ark leav·
ing the moon, weighing perhaps•a million tons and fully compartmented.
Ju this celestial Noah's Ark there would be a coinplete civilization-schools,
libraries, universities, factories, nurseries, hospitals, places to grow plants
and food and to raise animals. Agriculture would be practiced, along with
rigid birth control,
This civilization will start out from the Earth at some date in the future
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and it may travel for 700 years with a speed of, let us say, 6000 miles per
second. At the·end of 350 years that space ship may haw gone to one of
the nearest stars such as 61 Cygni or 70 Ophiuchi to see whether there is a
planetary system around tl1at star. And if a planetary system is there, is
there life on one of those planets, perhaps similar to ours or perhaps vastly
superior to ours?
PBOBLEHS OF SPACE TRAVJ:L

I have blithely spoken about speeds on the order of 6000 miles per second
and yet there may be particles in space which will preclude oitr getting to
these stars even at this speed.
If, in traYcling through space, we should hit anytlting, it makes no dif·
fercnce who possesses the motion-the fact that there is a certain velocity
differential between the two bodies can create a hazard of· extreme mag·
nitude.
We know many particles abOtllld in space in the Yicinity of the stm. At
night, if you watch the sky assi4uously you 1113)' sec three or four streaks of
light cutting rapidly across the sky. Astronomers call these things meteors
-)Ou call them "shooting stars." Most of these particles are small, usually
110 larger than a grain of sand, but they enter the Earth's atmosphere with
speeds up to 45 miles a second. It is this S(lecd which gives them their great
energy. A particle the size of a grain of s:md moving with a speed of 25
miles per second, which is p.1rabolic velocity at the Earth's distance from
the sun, has about as much energy as a high power rille bullet. A larger
particle has a greater amount of energy in proportion to its mass. Thus in
the vicinity of the Earth we find tiny particles which arc potelltial hazards
to \lll)' e.xttndcd space trips in which we will be moving at high velocities.
Some have suggested that although this is true in the vincinity of the
Earth, these particles thin out or arc non-existent when we get out beyond
the solar system.
Dr. Fred L. Whipple, Director of the Smithsonian Astrophysical Ob·
servatory, has advanced evidence that the sp.1ce between the stars is the deep
freeze which house's the comets that mo,·c around the sun. As comets arc
composed of these tiny particles in a matrix of hydrogen ices, we must ac·
cept the fact that out beyond the solar system we should fiucl similar par·
tides. These p.uticlcs present a severe problem.
How will these particles affect our celestial Noah's Ark?
In order to view this in its proper perspective, let's do some arithmetic.
Let's begiu.)vith a particle of matter about the size of a grain of sugar weigh·
ing about 0.004 grams.
The formula for the kinetic energy of a body is:
K.E. = l/2mv'.

,,

For a speed let us choose 10 miles a second which is a reas~t!3ble speed in
traveling between the planets. Let us convert miles into feet and the grams
into pounds to get our answer in foot-pounds.
I
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Putting these figures into the above e<1uation we get a K.E. of 11,000
foot·pounds. Remember. this is a tiny grain of matter moving at 10 miles
a second.
However, we were concerned a moment ago with speeding our space
ship along at 6000 males per second. As this is greater by a factor of 600,
the energy content (which goes up as the square of the speed) is increased
by 360,000 times. Thus that tiny grain of matter now possesses an energy
of . ..out 4,000,000,000 foot-pounds! And even with this speed we will
take about 700 years for a round trip to .a star. Some day we might be
able to accelerate to still greater speeds to perhaps consummate this trip in
a lifetime. Let us imagine that it were possible to speed up to 62,000 miles
a second-a third the velocity of light. A round trip under these conditions
may be made in 70 years.
Now let us look at the energies ·nwolved in the tiny particles which we
run into at this tremendous speed. We have speeded up by a factor of 10
so the energy generated is increased by a factor of JOO. Thus that tiny
grain now possesses an energy of 400,000,000,000 foot-pounds. This is
an incredible amount of energy and I would like to translate that for you in
terms which may be more readily understood.
A rifle bullet travels with a speed of about 3000 feet a second-slightly
more than a half mile a second. Let us assume that the bullet •.veighs about
an ounce. That bullet possesses an energy of about 300,000 foot·pounds.
The ratio of energies in the grain of matter in space and the bullet is about
1.3 X 10'. To grt some idea as to what this means let us imagine a block
of stone 17 feet on each edge. If the Celestial Noah's Ark colhdes with a
tiny grain in space the effect on the Ark will be the equivalent of having a
block of stohc 17 feet 011 an edge stnke the Ark with a speed of 3000 feet
per second!
Under these conditions it is highly unlikely that any Celestial Noah's
Ark ever contemplated could withstand an encounter of this kind. As it is
highly probable these particles exist in space, encounters of this type must be
c:-.J>cctcd, though we cannot deda!cc the frequency of hits.
From this it is apparent that it is highly unlikely that the fastest trips
could be naadc with the fabricated ;\rk unless \\C discover how to utilitc
"force field s" to vaporize the impcdiug matter.
However, there is another way out of the dilemma.
ASTY.KOlUS .\8 81',\r& SJIIrS

In that J>art of space between j,lars and Jupiter we find the asteroids.
Astronomers believe that a long time ago there was another planet in the
solar system which for ~omc unknown reason was shattered.
Thus we find a belt in which arc smaller bodies ranging in size from
over 400 miles in diamdcr -to less than a mile in diameter. One of these
asteroids would make a perfect Celestial Noah's Ark.
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We could get to that a~teroid with huge space ships fabricated on the
moon. Once on the asteroid we will assume that we still have unlimited
sources of energy, s<_> we could begin hollowing out the asteroid. This could
then be compartmented and again a ch·ilization could be taken aboard.
Rocket motors using nuclear fuels could be installed on all faces of the irregular chunk of rock (see Fig. 13). Plastics·would be synthesized to provide covers for small settlements 011 the asteroid and it may even be possible
to find watcr·b~ring rocks on !he asterqid.

Ftc. JJ. Iloilo"«< ®t a>t<rotd for u>c 01 a e<lntial Noah'> Ark to go to tho

ntarnt erratically mo,;ng $tars.

After the asteroid has been hollowed out we will leave a thin skin perhaps several hundred feet thick. Now when these fast moving p.,rticles hit
the ~urface of the asteroid they will not devastate it.
There arc two ways in which we can g•t away from the sun's gravita•
tiona! field and get to the distant stars. lloth of the methods involve the
use of a "gr:t\'itationnl whip."
One way which has been discus>C.-d for a long time has been the moving
in toward the sun and letting the sun whip the Ark off into 5J>acc in a hyper·
bolic p.,th. The other method, the work of Krafft Ehricke, has been dis-
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dosed rather recently. He has shown that when a space ship approaches
the planet Jup•ter, the gravitational lield of the planet is so strong as tn at·
tract the space ship to its surface. V, however, the approach is precisely
right, then the gravitational field of the giant planet can act as a sling shot
to project the Ark into a -hyperbohc path to the distant stars. Thus we
have the means whereby power need n_ot be used continuously. All that is
needed is the power to get the Ark to the right spot at the right time and the
gravitational fields can do the rest.
In moving through space it is still possible that the plastic shells will be
hit and they will be damaged but the odds are all against all of them being
hit at the same time. Thus we will have opportunities of seeing where we
are headed. The capta~e<l .asteroid as a space ship has delinit merit.
Using this type of an Ark we will be able to get away from the Earth to
the other stars to answer one of the most profound questions we can pose:
Is there life on other worlds?
TIJfS DlLA'l'ION

The last question I want to discuss is time dilation .
.More tllan 50 years ago Eiustein enunciated his Special Theory of Rela·
tivity. This law has opened the floodgates of speculation and has led to
dr~!natic and intriguing conjectures of the effects on a human b~ing moving
throhgh space at extraordinarily high speeds.
One aspect of the th~'Ory relates to changes in mass, length and time with
increase in speed. As a consequence of th:s theory, it can be shown mathe·
matkally that as we approach the speed of light-186,300 miles a secondthe length of a body will shrink to zem, the mass of the body will become
infinitely large and time will slow down m~tllinally stop.
Tl1is slowdown or time dilation is nonually imperceptible, because most
motions on the Earth or in the solar system arc so slow. Only at speeds of
:~as of thousands of miles per second cau even the most sensitive of instru·
mcnts be expected to show this effect in short time periods. As this will be
a cumulative effect, in a significant time interval this slowdown may be
apparent.
Any doubts as to the validity of these laws ha,·e been partially dissipated,
for some facets have been verified in our laboratories. For example, when
cyclotrons were used to accelerate 1~1rticles to bombard the nuclei of atoms
to transmute them into new isotopes or elements, the sciePtist found · that
when the accelerated particle reached a large fraction of the speed of light
there was a substantial in,reasc in mass. Iu fact, so pro1·ounccd was this
increase that the cyclotrons had to compensate for this rclativisitic increase
in mass so that the electric "kick" could be synchronized with the particle.
Only then could the cyclotron operate satisfactorily.
Laboratory proof showed that this law was valid and understood.
E;..J>erimcntal proof also has been fun~isbcil by the behavior of mu·
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mesons passing through the atmosphere of the Earth. Because of their
extremely short life, comparatively few should survive and reach surface.
The only explanation for the significant number reaching the surface is that
the time-dilation effect has expanded their life spans.
For many years there has been general acceptance of the time-dilatton
part of the theory. Only recently has any opposition to these concepts been
advanced. 'At this moment an acrimonious wrangle has been triggered
among distinguished scientists of outstanding ability. The imminence of
the proposed earth satellite has lifted the questiot: from the purely academic
realm and has brought it to realistic appraisal.
In the staid and proper Nat11re, a ranking magazine of science published
in Great. Britain, a series of provocative articles has appeared in which two
articulate scientists and astronomers, Professors W. ~1. ;\lcCrae and Herbert Dingle, have deb.,ted the questio11 of remai11ing young while traveling
at high speeds. While both agree that with incrca~ed speed the clocks of
the space traveler will slow down, the interpretation of the slowdown is the
basis of the controversy.
Professor McCrae considers the heart as a form of clock. When the
speed reaches a certain value there will be a perceptible slowing down of the
heart so that the. body metabolism will also slow down and thus we will
lh e more slowly and longer.
Professor Dingle co11tends this inter1>rctation is a violatio11 of what he
calls "common sense."
Why anyone should use a term like "commo11 sense" in light of the
phenomenal progress made in the field of electronics, atomic bombs and
other nuclear weapons, is difficult to comprehend. Today, it must be act·
mitted that common sense is the usual, but the lmusual also has an insidious
way of becoming reality.
Scientists like Professor Dingle, who do not believe that youth can be
maintained with fa~t motions, argue that the only thing that counts in this
theory is velocities. They point out that the relative motions of the space
traveler and the Earth arc the same. They contend that the space ship is
moving away from the Earth at precisely the s.1mc speed with which the
earth is receding from the S(l.1CC traveler.
Therefore if the clocks 011 the SJ1.1Ce ship are slowing clown with respect
to tho~e on the Earth, by the same token the clocks on the Earth arc slowing
clown with rcSJ>cct to the sp.1cc traveler.
Thus if the sp.1ce traveler left the E.1rth at great S(>ecd and returned at
some future date, the clocks on both the Sl>acc ship and the Earth would
precisdy coincide and there would be no aging of the "E.1rth t>eople" with
respect to those who went on the trip.
They say that the relative \'clocities make for tl<!rfectly symmetrical con·
' ditions and thus it is impossible to cliffercntiah: between those who left and
those who stayed on the Earth. Therefore, they contend, it is ridiculous to
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assume that one has a special property which the other ·does 1.ot possess
Thus there can be no d1fference in ages,
To this, Prof. McCrae and his fellow scientists say "nonsense!" They
hold that the space ship is being accelerated away from the Earth. The space
travelers are the ones who are doing the moving by virtue of this accelera·
tion, Therefore, if they are accelerated, then their clocks will slow down
and the people on the accelerated vehicle will live longer.
They contend that the frame of reference is centered on the ·Earth and it
is the space ship which moves in this frame of reference. The Earth is sta·
tionary in this system so that symmetry of motions does not exist. The
consequence of this symmetry is that the aging process of the space travelers
will be retarded.
Thus the controversy rages.
:lle<hcalmeu also have become involved in this controversy. A team of
doctors from Harvard University, as reported in a paper given before the
American Rocket Societ)', have investigated this from the metabolic point
of \'iew and conclude there would be no difference in ages between the space
traveler and the Earth J><:opl~.
Rather passionately, the doctors d1spute the findings of one of Dr. Ein·
stein's colleagues, Philip Frank. Oi Dr. Frank's conclusions. they &1)':
"lie comp.1res this slowing of life's processes, due to incre.1scd uniform
motion, to the slowing which occurs at a reduced body temperature. So the
conclusion given is that the motion of the sp.1ce >hip inflicts a kind of hiber·
nation on its passengers and they arrive home awakening. like the Sleeping
Beauty a!VI her household, to find a new generation on Earth while they
themselves arc but little older."
The medical men probe th~ ability of the body to withstaml conditions
which arc alien and perhaps lethal to a human being. This slowing dr.wn
of time to them means hiberation ml(l hibernation means a drOJllliug of the
bo~ly temperature. They claim that a drop of II or 12 degrees brings nn·
cons.:ousness and a llOSSibility of death. Certain!)' the performance of the
individual will be critically affl>tll'd if there should be hibernation.
These doctors, like Prof. Dingle, reject the idea partially on the grounds
of ''common sense," because common sense insists that a sort of hibernation
is the only logical tonsequcnce of this situation. Therefore, in their 1~1per,
.1s in the case of Professor Dingle, they insist on the symmetry of velocities
of the SJ~1Ce ship and tl1e Earth. And like Professor Dingle, the ml~lical
men prefer to ignore the acceleration of the space ship to get it up to the
high spt-..~ls. It is the opinion of many scientists, strongly shared by this
writer, that accelerations cannot be ignored. Only by permitting it to enter
the picture can a definitive answer be found.
If the special theory of relativity is completely valid, :md at this time
there is a strong feeling that it is, then at some future date man will come
face to face with the possibility of a loi•g life span. In this SJll'tnlation we
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are not just juggling time sequences. The human aging (trocess would be
slowed. It can he t.'<plained in the following manner;
Imagine the human body as a cloc!c of sorts. The balance wheel ntay
have its counterpart in the heart. Thus the beating of the heart would
measure time. As the space traveler moves at a high speed, the slowing
down of the clocks on the space ship would be simultaneously accompanied
by the slowing down of the heart in its beating. The nonnal heart beats
72 times a minute. A sufficiently high speed would make the heart beat 72
times an hour!
·
Run the speed up still higher and the heart may beat but once a day.
But, remember, the unit of time we are using is the unit of time as measured
on the Earth. The crew 011 the. rocket ship would be completely unaware
of the slowing down of their clocks. If they took their pulse using the
clocks on the space ship, the rate would still be 72 a minute.
1'he metabolism of the body would be retarded until the functioning of
the body practicnlly ceased. In that way the body could survive for inordinately long tra,·el periods.
This time dilation cm1 be easily computed. We simply begin with a
number, 186,300 mile~ a second-the speed of light. Now if a space ship
can be accelerated until it attains n speed of 167,700 miles a second, approximately 90 per cent of the speed of light, the traveler would age but 10 years
for n trip which the stny·at-homes on Earth said had taken 23 years.
If the speed of the traveler goes up to 184,000 miles a second, 99 per
cent of the speed of light, a 100-ycar trip woul<l take 5 Earth-years. With
• a speed of 186,200 miles a second, 99.99 per cent of the speed of light, a
1000-year tri(> would take but 14 Earth·years. The closer we come to the
limicing speed of light, 186,300 miles a second, the more time is slowed
until at the speed of light time stops.
A good bit of scimulatiug speculation has centered around the bcha,·ior
of a space lraYeler moving with a large fraction of the speed of light.
In my office I can walk for n distance of 60 feet and without exertion
1 can co\'er this in about 10 seconds. Now imagine me in a space ship
traYelling at 186,200 miles per second. Instead of co,·ering this dislance
in 10 seconds, an obscrYer on the Earth, if he could sec, would clocl> me
oYer this distance in about IiO l~1rth·sccond~ and 19 him it would ap1.ear
as though I were performing in a \'cry slow, slow·motiou picture.
Similarly, all my other movctllents woul<l be slowed down. Eating,
whid• might normally t:tke a half hour on the Earth, would, in the fast
moYing s1~1cc ship, seem to take tl.e best p.1rt of a d:ty. Even my reflexes
and automatic actions would be ex(\1mlcd in this weird fashion.
If I sec something out of the comer of my eye, it normally takes about
one·tenth of :1 second for me to percd\'e it. On the sp.1cc ship it wouhl take
almost :1 second for the message 10 get to my br:tin. After my brain rc·
ccived the mess.1gc, instead of tal..iug the normal one second to recognize
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what I saw, it would take almost a quarter minute for me to recognize it.
J\11 my functions would ~ deceler~ted, but to me on the space ship they
would -appear quite normal. Only to the stationary observer on the Earth
would this time scale appear dilated.
.
In essence, those who speculate on what the future Will bring are, in
bold imagination, embarking on a trip through time. Let us assume that
in 19~8 a 28-year old couple departed on a 30-year trip in which they
traveled at 99.2 per cent of the speed of light. Let us further assume that
they left behind a one-year old daughter. While the clocks on Earth were
ticking away the passage of 30 years, their clocks would indicate but three
years of time had elapsed. The 28-year old couple would return and be 31
years old.
Every woman loves to hear the flattering remark when she is w1th her
daughter that they look almost like sisters. IE our people went out to din·
ner in 1958 with their daughter, then truly could the remark be made to
the mother:
"Why you look like sisters, not hke mother and daughter." Mother
would be 31 years old. just the age of her daughter. This is one time the
flattery would not be empty. If the women are really serious about stay·
iug young, and what woman isn't, here may be the solution to this longing.
If the application of this theory docs slow down the aging process, will
we become aware of it soon? Can we look forward to a definitive solution
to this question in the immediate future? The answer is no.
While within perhaps 20 years man may tra1·el to a space station aud
thus attain a speed !lf 5 miles a second, this speed is so slow that in a life
span of 100 years the inhabitants of the space station would gain but one
second over those remaining on earth. Only in the distant future when
trips to the outer reaches of the solar system or even to the stars arc con·
templated, can the effects become appreciable enough to answer the question.
And if the answer should demonstrate the complete validity of this
theory, then perhaps this Earth is due for a staggering social upheaval in
which people would demaud space travel as a sort of elixir of life.
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